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INTRODUCTION
The word "Prayoga" can be translated to mean
"An Objective Oriented Act".
"Prayoga Sastra" refers to channelizing
energies using Mantra, Yantra & Tantra to achieve
a set of objectives. Usually the Prayogas are done
for the welfare of the world at large or to confer
specific benefits to the disciples.
"Prayoga Sastra" is usually for the benefit of
one and all, but its secrets are divulged only to the
chosen ones. Its practice is meant only for a selected
few Masters who possess great qualities of self
control, selflessness and spirit of sacrifice. The
results of Prayoga are immediate, but the process is
not an easy one.
The Master (Prayogi), sometimes even risks his
life in order to rectify the fate of his disciple.
The Prayogi, often performs his act secretly
amidst multitasking. He doesn't let know his
beneficiary how he achieved his objective. He feels
that it is not necessary either.
Sri Sridhar Guruji, is one such rare Prayogi, we
have walking amongst us, silently making our living
5

comfortable, in his own mystic ways. Guruji often
says that, Prayers are very powerful, and that his
Masters have been merciful in blessing his efforts.
Here are some inspiring incidents and
experiences of Guruji with his Gurus. The material
for this has been pieced together from Guruji’s social
media posts, informal conversations had with some
of his disciples sharing, occasionally, some of his
experiences and remembrances. Naturally, this
narrative can be neither exhaustive nor
comprehensive.
Our enlightened readers may, therefore, deduce
why some parts of this narrative are brief while
some other are expansive. No one, we hope that
would conclude that what is given here is the
comprehensive and final version of the experience
concerned.
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Maharishi Rajar
There were three brothers in a village... they
lived in harmony with each other.... the eldest will
take care of the lands, the next one was working in
a rice mill near by, and the last one was a Poojari in
the temple at the village...their wives were taking
care of their aged parents at home..
One day a very big snake appeared in the dream
of the aged parents and said it will kill one of the
sons.. interestingly both the elders had the same
dream at the same time....Terrified parents without
telling any one went to a nearby town and met a
person known to them and told him of their
dream......
That person took them to one Rajendra
Verma.... the elders narrated the dream to him....
Rajendra Verma introduced himself as an expert in
Prashna Margam and Sakuna Sastram... he
collected the details about the family and did Ashta
Mangala Prashnam with his team.... He confirmed
that the dream will come true and that one of their
son will be killed by a cobra during the Krishna
Paksha Dwadashi in the Vricchika month.... It was
just 15 days away from the day he informed them....
further he said nothing on this earth can stop this
and there is no remedial measure to his knowledge,
which can prevent this happening......
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The elders returned back to their village and
did not know what to do.... 14 days passed... the
elders could not conceal the truth any longer, told
the sons and daughters-in-law of the dream and the
subsequent events which followed...
All were very much disturbed mentally on
hearing this but for the last son who was very
courageous by nature... he said nothing of that sort
will happen.. he further said, the deity whom he was
serving as a Poojari would not allow such a terrible
incident to happen in that family.....
It was Krishna Paksha Dwadashi day of
Vricchika month... all were at home except the last
son who was praying in the temple....
Maharishi Rajar and myself were meditating
in the forest.... after some time Rajar told me...’My
dear son, we have some work in a near by
village...we don’t have much time left....we have to
immediately leave...so we left for this village..... we
went to the temple.... there is a tank on the northern
side of the temple.... we went and sat there on the
steps... the Poojari came down the steps......
On the opposite side of the tank Rajendra
Verma had come with four of his disciples...
As the Poojari stepped down to collect water
in the vessel, Rajendra Verma dived in to the water
tank... Maharishi Rajar also dived and pulled the
Poojari from the water.... in a split second, I could
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visualise a big black cobra raising its hood out of
the water and was hissing fiercely at the Poojari...
Rajar now said to the black cobra....
“Yes, I can understand your rage.... but you
should remember the promise you have given to the
Jeeva Pitru that you will not attack him more than
once.... now that he has escaped from the attack,
you cannot have any revenge on him.... please
return to your place and live peacefully.... ”
After some time I could visualize five cobras
going up the steps on the opposite side of the tank....
The Poojari boy was dumb struck.... he
prostrated Maharishi Rajar....
Maharishi Rajar said to the boy....“Your
sanchitha karma of the past life was about to
consume your life... the Goddess Bhagawathy
whom you are worshipping, came to your rescue
today... While I was meditating in the forest she
directed me to you.... You continue your dedicated
prayers and service to her.... She will always take
care of you and your family”....
As we were returning back to the forest
Maharishi Rajar told me the entire story and told
me that the Icchadaari cobra was living as Rajendra
Verma and waiting to take revenge on this boy for
a past deed mistakenly committed by him.....
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Maharishi Rajar further said...’Even Sanchitha
karma of previous birth can be nullified if we
dedicatedly do service to God... it was more the
service of this boy to Goddess Bhagawathy in his
village temple saved his life’......
Lord’s Grace... Bhagawathy daya....
Acharya krupa....
Some where south of India, there lived a great
folk dancer by name Kadambari.... she regularly
danced before Lord Bhairava in a temple....
There was a priest in the temple by name
Somanadha Sastry.... he was very dedicated in his
worship towards the Lord... he was a very strict
disciplinarian.. he had no inclination towards dance
or music....but he knew that Kadambari is a dancer
and dances before Lord when Somanadha is not
there...
So, Kadambari used to dance before Lord
Bhairava, whenever Somanadha Sastry was not
present in the temple.... some times she used to
dance for hours before the Lord...
One day when she was dancing she heard the
foot steps of Somanadha Sastry coming in to the
temple.... so she stopped dancing and hid herself in
the premises of the temple.... Somanadha Sastry
completed the worship and since it was 9 pm, locked
the temple and left....
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Once he left, Kadambari was very happy that
she could spend the night with the Lord.... So she
danced for hours that night before Lord Bhairava....
she was tired and slept in the sanctum sanctorum
of the Lord....
Early morning Somanadha Sastry opened the
temple and came inside to worship Lord Bhairava
and found Kadambari sleeping on the floor right in
front of the Lord inside the sanctum sanctorum....
he rushed out of the temple and brought all the
village elders...
Just then Kadambhari woke up to find the
entire village staring at her.... Somanadha Sastry
blamed Kadambari to have violated the scriptures
and brought disrepute to the entire village.... he
further said that the temple has to be sanctified
since the entry of a female inside the sanctum
sanctorum is a disgrace and will bring a lot of
miseries to the people of the village....
The village elders fearing consequences asked
Kadambari to leave the village once and for all....
Kadambari pleaded with the village elders to allow
her to stay in the village.... She fell at the feet of
Somanadha Sastry... He did not show any sympathy
to her and shouted at her... So Kadambari left the
village with a heavy heart, crying all the way...
A few miles away from the village was an old
dilapidated building in which she found a saint
living.... She told her story to the saint and the saint
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said that she can live in that building with him on
the condition that she will continue to dance for
Lord Bhairava at this place while he will be in
Dhyana / Meditation...... So, every day Kadambari
thinking of her Lord danced before the saint, while
the saint was in deep meditation.....
Somanadha Sastry and the villagers planned
a grand function to sanctify the deity and sanctum
sanctorum on three auspicious days continuously.....
the first two days went off peacefully....
Meanwhile Kamdambari expressed her desire
to visit the temple on the consecration day to the
saint....
The saint said, “Kadambari, if you go like this,
people will find you.... I will also come with you....
We will go like Nomadic”... so both the saint and
Kadambari changed their dresses and costume, set
out to village to witness the grand final day
consecration ceremony...
The third final day of the consecration
ceremony began and all the villagers had
assembled.... the saint and Kadambari dressed
nomadic also mixed with the crowd....
All vedic hyms were being recited by
Somanadha Sastry and a team of brahmins.... the
screen was removed only to find that the Lord was
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missing.... the deity was missing... there was
commotion.... every one was stunned... Somanadha
Sastry was dumb founded.... none knew what to
do....
Somanadha Sastry said, ‘How is this possible?
For the past two days the Lord was very much
there.... overnight he has gone missing.... What does
this mean? Is there any thing wrong I have
committed? Oh Lord, please excuse me and pardon
me of any wrong doing’.....
The saint came to the front and said to
Somanadha Sastry.....‘Somanadha, I think your
Lord is not just satisfied with your vedic hyms.... he
is not just satisfied with your rituals as per
scriptures... it looks like something else also he
needs.... by any chance was he entertained in the
past by any dancer? Did any one danced before
him?’...
Somanadha Sastry said....‘Yes....oh elder.... I
think I have done a grave mistake of banishing a
young dancer by name Kadambari, who used to
entertain Lord with her dance.... I have sinned by
banishing her from this village... I don’t know where
she is now.... If I know where she is, I will beg
apology and bring her back so that our Lord will be
pleased by her dance and re-appear in this
temple’.....
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Meanwhile, Kadambari came forward and
revealed her identity and in no time she started
dancing.... the Lord did not appear.....
Somanadha Sastry asked the saint, ‘ Is the Lord
still not happy with me? Should I do anything
further to please the Lord?’......
The saint laughed and laughed and laughed
and finally said, ‘ In the beauty of her dance I forgot
myself that I have some thing else to do....let me do
it so that you all can see the Lord Bhairava’.....
So, saying the saint walked inside to the
sanctum sanctorum and sat on the peetam and
became the stone idol.......
This story was narrated to me by Maharishi
Rajar when for the first time he took me to
Tiruppathur to have the darshan of ‘Yoga
Bhairava’ in a temple.... Tiruppathur is 60 kms
north east of Madurai.....
Om Ksham Yoga Bhairavaya Namaha.....
Sricharana was a Vaamachari.... but he always
used it for the welfare of the masses.... he never
misused it against the society or any individual....
he was very much respected....
His cousin was Govindha Vamshi... he was also
a Vaamachari.... he was a very dubious character....
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he always misused it against individuals and some
times against the society....he was more respected
on account of fear....
Govindha Vamshi always disliked Sricharana
and was very jealous of him...... Sricharana used to
keep away from Govindha Vamshi....
One day a great Prayogi by name Padmanabha
Srimukhi was passing by the town where
Sricharana and Govindha Vamshi were staying....
Padmanabha Srimukhi was accompanied by his
daughter Ishaa.... Sricharana came to meet
Padmanabha Srimukhi and offered his respects to
him.... Sricharana invited Padmanabha Srimukhi to
his residence.... Padmanabha readily agreed....
Sricharana decorated his house very
beautifully and awaited the presence of
Padmanabha Srimukhi on the appointed day.... the
very same day Maharishi Rajar happened to arrive
at Sricharana’s house.... Maharishi Rajar and
Sricharana had known each other for many years
and Sricharana held Maharishi Rajar in high
esteem....
Maharishi Rajar..... ‘What Sricharana, your house
is so beautifully decorated... are you expecting some
one?’...
Sricharana.... ‘Yes Maharishi.... Sri Padmanabha
Srimukhi is in town and I have invited him home....
I am so fortunate to host you also along with him’.....
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Maharishi Rajar... ‘Oh that’s a great news.... but I
know some trouble may come from our common
friend Govindha Vamshi.... So, I would like to guard
your home to ensure safety for you and our guest’.....
Padmanabha Srimukhi and Ishaa arrived at
the residence of Sricharana.... Sricharana did pada
Pooja to Padmanabha Srimukhi and invited him in
to the home...
Padmanabha Srimukhi.... ‘You have beautifully
decorated the home.... there is a lot of warmth in
your reception.... I am over whelmed by your
hospitality’....
Sricharana.... ‘Master, I have a big surprise for you....
Maharishi Rajar has come here.... he would be
delighted to see you’....
Padmanabha Srimukhi....’Oh, that’s a great news...
it is years since I had seen him.... please take me to
him’....
Sricharana started searching for Maharishi
Rajar.... he was not to be found any where.... at a
distance behind his home he saw a mongoose and a
cobra fighting with each other.... after more than
an hour the cobra was wounded and the mongoose
ran away.... after some time Sricharana spotted
Maharishi Rajar near the front door...
Sricharana.... Maharishi, we have been searching
for you for more than an hour.... Master
Padmanabha Srimukhi is eager to meet you.....
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Maharishi Rajar went to the back yard.... he
took the wounded cobra and asked for some herbs...
he grind them and applied it on the wounds of the
cobra.... he took the cobra and left it in the house of
Govindha Vamshi and came back.....
As Maharishi Rajar was talking with
Padmanabha Srimukhi, Govindha Vamshi came
there... he prostrated Maharishi Rajar and said....
‘Maharishi, I have learnt what compassion is.... I
came in the form of a cobra to kill Padmanabha
Srimukhi. So, that Sricharana will be blamed and
condemned for life.... but you transformed yourself
in to a mongoose and fought with me.... though
many a time during the fight, you had an
opportunity to kill me, you did not kill me.... this
clearly shows the quality of mercy and
compassion.... from today I am a changed man... I
will never harm any one through my Vaamachara
practices.... I will always use it for the betterment
of society’....
He fell at the feet of Maharishi Rajar and
Padmanabha Srimukhi..... he got up and hugged
Sricharana and begged his apology too.....
Maharishi Rajar said to Padmanabha
Srimukhi...’ The job for which I had come was to
reform Govindha Vamshi and it is over.... I have a
request for you.... please give your daughter Ishaa
in marriage to Govindha Vamshi’....
Padmanabha Srimukhi readily agreed and
Govindha Vamshi was married to Ishaa.... they gave
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birth to a daughter after two years of marriage.... a
great Prayogi by name ‘Vimalakriti’ was born to
them....
Om Namo Bhagavathe Vasudevaya...
Many years back during one of my visits to
Kathmandu, I came across a sage.... he gave me a
Salagramam...
Me... Any instructions for me, revered Master?.....
Sage... Yes... I have a job for you.....
He just took my hand and wrote some thing on
my left palm which I could understand....
I prostrated him and left Kathmandu.....
Six months I worshipped the Salagramam....
then on a Karthika Pournima day took it to the
forest.... it was drizzling..... very squally weather
too.... I was on the mountain top... I held the
Salagramam pointing the mouth opened position
towards the moon.... the moon was occasionally
visible since the sky was totally overcast.... there
was a lot of lightning.... suddenly a lightning struck
a near by tree, and the tree was on fire..... I ran
towards the tree....
From that fire emerged a saint.....
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Saint.... Where is that Salagramam?
Me... Here it is Master..... he took the Salagramam.....
we both went down the hill..... There was a rivulet....
We both got down in to water.... I kept the
Salagramam on top of my together palms.... he
poured water from the rivulet on to the
Salagramam, thrice.... we both chanted ‘Om Namo
Narayanaya’ 10008 times..... we both came back to
the spot of burnt tree....
The sun had risen..... We kept the Salagramam
on the trunk of the tree..... He instructed me to fetch
water from the rivulet.... I did not have any vessel
or container to fetch water.... I looked at the saint....
He said.... ‘Just do it’.....
I just left the place and came down to the
rivulet... to my surprise I saw a tribal woman who
was fetching water from the rivulet... as soon as she
saw me she smiled.... she did not allow me to talk....
instead she gave the pot of water for me to carry
behind her and she walked in front of me up the
hill.... the saint saw her and both smiled at each
other.... now with that water all the three of us
bathed the Salagramam on the trunk of the burnt
tree....
I was astonished.... the burnt tree came back
alive.... It looked so greenish that had not a trace of
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it, having been burnt the previous night, by the
lightning was visible...
They took the Salagramam back from the tree
and gave it to me.....
The saint said.... ‘This is a very powerful
Salagramam.... it has been in existence for ages....
it’s presiding deity is ‘Sri Lakshmi Narayanayan’....
more in the form of ‘Kamala Vasudevar’..... This we
want you to have in your Devatharchana.... This
will be useful for the humanity and nature at
large’....
The tribal woman said... ‘It has the power to
transform the evil into good... worship it with
reverence and use it for Loka Kalyanam’.....
Then she wrote some thing which I could
understand in my right palm’..... both the saint and
the tribal woman disappeared in to thin air....
I offered prostrations in the direction where
they were standing.....
Salutations and prosprations to my ever living
Masters....Maharishi Rajar and Didi Chandini.....
I took the Salagramam and was on my way to
Kathmandu... it was Gorakhpur..... the sage met me
there... I gave the Salagramam to him..... he blessed
me and gave it back....
The sage said.... ‘Keep praying always to it for
a larger cause’.....
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I prostrated the sage and he hugged me tightly...
He is my revered Master Su-Yen.....
Now the Salagramam is in our Devatharchana
and we keep continuously praying to it for the
welfare of one and all....
Om Namo Narayanaya....
Om Namo Bhagavathe Kamala Vaasudevaya....
One day I flew to Delhi.... I was getting late....
some how reached the spot in time.... It was a Shiva
temple.... I opened my shop.... the allocated duty
was to take care of the chappals of people visiting
the temple.... That day crowd was more.... It was a
Shani Trayodashi day/ Shani Pradosham.... many
were coming to the temple and going... Finally
around 9.30 pm all have left.... but still one pair of
slippers was with me and no one was there to take
it....
The rule of the game for the day was ‘Any pair
that remains, I have to take that pair with me’....
Now I meditated on Shiva and came to know that
the pair belongs to one ‘Ratnakumar’ of Shimoga
in Karnataka....
Next day I left by flight from Delhi to Bangalore
(Bengaluru-these days).... I took a taxi and went to
Shimoga.... Now the next problem is how to find
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Ratnakumar? There may be hundreds if not
thousands in Shimoga.... So I went to a local Shiva
temple and sat there as a beggar.... I kept the pair of
slippers prominently visible so that if Ratnakumar
or his relatives or friends who come there may spot
it.... Next day I was at a Ganapathy temple.... So this
continued for 7 days....
On the eighth day, as usual I was holding the
slippers prominently in my left hand and was taking
tea in a road side stall.... a gentleman was walking
on the road with his labrador dog.... The dog
shouted at me and was looking at the slippers.... The
gentleman was trying to control the dog....
I just went to him and said...‘Sri Ratna Kumar,
you left your slippers at Delhi Shiva temple, I just
brought it back to you’....
He could not believe his eyes.... He started
becoming emotional.... He said... ‘Sir, I don’t know
who you are... This slipper was bought and given to
me by my mother who passed away a few years
back.... In Delhi, I came to Shiva temple and after
darshan, I took a wrong gate and searched for the
person who was taking care of the slippers.... I
thought I was duped and I left.... I have been crying
for the past one week.....thanks a lot for getting back
my slipper....But how do you know that it belongs
to me?’.....
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Me... ‘Ratnakumar, I don’t have time to explain all
that... Can you take me to your home?
Ratnakumar... ‘Oh sure...please come with me.... its
just around the corner....’
Once I went inside the home.... ‘Ratna Kumar,
can I meet your grand father?’....
Ratnakumar.... Oh. Yes.... please come.... He is bed
ridden and counting days....
Ratna Kumar took me to his grand father.... He
was lying on the bed.... I sat beside him.... I just bent
down went up to his ears and asked him.... ‘Where
is the Spatika Bana Linga which you took away
forcibly from your friend Ranganna?’
The grand father pointed towards the wooden
almirah and asked Ratna Kumar to come near
him.... He whispered something in to the ears of
Ratna Kumar..... Ratna Kumar opened the wooden
almirah and took the Spatika Bana Linga from a
box.... He gave it to his grandfather....
Grandfather gave the Spatika Linga to me and
started crying.... I told him....“Don’t worry.... I came
under the instructions of my Master Maharishi
Rajar to collect the Spatika Linga from you and to
hand over the same to the family of Ranganna’....
Grandfather asked me to come near him and
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whispered, ‘ What happens to the sins which I
committed to Ranganna and his family’....
I said to grand father... ‘Don’t worry, I am going
to eat in your house today before I leave.... I will ask
your grand son and his wife to serve me the food....
it will be served in the plate which you normally
use... your sins will be taken care by my Master
Maharishi Rajar’.....
I ate food in their house and left with the
Spatika Bana Linga.... Now I left Shimoga to Udupi
to hand over the same to Ranganna’s
descendants....
Om Namah Shivaya.... Sri Sri Sri Yogendra
Prayogendra Maharishi Rajar Bhagawan Ki Jai....

After retrieving the Spatika Bana Lingam from
Ratna Kumar’s grandfather, I took it to Udupi to
spot Ranganna’s descendents and hand over it...
after 4 days of intensive search, I spotted the family
at Udupi Krishna temple.... Ranganna’s grand
daughter and her husband along with their two kids
were coming out of the temple... I just went behind
them.... they boarded their car and left.... I followed
them by sitting on a motor bike (some gentle man
was kind enough to give a lift).... he dropped me at
a junction from where I took a taxi...
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Ranganna’s daughter Mangala and her
husband Vimalanath went home.... I just paid the
taxi and stood near the gate.... A servant came from
inside and asked me who I was....
Me... ‘I am Mukthananda from Haridwar.... I have
come to see the woman of this house.... I have
brought some thing which belongs to her and I want
it to be handed over’...
The servant went inside and came with
Mangala and Vimalanath.....
Me... ‘My name is Mukthananda.. I am from
Haridwar.. I have come with an item which belongs
to your grand father Ranganna.... may I come in?’.....
Vimalanath .... ‘You can hand it over here itself....
We don’t allow strangers inside the house’...
Me... ‘Its okay... Can I atleast come in to the
compound crossing this gate.... I cannot hand it over
from the road... it is not proper’....
Vimalanath... ‘Please come in’....
Me.... ‘Can I wash my legs and hands before I give
it?’....
The servant brought a bucket of water and a
mug... I washed my hands and legs....
I took out from the bag, the Spatika Bana
Lingam which was well wrapped in a silk cloth...
Vimalanath stretched his hands to receive it....
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Me... ‘Sorry sir... I can’t give it to you.... It belongs to
madam..... It is her grand father’s property’...
Mangala.... ‘It is ok.... He is my husband only...You
can give it to him’....
Me....‘Sorry madam.... I work under my Guru’s
instructions... He has asked me to only give it to
you’....
I asked Mangala to wash her legs and hands.... She
promptly did it and I handed over to her....
Immediately she passed it on to Vimalanath... I was
just about to leave...
Vimalanath.... ‘Just wait Muktha... now a days I
don’t trust any one.... let me see what it is before
you leave’...
He untied the cloth and saw the Spatika Bana
Lingam....
Vimalanath....’It is very beautiful Muktha... what
may be the approximate cost of this?’....
Me... ‘Sir, honestly, I am just a courier.... I do not
have any idea about such things.... Further it is the
ancestral property of madam.... It is better that it is
kept with you all in the interest of family’.....
I left their house.....
Vimalanath had a good friend by name
Jayaraman.... Jayaraman was close to a Vaamachari
by name Vishwajeet.... Vimalanath took the Spatika
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and went through Jayaraman to Vishwajeet to
negotiate a deal... The deal was successful and
money changed hands...
I met Vishwajeet in Haridwar... I told him I
need a Spatika Bana Lingam for my use....
Vishwajeet showed me the Spatika Bana Lingam
which I gave to Mangala....
Me...’Vishwajeet, in my life time, I have not seen
a Spatika Bana Lingam which is so beautiful... I will
pay you what ever you ask for.... Can I purchase
this from you?’....
Vishwajeet laughed and said... I know you will
say this.... Do you mean to say that I don’t know the
origin of the story about this Spatika Bana Lingam...
I was waiting for this day... I know you will come in
search of this.... but I don’t want money.... I want to
wage a war with you... as a Dakshachara Prayogi
prove your ability against my Vaamachara
practice.... In case you win, I will hand over the
Spatikam to you... In case you lose, you have to put
your head down in shame and walk away empty
handed...
I pleaded with Vishwajeet by saying....
‘Vaamaacharam or Dakshaacharam is not for
demonstrtation.... It is not correct to use the spiritual
practices against one another... These practices
came for the welfare of the entire jagat.... I will pay
you what ever you want,Just hand it over to me’....
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Vishwajeet was adamant.... His eyes turned
reddish and looked at me with fury.... In an instant
he started doing Vaamachara practice through his
‘Drishti’ (sight).... I could realize my soul being lifted
out of my body... Vishwajeet is very good in his art....
That way though he was my opponent, I could not
resist to appreciate him....
Me... ‘Vishwajeet, you are a great person with
fantastic powers.... I feel bad that your talent is
getting wasted because of your ego, pride, greed and
jealousy... Don’t waste your talent by demonstrating
it... Use it for the welfare of the people, society and
nature at large’....
Vishwajeet.... ‘Enough of your nonsense.... All these
years I have been waiting for this day to confront
you... Enough of your discourses... Fight with me or
surrender and run away with shame’.....
To counter his Vaamachaara with sight, I did
a prayogam with ‘Nayana Devi’ as the presiding
deity.... we use the aksharas like ‘Hreem’, ‘Kreem’,
‘Kraum’ etc.... totally 4996 aksharas in the process....
Finally his eye sight got affected, since the
Vaamachaara what he did, did not affect me and
went back to him.... His eye sight was slowly going
down and could not see anything virtually’.....
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There is a prayogam which we do for helping
people who lose eye sight due to Vaamachaara
practices... it is called ‘Drishti Kalyani’.... Here the
presiding deity is called ‘Chittha Drishti
Vajreshwari’... It took 16 hours to complete the
prayogam... After the prayogam was over I took
Vishwajeet to Ganges and we both bathed.... When
he opened his eyes he could finally see....
He became over joyous and hugged me... He
begged apology....
Me... This is very normal... don’ t worry... but do good
through Vaamachara practices to the entire jagat...
Be compassionate to every one....
He handed over the Spatika Bana Lingam to
me and I am now holding it with me....
He took sanyas and retired from those
practices and I met him once after that at
Kedarnath.....
You may be wondering as to why I had to chase
this Spatika Bana Lingam? Because.... Maharishi
Rajar had given it to one of the ancestors of
Ranganna, who was then known to him...This had
happened around 500 years back....
Om Namah Shivaaya....
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It was an usual day in the forest.... Maharishi
Rajar’s feet was on my lap and I was gently
massaging his feet.... Maharishi suddenly got up and
said, we are immediately going to Quilon (now
Kollam)....
We left for Quilon and reached next day
morning... We went to one Sri Jayendra Verma....
There were a lot of people to see him..... We both
went inside..... Jayendra Verma was lying down and
in an unconscious state.... Maharishi whispered in
his ears.... He came to his senses.... He saw Maharishi
and exclaimed, ‘Oh Lord, My Master
Tribhuvaneshwar Maharaj has come.... Lord, you
promised to me, to be my bedside when I leave this
mortal world.... you have come at the right time as
promised by you.... Swami, please hug me and I
would like to leave from your shoulders’....
Maharishi hugged him and Jayendra Verma
passed away into the cosmos...
When we were returning he said....“There was
a very great Swami by name Sri Tribhuvaneshwar
Maharaj, to whom was his disciple Sri Jayendra
Verma.... one day during conversation with
Jayendra....”
Jayendra requested the ‘Master, will you always be
with me?....’
Tribhuvaneshwar said ‘Certainly, I am always with
you....’
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Jayendra asked ‘When I die, will I realize that you
are there with me at that moment?
Tribhuvaneshwar said “Ok.. and when you die, I
will be there by your side.....
Maharishi Rajar then told me... ‘He is a very
great Master.. through me he gave darshan to
Jayendra.....
Me... Where does he live now, Master?
Maharishi laughed and said.... ‘Who knows? I
know that the Mahan attained Samadhi some 50
years back.....
I was wondering at Maharshi Rajar’s Leela
Vinodham....
I was in the forest with Maharishi Rajar.... He
was sleeping inside and I was watering some plants
outside... a very old man came and asked for
Maharishi....
Old man: ‘I want to meet the saint who stays here’....
Me: ‘Yes oh learned one’.....
Old man: ‘How do you know that I am a learned
one?’
I said ‘My nose is able to smell the fragrance of your
wisdom, My Lord’.....
Old man: ‘What happened to the promise which
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your Master made before me?’
I said ‘I am sorry, oh enlightened one, I am ignorant
of this issue’....
Old man: ‘I like this attitude of yours....you know
the answer but you don’t want to say...a true devotee
to a true master... I appreciate this’.... ‘Why are you
not aspiring to meet me these days?’
Me... ‘Oh supreme...you are awareness and you are
the consciousness....you know of the reasons.... I used
to come and see you many times when I felt that
you were only in that place.... Now that, with your
grace, it has dawned on my heart that you are
always with me in Sookshma Sarira, there is not
much craving to see the Sthoola Sarira’....
I requested, “Lord, shall I wake up my Master to
notify of your arrival?”
The old man, the learned one, the enlightened
one, the supreme, roared in laughter and said...‘I
just came to play with you’.......
The old man vanished into thin air....
Maharishi Rajar got up and was sniffing.... He
hugged me and said....‘Come on we will perform
the Kshetrapala Tantra, which is in due for a very
long time’....
I prostrated my master and through him
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offered salutations to the Kshetrapala, Lord
Bhairava of Kodungallur Bhagawathy Kshetram.....
Om Ksham Kshetrapalaya Namaha...
A real incident on ‘Complacency’....
Around 40 years back, one day Maharishi Rajar
and myself were sitting near Sri Meenakshi Amman
temple at Madurai begging for alms...
A rich man happened to pass by... We begged
him for Alms.... He didn’t give... We both started
walking behind him and his wife pestering for
Alms... His wife got annoyed them, removed her
sandals and came to beat us... So we just stopped
going behind them...
She commented... ‘Lazy complacent
people...our country breeds such people...They need
to be shot dead’.....
Maharishi Rajar just sported a smile back....
Three years later....
It was a sunny afternoon....
Maharishi ordered me to get some twigs.... We
have to do a Homam.... Maha Mrtyunjaya
Samputitha Aparajitha Maha Mantra Homam... We
did 1008 Avarthis of Japam 108 Avarthis Homam
and 12 Avarthis Tharpanam...
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Maharishi Rajar looked relieved and
said...‘Lord Bhairava will take care’...
The rich man’s wife was kidnapped and the
kidnappers were demanding a huge sum for her
release... The rich man arranged the money and
went alone to the spot where the kidnappers had
asked him to deliver the money...
A young boy around 12 years old who was
taking care of a bunch of cows grazing the grass
happened to see the rich man going towards the
fields.... The boy sensed something odd and alerted
the villagers... The villagers entered the fields and
saved the rich man and his wife....
The rich man thanked the villagers for having
come to their rescue.... The villagers pointed towards
the boy and said....‘But for the boy, we would not
have known this place... So, You owe the thanks
only to him’....
As the rich man and his wife went towards the
boy. The boy and the cows started running away
from them.... They all entered a temple.... All the
cows transformed into dogs and entered along with
the boy..... The boy and the dogs disappeared in the
Sanctum Sanctorum.....
Vairavanangoor Sri Maarthaanda Bhairava Ki Jai...
Om Ksham Kala Bhairavaya Namaha....
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200 years back..... a story from Hyderabad.....
Babu Rao and Soorya Naidu were good
friends..... Both deeply loved each other and
respected each others wish. They were very honest
and pious.... Babu Rao was working for the Nizams
and Soorya Naidu was an Agriculturist.....
Babu Rao married Surekha, a Kuchipudi
dancer and Soorya Naidu married Janaki, a good
singer..... Babu Rao had 3 sons and Soorya Naidu
had one daughter...
Life was moving smooth for them.... The
families often met for a lunch or dinner....
One day Soorya Naidu went to his fields and
did not return back..... Janaki went in search of
Soorya Naidu.... When Janaki went to the field she
was astonished to find Soorya Naidu sitting near
the well in the field with closed eyes.... He looked
like as though under a spell and there were a
number of snakes around him.....
Janaki sought Babu Rao’s help..... Babu Rao and
Janaki along with a few men reached the spot....
Soorya Naidu was missing....
They did not know what to do and were
perplexed.... At that time a saint came from
nowhere....
Saint said that ‘I know very well as to what you
people are searching for.... Soorya Naidu is safe but
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is under a spell.... a Vaamachari by name Gajanand
has him under his control.... So, You both have to
come with me.... We have to travel many days to
reach a holy spot and we will pray for Soorya
Naidu’s return’....
Lots of people joined along with Janaki and
Babu Rao and left along with the Saint....They
reached the holy place after several days of travel....
The Saint conducted an Yagna for the return of
Soorya Naidu.....
Soorya Naidu woke up in a cave..... He was
surrounded by lots of men and women...... The
Vaamachari was preparing Soorya Naidu for a
human sacrifice... Soorya Naidu spoke to
Gajanand....
Soorya Naidu asked him ‘Who are you? Why did
you bring me here? What harm have I done to
you?’....
Gajanand laughed and said.... ‘Soorya, I have
been watching you for some time.... You are a honest
and pious person.... I needed such a person to be
offered to my Demi Gods to appease them... Now I
will be sacrificing you in this cave’....
Gajanand started uttering the mantras and had
built a Homa Kundam to offer various items in the
fire, finally Soorya Naidu will be offered....
The Saint had started the Yagna and was
offering prayers to Lord Adisesha in the form of Lord
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Ugra Pitru Sarpa Narayana....
Gajanand started his Homam..... Suddenly
thousands of big snakes appeared from no where....
They were hissing at Gajanand and his team..... One
king cobra appeared on the scene and spoke to
Gajanand....
King Cobra told ‘Gajanand, I know very well of your
nefarious activities..... I can in no time kill you, but
for the compassionate Saint who is also praying
that you should not be harmed....So, Immediately
release Soorya Naidu from the spell and promise
that you or your followers will not indulge in such
sinful practices.... You all have already killed many
people for which a lot of Prayaschitthams need to
be done’....
Gajanand was terrified and gave a promise
that he will not indulge in such activities in future...
He released Soorya Naidu from the magic spell....
Many Sarpas appeared before the Saint.... A
King Cobra appeared before the Saint and said,
‘Your prayers have been answered.... Gajanand has
released Soorya Naidu from his spell.... You may all
return back to your place.... By the time you reach
home Soorya Naidu will be there.....
The Saint prostrated the King Cobra who was
Swayam Lord Ugra Pitru Sarpa Narayana and they
all left back to Hyderabad....
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Soorya Naidu also reached Hyderabad by the
time Babu Rao and Janaki reached... The Saint
quietly went his way.... They were wondering as to
who the Saint was....
The subtle truth in this story.....
The followers and families of Babu Rao and
Soorya Naidu are today with us..... the progenies of
men and women are also with us.... Interestingly
the progenies of Gajanand and his followers
progenies are also with us......
The cave where Gajanand had kept Soorya
Naidu for sacrifice is Lenyadri in Maharashtra.....
The place where the saint had taken Babu Rao,
Janaki and their followers is Unikili......
That’s why as a Prayaschittham for all involved
in this drama we all performed a Maha Ganapathy
Yagnam in Lenyadri and Sarpa Yagnam at Unikili
in the year 1999....
The Saint is none other than Maharishi Rajar...
Vasudevachar belonged to a village in Tamil
Nadu near the present day town of Tirunelveli......
He used to do a lot of worship to Lord Sudarsana....
He had the habit of frequenting nearby villages
for performing various Poojas.... The only problem
he had was uncontrollable anger and an
uncompromising attitude.....
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One day he had gone to a place called
‘Tirukkolur’ to perform Pooja in a house.... Lots of
people had gathered.... Vasudevachar was
performing the Pooja dedicatedly... A person who
was among the guests felt sleepy and slept off
during the Pooja.....
In the midst of the Pooja, Vasudevachar
noticed the man sleeping and got wild.... He took
the bell which was being used for Pooja and threw
it at the person who was sleeping.... Instead of
hitting the sleeping person the bell which was quite
heavy hit another person who was sitting and
watching the Pooja.....
The person who was injured fell unconscious....
Maharishi Rajar was passing by and saw the
commotion inside the house.... So, He came inside,
sprinkled some water and gave some herbal
syrup..... The person came to senses.....
Vasudevachar apologized for his act and
prostrated Maharishi Rajar..... Rajar initiated the
Anushtupa Moola Mantra and advised
Vasudevachar to go to Ahobilam and keep praying
to God....
Vasudevachar came to Ahobilam and was
doing Anushtupa mantra japam.... One day when
he was sitting and doing Japam near Krodha /
Varaha Nrusimha temple in Upper Ahobilam, two
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wild boars started fighting before him.... It disturbed
Vasudevachar considerably and hence he took a big
rock which was by his side and threw it towards
the boars..... One of the boar was hit on the face and
the other boar transformed in to Maharishi Rajar....
The boar that was hurt disappeared....
Maharishi Rajar .... ‘I thought at least the
environment in Ahobilam would have transformed
you. But there is no change in your attitude... In fact
you were my daughter when I was young.... You
were then too a very angry person blaming every
one around you for all your faults.... Then too I came
to your rescue..... Now in this birth too I came to
your rescue.... You never seem to reseal your
mistakes.... Your merits of Poojas and Japams get
annulled by your insensitive action.... You will be
born once again as a female and this will be your
final chance.... In case you do not reform yourself
you will become the guard at the gates of the Devil’s
world.... No one can help you there after.... You will
always live with wrath and anger...Your life will be
full of pain and agony... Vengeance and revenge’.....
Vasudevachar fell at the feet of Maharishi
Rajar and begged apology..... Maharishi was in no
mood to accept that apology and went away.....
Some people never get reformed.....
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Master Su-Yen
Master Su-Yen.... “What is Faith?”
Me.... “Faith is just faith... Faith is more from heart...
Faith in something and knowing that to be cent per
cent true even though your mind cannot find
answers....There is total absence of mind....”
Master Su-Yen.... “What is Trust?”
Me... “ Trust and mediocre form of belief which we
believe it to be true and apply it vis a vis
others....Trust is more a presumption which may be
true or false.... Trust is more of the mind and not
heart....
Master Su-Yen... “What is Belief?”
Me... “When we keep observing certain things, we
conclude on it and we form an opinion and believe
it to be true.... Once again a belief may be true or
false, since mind plays a pivotal role..”
Master Su-Yen smiled at me and said.... ‘Too good’....
I offered triple prostrations saying... Master’s
Grace’....
Master Su-Yen asked me one day.....
Su-Yen asked me “What is our path? What is our
way?”
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I said, “Master with due respects to you and your
vast expanse of wisdom, I stand no where before
you.... You test me always to bring the best out of
me.... Is there anything like ‘our path’ or ‘our way’?
Su-Yen roared in laughter and said “Ok ok...
what is the path? What is the way?
I said “Oh revered Master, the way, the path, as a
bird flies across the sky, leaving no trail of a path or
a way....
Master Su-Yen was immensely happy... I
offered triple prostrations to him and he tightly
hugged me in joy.....
Master Su-Yen.... Some one says he is lucky and he
got it.... The other one says that it was his fate, so he
lost it.... Why is there such an inequality in the
system of nature?.... Can you enlighten me on this?...
Me... “Master. Oh! The all pervading enlightened
one! Even a billion year of existence in this mundane
world cannot enlighten me and give me the courage
to answer your question....
But since you have already taught me the rules
of the game that a disciple has to reply to the Master,
I have mustered courage to answer your question....
Kindly reply my question Master, what is this plant
and what is that one?
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Master Su-Yen.... This is just a Fern plant and that
is a Bamboo shoot.....
Me... How many years does it take the Fern to grow
into a plant after planting a seed...
Master Su-Yen.... Probably the seed sprouts in a few
weeks and grows as a plant in months...
Me... How many years does it take for the Bamboo
to sprout and shoot up after planting the seed....
Master Su-Yen.... In case of bamboo, it takes 5 years
for it to sprout but shoots up in six months to 100
feet....
Me... So, In the system of nature, long standing
things take time.... The duties and responsibilities
of a Fern plant needs it to sprout early and grow....
It also withers away fast....But Bamboo has a
different set of responsibility.... The seed gets
matured while being in the soil itself.... So when it
sprouts, it is ready for bigger challenges and grows
fast whereas the Fern’s challenge is more simple and
so it sprouts early and withers away early.... So,
Every one is carved for a specific challenge in life...
Lord gave us challenges in life in commensurate to
our ability to handle it... It is the greed of the mind
that spoils the show.... Of course you can’t expect a
800 cc car to compete with the ability of a Mercedes
in the high way... But Lord satisfied the 800 cc
engine also by creating an environment like a city
where it is easier to manage in heavy traffic, than a
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Mercedes... Even a dent on 800 cc may not cost much
to be repaired, whereas for the Mercedes, it will cost
a fortune.... by default, every one is offered plenty
of opportunities in life... But the problem lies in one’s
own satisfaction and contentment of what one has
got in life... If materially one compares himself with
the other, there will be certainly a lot of disparity
and inequality in the society.... This disparity can
help each other to come around and be of use to
one another... Disparities and calamities happening
in the system of nature can bring the humanity
together through a single word called ‘Service’.....
Master Su-Yen was very happy and said... ‘I
am delighted with your reply’....
He hugged me and we danced together for
some time....
Masters Grace...
Master Su-Yen.... Before your being brought in
to Gurukulam by Master Araamudhan how did you
view life?
Me.... Master, mountains were mountains and
rivers were rivers....
Master Su-Yen... While you started learning
with various Masters including me, How was life
to you?
Me....Master, mountains were not mountains and
rivers were not rivers....
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Master Su-Yen... After your completion of Guru
kulam, How is life to you?
Me.... Master, mountains are mountains and rivers
are rivers...
Master Su-Yen... So, Literally you could not learn
anything.... is my presumption right?
Me... No Master, your presumption is wrong...
Before Gurukulam, when I said mountains were
mountains and rivers were rivers, it was just a
statement.... During the Gurukulam, so many things
happened and at various stages, I came to know all
that I could visualize in the mountains and rivers....
The visualization was far better than the mere
statement... So, I said mountains are not mountains
and rivers are not rivers....After Gurukulam I knew
the real meaning of mountains being mountains and
rivers being rivers.... Hence finally when I
completed Guru Kulam, I could know the truth
behind the statement mountains are mountains and
rivers are rivers....
Master Su-Yen..... Wonderful my dear son.... come...
let us have a cup of tea in Ramser Restaurant.....
We had tea and he left that day....
A few years back I was waiting to board a bus
from Theni to Madurai.... there was a shop near the
bus stand... a young boy was looking at some candies
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placed in a glass jar... since he was looking at it for
long, the shop keeper called him and gave a candy
for free.... there was an old man standing near me....
he was also watching this....
After the boy left, the old man went to the shop
keeper and gave him Rs. 500/-....
Old man told him is keep filling this jar with
candies.... If any kid comes, give free candies....
The shop keeper was stunned....
I went to the old man and said... ‘Can you give
me Rs.10/-?’....
The old man smiled at me and readily gave me
Rs.10
I just thanked him....
I came to Madurai by bus and left Madurai to
Kamakhya (Assam).... I sat with the beggars and
collected Rs.43/- in 4 hours....
I left Guwahathi and left for Delhi onwards to
Jammu on to Katra Vaishno Devi.... I now took this
Rs.43 and added the Rs.10 given by the old man at
Theni and put them in the Hundi.....
I left Katra and reached Trivandrum via
Delhi.... I went to Varkala.... took bath in the sea... I
went to Lord Janardhana Swamy temple and
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offered prayers.... The priests also performed a Tila
Homam on behalf of all of you to your Pitrus...
With a lot of satisfaction, I left for Hyderabad....
Master Su-Yen went to the house of a Zamindar
like an ordinary peasant... He requested the
Zamindar to allot him some work.... The Zamindar
was pleased with the manner in which Master SuYen asked him for a job....
Zamindar.... from today your job is to water the
plants and trees and take care of my garden....
Master Su-Yen.... Oh sure Master....
Master Su-Yen took care of the garden for 15
days.... after 15 days....
Master Su-Yen went to the Zamindar and
said....’Master, I have to urgently leave this place..
a boy is in need of a candy and I have to be at that
place’....
Zamindar was amused and asked Master SuYen... ‘You are very funny...you are a good worker
and why you should quit for a boy’s sake?’...
The Zamindar gave him Rs.510/-....
The old man is none other than Master SuYen... out of Rs.510/- which was given by the
Zamindar Rs.500/- was handed over to the
shopkeeper for candies to kids and Rs.10/- I had
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taken to Kamakhya onward to Vasihno Devi temple
in Jammu....
I enjoyed this work with my Master Su-Yen.....
Master Su-Yen..... ‘Why are you behind him? He is
repeatedly abusing you? Why are you persistently
behind him despite the abuses’....
I smiled and said....‘Master, it’s because of your
teachings... A person who doesn’t abuse me is of no
use..... I don’t have any work to do with him..... A
person who abuses me gives some work to do.... I
start going in to his past to find why such an abuse....
I try to reason out myself of the abuse..... I try to
correct the situation So, that there may not be any
abuse, in case the fault would have lied with me in
the past... In case there was no fault, I have a duty
to correct him and hence I have to follow up... So,
the abuser also gives me a chance to reform myself
If need be or gives me a chance to reform him
through follow up.... How is it possible Master for
me to follow this kind of a discipline, unless I was
conditioned by you with such a thought’.....
Master Su-Yen became very emotional and
hugged me.... it took a little time for him to sober
down....
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Master Aaravamudhan
An episode about Salagramam which my
Master Aaravamudhan said.....
Master Aaravamudan had a muslim friend by
name Hashim Iqbal in Hyderabad...He used to visit
him occasionally.... One day when Master
Aaravamudhan visited him he found Hashim Iqbal
removing a stone from his mouth... He washed his
mouth and then the stone... Hashim Iqbal was about
to keep the stone back in his mouth...
Aaravamudhan was curious and saw the stone....
It was Lakshmi Nrusimha Saligramam....
Master Aaravamudhan.... “Hashim, the stone
which you were about to keep inside your mouth is
a Salagramam....”
Hashim.... “What does it mean? During my younger
days, I found this stone some where and put it in
my mouth.... After that it has become a practice....
Most of the time I keep this stone in my mouth...
Even when I eat I don’t remove the stone.... I chew
paan, tobacco etc., in my mouth with the stone....
Never I knew that it was a stone of God.... I don’t
want to keep this in my mouth any longer... I will
keep some other stone... and you please take it....”
Master Aaravamudhan brought it home and
purified it with Panchagavyam..... He recited all the
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Sookthams and bathed the Salagramam with milk,
curd, ghee, panchamrutham, rose water etc., offered
food to the Lord and the finally gave harathi....
At night, the Lord Lakshmi Nrusimha Swamy
appeared before him and told....‘Hey Aaravamudha,
what is it you have done to me.... I was happy in the
mouth of Iqbal.... You have brought me here and
you are pouring all nonsense on me.... I would like
to go back to Iqbal.... Please send me back’.....
Master Aaravamudhan went to Hyderabad
and apologized to Hashim Iqbal... He said “Our
Lord is most happy inside your mouth... I have
committed a mistake of not knowing what his wish
was.... I am really sorry....”
Master Aaravamudhan handed over the
Salagramam to Hashim Iqbal at Hyderabad and
came back to Chennai (those days Madras)....
Master Aaravamudhan said to me... ‘Sridhar,
never ever think, you and your practices are
superior... Never blame any one in the name of
God.... We don’t know what pleases the
Lord...Probably I was egoistic and found fault with
my friend Iqbal.... Lord dispelled my ego... This
shows Lord loved Iqbal’s innocence more than my
religious practices... Lord Lakshmi Nrusimha
Swamy was very kind to instill humility and
humbleness in me through this episode’.....
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Didi Chaandini
Gangadhar Das lived on the banks of Ganges...
He was ably supporte d in life by his wife
Sushmitha.... Every day Gangadhar used to cross
Ganges river and walk inside a forest to reach a
Shiva temple.... He used to perform Pooja through
out the day and return at night... Sushmitha did
house-hold duties in a Zamindar’s house in a village
nearby and earned money for the expenses of her
house....
One day Gangadhar did not return home and
the worried Sushmitha decided to go to the other
side of the river to find out about her husband’s
where abouts....
She crossed the river and entered the forest...
It was pitch dark and she could not virtually see
anything... Just then came a young girl with a
lantern and she enquired as to who Sushmitha was
and what she was doing there so late in the night....
Sushmitha said “I came in search of my husband...
We reside on the opposite bank of this Ganges
river... He comes every day to do Pooja to Lord Shiva
in a temple inside the forest.... He normally returns
back at night....Since he did not come back, I am
worried and I came in search of him....
The girl said “I know where he will be.... I will take
you to him...

But on one condition, that which I will reveal
it to you in his presence....
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The girl took Sushmitha deep inside the forest
to the Shiva temple... Gangadhar was in deep
meditation and absorbed in his worship of the
Lord.... The girl kept her hand on the shoulder of
Gangadhar and he woke up from his trance....
Gangadhar saw the girl and Sushmitha....
Gangadhar was wonder struck to see his wife and
realized that it was late in the night....
The girl said.... ‘You both are going to be blessed
with a girl baby..... she will be blessed with a lot of
divine qualities... she will be a very good dancer....
she will devote her time in dancing for Goddess
Kali.... she will not be married and she will be in the
service of Kali.... In fact she is a Kali swaroopini
herself... she will decide the future course of life
herself and you both will encourage her to live a
life as she desires’....
Gangadhar Das and Sushmitha agreed to what
the young girl said.... After saying this the young
girl vanished...
Gangadhar Das and Sushmitha came back to
their place.... After a year they were blessed with a
beautiful girl.....
The girl’s face was bright and round like a full
moon and so, G angadhar named her as
Chandramukhi.... Later she was affectionately
addressed by every one as ‘Didi Chaandini’, who is
my beloved Master.....
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Sri Narayanan Namboothiri
Madhavan and Radha were living in a village
near Pudukkottai.... They were a very pious
couple.... They were very kind to the villagers... So
the villagers liked them a lot.... Madhavan had a
small piece of land and was engaged in agriculture...
Radha had done some schooling... she used to teach
basics for kids in the village...
They had no children.... Radha had crossed the
child bearing age also...
One day Maharishi Rajar was passing through
the village.. Madhavan and Radha met Maharishi
and sought his blessings....
Maharishi Rajar on seeing them asked....
‘Madhava, I have been searching for you for
days... I am very glad that I could see you and
Radha today in this village... come along with me’....
Maharishi Rajar took them to a place called
‘Vairavanpatti’.... Rajar asked the couple to stay in
that village for 48 days and pray regularly to the
‘Maarthaanda Bhairava’ in the temple...
Madhava and Radha readily agreed...
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There was one Someshwara Chettiar who lived
in that village... Maharishi Rajar told Chettiar to
take care of the couple during their stay at the
village.... Maharishi Rajar later left Vairavanpatti....
Madhavan and Radha dedicatedly were
praying to ‘Maarthaanda Bhairava’..... Radha used
to sweep and clean the temple premises and
Madhavan used to sit opposite to Bhairava and
meditate...
On the 48th day of their stay in the village, as
usual Madhavan came to the temple... He
prostrated Bhairava and started his Dhyana..., A
young boy came and woke up Madhavan from
Dhyana....
Madhavan opened his eyes and saw the young
boy, may be around 7 years of age....
Madhavan...’Why did you spoil my Dhyana?’
The boy laughed and asked, ‘Oh, you call this
as Dhyana?’
Madhavan....’Oh you can even spell the word
Dhyana?’....
The boy... ‘Why spell? I can initiate the real Dhyana
in you’..
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Madhavan...‘Is that so? First tell me why did you
spoil my Dhyana?’...
The boy laughed and said... ‘When you can
spoil my Dhyana, can I not spoil your Dhyana?’....
Madhavan... ‘When did I spoil your Dhyana?’...
The boy said....‘You have been sitting all
through day for 48 days opposite to me and spoiling
my Dhyana...Don’t I have the right to spoil your
Dhyan in the least for a day?’
The boy laughed and it echoed every where and
ran inside the temple and merged with the
‘Maarthaanda Bhairava’ moola viraat...
Just then a brahmin came with a 3 day old kid
and said..
‘My wife delivered this child and expired... My
Kula Devata Sri Maarthaanda Bhairava of this
temple appeared in my dream and asked me to
forthwith handover the child to you.... So, I have
come with the kid....please accept him as your
son’.....
Madhavan Namboodhri thanked the Lord and
the Brahmin for the Maha Prasadam.....Madhavan
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Namboodhri and Radha left for their village very
joyously....
The kid is none other than my Master
‘Sri Narayanan Namboodhri’.......
Om Ksham Maarthaanda Bhairavaya Namaha...
(Vairavanpatti is before Pillaiyarpatti...
68 kms north east of Madurai)
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Sri Mahadheerar and
Sri Ranadheerar
There was a small village near a dense big
forest.. Sundaravalli and Chakrarajan were a
couple who lived in the hamlet.... Chakrarajan was
a wood cutter and was living by selling the cut
woods in a nearby town...Every day Sundaravalli
used to go to the river near their village to bring
fresh water..... They had a ‘Lakshmi Nrusimha’
vigraha in their home.... They used to bathe the Lord,
dressing up with good clothes, decorate him
beautifully and offered food to him...Every day the
food, after offering will reduce in quantity almost
1/2 and they will be very happy that Lord has
consumed the food... The rest food, they will take
as prasadam.... They will always be singing songs
in the praise of Lord... Their life was moving on like
this.....
Sundaravalli was cooking food and
Chakrarajan was making arrangements for their
daily worship and prayers....
After some time they saw an elderly person
near the door and asked him to come inside.... The
old man gladly came inside and sat down...The old
man said that he was hungry... They told him that
he can have food, once the Lord has taken his food...
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They went through the rituals and offered the
food to Lord Lakshmi Nrusimha Swamy.... They
noticed that the food was intact and has not
reduced as would normally happen... They got
terribly upset and started crying....
Old man.... ‘Why are you both crying? What has
happened now suddenly?.... You had performed all
the rituals, Pooja very dedicatedly and I don’t find
any mistakes in your method of worship.... So, why
are you crying?’....
Sundaravalli said... ‘Every day when we cook
food, the Lord will consume 1/2 and we will
consume the other half as prasadam.... But, Today,
he has not eaten anything.....
Chakrarajan innocently cried and said.... ‘Why
should Lord forego food today?..... If he doesn’t eat
will he not feel hungry later in the day? Or has he
gone to take food else where? But unless he eats, we
cannot eat... He normally eats half the food and
leaves rest half for us’....
The old man laughed and said.... ‘What kind of
stupidity is this? Will ever God consume food? You
want me to believe that Lord will eat half and leave
half to you? Symbolically we keep food and presume
that he has eaten... All this is just gimmicks....
Initially I thought you both are dedicated in worship
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to Lord Lakshmi Nrusimha Swamy.... But, now I
find you are playing tricks.... I am getting
late...whether you eat or not, please put that food
to me.... Let me eat and leave this place’....
Sundaravalli...’How can we offer food to you,
without our Lord consuming it?’....
The old man got angry and was about to leave....
Sundaravalli.... ‘Sorry.. I didn’t mean to offend
you... please sit and eat the food’....
They offered food to the old man.... the old man
exactly took half of the food and left the remaining
food....
Old man... ‘Now that I have eaten half of food,
please eat the rest food....since you said Lord eats
half the food and leaves rest half for you, I have
eaten half and left rest for you to eat’..’.....
Chakrarajan...... ‘Shall I pack the remaining food
and give it to you.... you can eat it as you go back
home’.....
Old man....’ I live up the mountain there..... the food
what you gave me is more than enough.... but if you
don’t take the food, it will be an insult to this old
man’....
Chakrarajan said... ‘Many times I have gone up the
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mountain.... I have not found any one living there’..
Old man laughed and said.... ‘I live up there... I
can show you my place provided you both eat this
food and come with me’....
Chakrarajan told Sundaravalli.... ‘Today Lord
Nrusimha has decided not to eat.... but this old man
came as a Saviour and ate the food.... treating him
as Lord Lakshmi Nrusimha and this old man’s
instruction as his will, let us eat.... let us go with
him and get to know his place’....
The old man said.... ‘Yes....one more
condition.... like you served food to me, I will serve
food to you’....
The old man served and they ate the food....
They went with the old man up the mountain...
They entered a cave and he disappeared... They saw
Lord Nrusimha Swamy keeping his mouth wide
open.....
Chakrarajan and Sundaravalli were thrilled
and started singing in the praise of Lord.....
They made it a point to visit the Lord every day
after Aradhanam at home to Lord Lakshmi
Nrusimha Swamy...
After a few years they were blessed with a
male baby and they named him ‘Sri Hari’.... Sri Hari
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grew up to become one of the Masters in our Guru
Parampara and his name is ‘Maha Dheerar’......
Those days Mangalagiri was a small village
and there was a dense forest.... up the mountain is
‘Lord Panakala Nrusimha Swamy’.....
Prayoga Chakravarthy
Sri Mahadheera Maharaj Ki Jai....
Om Sri Panakala Nrusimha Swamine Namaha....
Vaghulabarana was a very dangerous
character.... He was wedded to Vaamachara..... He
had spoiled many families... He chose a very
dangerous dur muhurtham.... He was very greedy
and pathological by nature.... He was even dreaded
by his own fellow Vaamachaaris.... No one used to
trust him....
During this dur muhurtham he invoked a
‘Vethala’ (a ghost) through his magical powers and
made it to enter the body of a girl named
‘Saudamini’... the idea was the girl possessed by the
Vethala, will lure king Raja Simhan and get closer
to him.... Slowly through the Vethala in Saudamini,
Vagulabharana will play tricks and spells on the
King and make him do whatever Vaghulabarana
instructs him to do....
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The Vethala / Saudamini went to the palace
of the king and performed an amorous dance.... The
King fell in love with Vethala / Saudamini and
made her permanently stay in the palace.... Slowly
Vagulabharana gained control over the king and
eventually had all the say in the kingdom....
The queen Vidhyadhari was very worried
about the safety of the King Raja Simhan.... She was
advised by the astrologers to go on a pilgrimage to
various holy places....
She came to Ahobilam to worship the Nava
Nrusimhas as a part of the pilgrimage there when
she was worshipping the Lord ‘Ugra Narasimha’,
she met a saint who was just watching her from a
distance... When she saw the saint, she went to him
and prostrated him....
Saint.... ‘Your looks are royal... So, You belong to the
Raja Vamsham... something is bothering you.... I feel
its about a girl due to whom your husband has
surrendered himself and is behaving as though he
is under a spell... Am I right?’
Vidhyadhari.... ‘Oh revered saint....you have a
divine vision... you know the truth.... can you help
me in this regard?’....
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Saint.... ‘I can only visualize the problem.... My
Master can solve any problem.... Can you come with
me? He resides inside the forest..... But I cannot
allow any of your soldiers or guards to come with
you.... If you can come with me alone in the forest, I
can take you to my Master’...
Vidhyadhari instructed her guards not to
follow her and left with the saint in to the forest....
After travelling for about half a day they reached
the ‘Pavana Nrusimha Swamy’ kshetram which is
one of the Nava Narasimhas.... The saint took the
queen near a tree and pointed his hands upwards
towards a tree.... An old saint was hanging upside
down on a tree at a great height.... He was doing
‘Vriksha Bali’....
Old saint... Oh queen, I know what for you have
come... Vagulabharana has induced a Vethala in to
a girl by name Saudamini... your husband king Raja
Simha, has fallen to the beauty of the girl and is in a
curse bound by Vagulabharana.... wait for 48 hours
and witness this Vriksha Bali.... I will invoke your
Jiva Pitru and all your ancestors.... You will have a
solution to the problem....
After 48 hours the old saint came down after
completing the Vriksha Bali... meditated for another
4 hours.... gave her some Theertha Prasadam (holy
water) to be given to her husband and Saudamini....
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Vidhyadhari came back and was about to give
the holy water to the king as first step.... From no
where Vagulabharana appeared.... he instructed the
king not to take the holy water... within seconds two
Raja Nagams (king cobras) appeared and bit
Vagulabharana and Saudamini.... They both
fainted.. The two king cobras transformed
themselves into the old saint and his sishya.......
Old saint told Vidhyadhari.... ‘Now pour a little
bit of water into the mouth of Vagulabharana &
Saudamini’....
Vidhyadhari poured the holy water in to their
mouth.. they both came to their senses.... the Jiva
Pitrus and other Pitrus of Vidhyadhari who were
invoked and blessed through the holy water
brought Vaghulabharana to senses... He became a
good person in a split second and realized his
mistakes.... He fell at the feet of the two saints.... The
Vethala in the body of Saudamini left her and
travelled to its Pitru Loka.... The king came to senses
since no longer Vagulabharana held on to the
spell.....
The old saint was none other than ‘Maha
Dheerar’ and the younger saint was ‘Rana
Dheera’....
Rana Dheerar is the Guru of Maharishi
Rajar....and Maha Dheerar is the Guru of Rana
Dheerar’....
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Om Namo Bhagavathe Maha Nrusimhaya Namaha....
Present day......
I know Balakrishna Thampiraan for more than
two decades.... He is basically an agriculturist.... he
also teaches in a local school in his village, which
borders the forest area in Idukki district.... A very
balanced and an upright person.... He was more like
a parental figure in the village and he was much
sought after by the villagers for all the help and
advice...
One day I was with him in his village.... we went
to the fields....
Long ago....
There was a king by name Amarendran..... He
had an able advisor and minister by name
Govindavarman... The king always had a practice
of hunting in a nearby forest.... One day the king,
the minister Govindavarman along with the
soldiers had gone into the forest for hunting....
When Amarendran attempted to hunt a tiger, he
was killed by the tiger.... Govindavarman in a fit of
anger killed the tiger.... The tiger was a Gandharva
by name Madhuravaan... While dying
Madhuravaan cursed Govindavarman to be born
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as an animal in the next birth and suffer death for
no fault of him in that life.....
Govindavarman repented for his act and
approached his Guru Sri Maha Prayoga Raja
Maharishi Ranadheera (Master and Guru of
Maharishi Rajar).... He narrated the entire
incident.... Maharishi Ranadheera asked him not to
worry but gave the Anushtupa Moola mantra of
Lord Nrusimha and asked him to recite it through
out his life........
As we were sitting and talking while being in
the fields, a villager came and informed
Balakrikshna Thampiraan that the villagers have
caught the leopard which used to stray in to the
village, kill the cattle and harm their kids....
We both went to see the leopard.... the leopard
was caught in a net and hanged upside down from
the tree.... I went near the leopard and looked right
into its eyes and knew the truth.... I came to
Balakrishna Thampiraan and told him, 'This is not
the leopard that used to come to your village.... that
is a different one.... Please instruct your people to
set her free in the forest.... Probably she lost her way
and strayed in to the village'.....
Balakrishna Thampiraan will always execute
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what is told to him by me.... He told the villagers
that this is not the one that used to come into the
village.... So, all of us took the net to the entrance of
the forest.... The net was opened.... The leopard came
out of the net... She came running towards me.... She
just licked my right hand and ran away in to the
forest.....
All villagers looked stunned.... Balakrishna
Thampiraan asked me the secret of all this.... I just
smiled and asked him to repeat what I say....'Ugram
Veeram Mahavishnum Jwalantham Sarvatho
Mukham....Nrusimham Bheeshanam Bhadram
Mrtymrtyur Namamyaham'....
Further I said...'Keep repeating and chanting
this mantra as many as times in your life.... it may
help you after life also the way it helped this
leopard'....
Balakrishna Thampiraan could not
understand.... I just smiled and took leave of him.....
Om Sri Prayoga Raja Ranadheeraya Namaha...
Om Sri Lakshmi Nrusimha Para Bramhane Namaha...
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Sri Bhairavar
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Prayogams
I was in the forest.... It was night time.... There
was a slight drizzle.... I was sitting on a rock which
was below a big tree.... It was quite dark since it was
the second day (Dwitheeya) after Ammavasya.... I
had just then completed some prayogam and
waiting for a Shakunam (Omen).... Just then I
observed a mystic blue light about 100 feet from
where I was sitting and a Raja Naagam (King
Cobra) appeared..it was quite a big one may be 18
to 20 feet in length. I just felt like leaving the place...
So, Swiftly I got down from the rock and started
running in the dark... Suddenly I visualized another
flash of blue light and another Raja Naagam
appeared slightly smaller in size.... Like this other
than the big one another 7 Raja Naagams slightly
smaller in size appeared all around me.... The entire
place in the dark had a beautiful Copper Sulphate
Blue Colour light...
I was just standing in the middle of these 8 Raja
Naagams...
The biggest of the Raja Naagam started
speaking to me...
Naagam asked ‘Can you perform the prayogam for
‘Sri Bhadra Vyaagra Koorma Purascharana
Vidhanam’?
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I said “With the blessings of the Lord and my
Masters, I am capable of performing the prayogam
for. ‘Sri Bhadra Vyaagra Koorma Purascharana
Vidhanam’..
But after the chanting the mantra for 10008
times, we all need to be blessed by a family of tigers...
The family of tigers have to remain with us till the
completion of the homam... The homam has to be
done with various materials and 1008 times of the
mantra needs to be chanted while offering the homa
dravyam in to the kundam.... This has to be followed
by offering 108 times of the mantra as tharpanam....
The tharpanam has to be witnessed by a tortoise
for the success of this prayogam ... Now may I
request the celestial beings here to help me to
procure the items required for this prayogam?
Naagam.... ‘We can help you in this matter.... but
we want result.... Can you assure us of a positive
result?
I said “With the blessings of the Lord and my
Masters, I am sure of a positive result.... My faith
alone is not going to help in achieving the desired
result.... The faith of each one of you and the
devotion towards the various pillars of faith on
which the faith was built is more important for all
of us as a team to achieve the result... In this joint
operation, even if any one of us is going to have an
iota of doubt on any of the subject matter here in
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contained, I am afraid the desired result may not
be achieved... So, I am within my rights to presume
the total degree of faith by all of you, so that as a
Prayogi vested with powers to conduct such
ceremonies by taking the name of Lord in the form
of Sri Vyaagra Nrusimha Swamy and my beloved
Masters be allowed to proceed further in this
matter?
All the eight Raja Naagams said.... ‘Yes, your
presumption of undoubted faith in the Lord by all
of us is guaranteed and we give the authority to you
on behalf of the Pitru clans to which we belong to
start the necessary preparations to perform the
prayogam... We promise to stand by the
commitment made to you... So, you may proceed.....
I went in different directions in the forest to
procure the materials required..... many materials
were procured by the Raja Naagams... It took
around 18 hours for procuring all the items...
The Prayoga Japam / Mantra chanting started
and after 24 chants itself a tiger and a tigress arrived
with two cubs..... They not only sat through the
chanting but they also sat through the homam
part... In this prayogam it is important that they
witness the homam... They all witnessed the
homam... After Poornaahuthi they all left....
Now the tharpanam part started and a huge
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turtle along with a baby tortoise arrived at the
spot.... They witnessed the tharpanam and left......
I completed the prayogam with Lord’s
blessings and Masters Grace.....
I searched for the Raja Naagams..... I just looked
up in the sky..... I could see the Gandharva King
Devavrita along with his seven queens
disappearing across the sky....
Sri Vyaagra Nrusimha Swamy Ki Jai.....
It was quite late in the night.... I was walking
deep inside the forest... It was Shukla Paksha
Dwadashi.... The sky was clear and I could see the
moon and the stars across the sky..... I was doing
nama sankeerthanam ‘Om Namo Narayanaya’ and
was going towards a hill range, where I usually rest
for the night....
I knew fully well that I was being followed....
so I stopped near a big banyan tree and pretended
as though I was unaware of the follower.... It is a
very famous banyan tree in that area.... It is a huge
one and has a big cavity in the trunk which is well
below.... I just went in to the hole of the banyan tree
and covered my head with a towel which I was
carrying in my bag (I always carry a small bag
hanging on one side of the shoulder with one set of
clothes and a towel)... I started my meditation.....
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Now prologue of the story....
Roughly Three Hundred years ago....
Vishnu and Ghanashyam were very good
friends.... They used to eat together....work
together.... roam together.... and sleep together.....
they always were together and never missed each
other....
Since they came to a marriageable age, their
parents decided to get them married and were on
the look out for prospective brides.... Vishnu and
Ghanashyam told their parents to look for a single
girl who will marry them both, since they both
cannot live without each other even a single
second....
The parents were aghast and could not digest
this idea.. So, Both the family started blaming each
other.... They were busy plotting against each other’s
son.... The parents of Vishnu finally succeeded in
eliminating Ghanashyam.... when Vishnu came to
know of Ghanshyam’s death, he could not bear it
and hanged himself....
Untold miseries followed these two families
and some more deaths on both sides took place...both
the families perished in due course of time....
Maharishi Rajar was very close to these two
families.... He warned them and chided them when
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they were busy plotting against each other.... But
the fate willed otherwise and both the families
perished after the death of Ghanashyam and
Vishnu....
Because of this incident, the souls of both the
families did not reach the Pitru Loka... They were
suffocating far below the Pitru Loka and needed
divine help to reach the Pitru Loka....
Now epilogue of the story......
During the days of Maharishi Rajar, we both
did a number of prayogams jointly in the forest and
relieved them from many of the karmic bonds...
After my Master’s samadhi, I was blessed to
continue the prayogams for this family.... So the
finality was on the Shukla Paksha Dwadashi of
Thula Maasa, Paarthibha Naama Samvatsara
(2005-2006).... exactly when Dwadashi Thithi starts
a prayogam needs to be done by sitting inside a hole
in the banyan tree... While doing this prayogam we
will cover our head with a piece of cloth... The Jiva
Pitru of those families will come and smell the cloth
kept on our head.... Once this happens the souls of
both the families who were involved in the heinous
crime will be pushed in to the Pitru Loka to enable
them to be born back in this world.....
The Jiva Pitrus of both the families in the form
of a leopard and a monkey were following me.... as
I completed the meditative part of the prayogam
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the leopard and the monkey peeped in to the hole
in the banyan tree one by one and smelt the towel
on my head....
In the year 2009 Vishnu was born as a boy to a
distant relative down the generation, on his father’s
side in the city of Kochi..... In the year 2011
Ghanshyam was born as a girl to a distant relative
on his mother’s side some where in North
America.... the boy and the girl’s marriage is slated
to be in 2037.....
Om Namo Narayanaya......
It was a hot day.... It was One o’ clock in the
afternoon.. After completing the fire worship I
walked inside the forest for Dhyana in seclusion......
I have to start the Dhyana in Three and Half hours
of time after the homam.... I walked for two hours..
I saw the clock and the time was Three Fifteen in
the afternoon.. I reached a spot where there was a
big tree... I was very tired... So, I thought of taking a
nap before starting my meditation...
I slept below the tree.... To my knowledge I
would have slept for more than 12 hours.... Suddenly
I woke up and looked at my watch.... It showed time
as 3.30 am next morning.... The date had also
changed....
Interestingly when I looked around, from the
shadows of the trees and position of the sun, the
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time would have been around 4 pm.... Officially I
had slept only for 45 minutes.... I immediately
started my Dhyana....
I wondered at the Lord’s Leela....literally he
stopped time. So, that I could complete the Dhyana
within the stipulated time otherwise the Prayogam
done would have been a waste.... Further I should
have done Prayaschittham and restarted the
Prayogam....Lord’s thy name is mercy and mercy
alone.....
When I look back, I keep wondering about this
incident in my life....
I was walking on a hot day in the city of
Madurai.... I was in the market.... I just purchased
some provisions.... I then went to the vegetable
market... I purchased some vegetables.... I took an
auto rickshaw... I asked the auto driver to stop the
auto....
Auto driver... ‘This is a grave yard.... you look
like a sane person... Are you sure you want to get
down here?’
I just smiled and gave him Rs.1000/-...
He was taken aback and asked me.... ‘Why are
you giving me so much money?’
Me... I have some excess money... I don’t like
accumulation... When I have excess, I just
distribute... It will be of some use to you...
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Auto driver... You look strange and your actions are
strange to me.....
Just then from inside the grave yard a man
came to the auto.... He lifted both the bags and I
followed him.... The auto left the place....
The man at the grave yard said.... I was
worried.... you were late.... everything fine?
Me.... “Sorry.... I got late... the vegetable vendor
Lakshmi’s daughter was pregnant and in labour....
So, her son had come to the shop.... got a bit
delayed.... further the rice had to come from Gopal....
he got delayed in supplying the rice to the
commission agent Murthy who finally sold the rice
to Selvam.... Selvam’s vehicle broke down and the
rice had to be transported in an alternate vehicle of
Bala.... finally the rice reached the shop... the bags
had to be checked by the shop keeper Srinivas.... I
requested Srinivas to give rice from these bags....
So, got delayed....
The man... “Ok let us not further delay it....We will
start the job....”
We both were joined by another three
persons.... two females and a male.... The vegetables
were cut and cooked.... the provisions were also
cooked.... The food was ready.....
In the mean while, a small homa kundam in
one corner of the grave yard was prepared....
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everything was in place.... with Lord’s Grace, I
invoked the “Smashaana Bhairava” and started
doing Chanda Bhairavi Tantram.....
All the cooked food were kept in 8 banana
leaves.... during the prayogam 8 dogs entered the
grave yard.... ate all the food.... They rested for some
time and left....
The prayogam took Six hours and Twenty
minutes.... I took the kumbham water and sprinkled
on the two males and two females....
They said..... Shall we go?
Me.... Ok you all may go.... while going just visit
Tirupachetthy Bhairava, take his blesssings and
leave.....
I could visualise the four king cobras, The two
males and the two females praying Bhairava at
Tiruppachetthy reverently before leaving this
cosmetic world....
Om Ksham Prom Ksham Smashana
Bhairavaya Namaha...
Om Ksham Runa Vimochana
Bhairavaya Namaha...
Om Sam Naaga Yakshaaya Namaha...
Om Sam Naaga Yakshinyai Namaha...
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Sri Guruji’s interaction with devotees
Very recently, I was asked by a company to
investigate a ‘Case of Negligence’.... Though I was
reluctant, the CEO of the company is my close friend
and I was pressured to agree...
There was a theft of huge quantities of copper
wires and copper ingots..... The security officer was
put under suspension and the enquiry was initiated
by company.. I was the disciplinary authority in this
case....
I hate to be judgmental... I don’t like to go in to
right and wrong.... It was a choiceless decision I had
to take...
On enquiry I found the security officer as a
very honest person with good credentials... Once he
saved many people from a fire accident in the
company etc., he was not corrupt and was honest
to the core....
But it was proved beyond reasonable doubt
that he had been negligent and his negligence lead
to the goods being stolen....
So I had to recommend his case for dismissal
since the value of the property lost was around
5 Crores....
Some how I was not comfortable with this
decision.... I struck a deal with the CEO of the
company....
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Me... He is a very honest man.... He has not willfully
done anything wrong to attract vigilance angle...
He has an impeccable service record... In fact during
a fire accident a few years back, he saved many
precious life...
I wish you reinstate him...
CEO... “But the negligence has contributed to
monetary loss to the company.... Who will bear the
cost of this negligence..”
Me.. “Ok... In case the stolen goods are found by the
police and as a consequence there will be no
‘Monetary Loss’. Can you condone his action with
a warning and reinstate him in job?.... He has three
daughters of marriageable age and his son is doing
medicine...”
CEO... “Oh sure.. I will certainly do it....”
I started praying Marthanda Bhairava....
Just received a phone call from my CEO friend
that the police have caught the theif and the entire
stolen stock has been traced to a Godown which has
been locked and sealed by the police...
I told the CEO...Now keep up your word....
CEO.... “Oh sure Guruji.... Ask him to come and
meet me tomorrow at our corporate office.. I will
issue the orders there of...”
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The judgment came out of mind was over
written by compassion of the Lord....
Thank you my Lord for all this.... Thank you....
He was trying for my appointment.... It took 4
years for me to facilitate him with an appointment
for just 5 minutes... At sharp 9.00 am he was present
with his entire family....three brothers, three sistersin-law, two sisters and two brothers-in-law along
with their kids... He was busy introducing every one
with me and 5 minutes got over...
I just gave them the prasadam and they were not
leaving... I just said , I should not see you for more
than 5 minutes and the quota promised is over....
They... “Guruji, please allow us atleast 15 minutes..”
Me... “No, please leave....an elderly man, the fatherin-law of the second brother whom you locked at
home, is just suffering now a heart attack and needs
immediate attention...”
They all vanished.... the elderly man passed
away....
Now a big discussion followed....
When the Master knew that such a thing is
going to happen, why he didn’t take steps to prevent
it in the first place?
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When the Master knew that such a thing
happens he could have at least given a different
date, more so when something of this nature is about
to happen?
Why did he make us wait for four years to give
an appointment?
What is the significance of saying that ‘I should
not see you for more than 5 minutes’ ?
What if he could have given us another 15
minutes to interact? Any how the old man is
dying....5 minutes or 15 minutes should not make a
big difference...
When I had gone some where, I accidentally
met the group... These questions were posed to me....
I just burst in to laughter and said.. “Food is
very tasty here... I am going in to the dining buffet
session....don’t miss the Veg Manchurian, Kadai
Panner and Jeera Pulao...the Veg Kebab and Spring
Rolls can be additional starters.. I have not tasted
Dal Makhani...this time I want to try....the Basundi
sweet is a class.... just pack off with Custard and
Mango Lassi... This is not the time to talk about the
past or analyze...we have come for a marriage... This
is the time to rejoice’....
I just left the place and the aroma of the kitchen
and dining was transporting me to a different
world...
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This happened some 8 years ago....
I was invited to a marriage.... I had gone there...
I was literally dressed in rags..... I was sent away...
Now I dressed up well.... wore a few rings
which I used for prayogams..... I was welcomed.....
Bride groom’s father....“Please come Guruji....”
I smiled and said.... “I came in rags... I was sent
out... Now, I have come well dressed and with
ornaments etc., I am being respected... So, I know
you give importance to dress and ornaments than
to me....”..
Before all in the marriage hall I removed my
Shirt, Pattu Dhothi and all the ornaments and gave
it to bride groom’s father.... He was literally
trembling...
I left the marriage hall.... came out and took
the rags which I kept some where near by, wore it
and walked away...
Very funny people indeed....
Whenever he gets money, no news... When he
faces loss, then he will be on pilgrimage visiting a
lot of temples.... suddenly he got a lot of money from
his in-law...
Me....Now no temple.....enjoy....
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He...Yes Guruji....this is called luck....
He got huge money and has to reinvest....
He....Guruji.... Today I am reinvesting the money
with my wife’s brother in his company... I will be
made a Director...
Me... Swaha..... Swahaha...... Govinda... Govinda.....
He... No Guruji... You have not seen him... He is gem
of a boy... very skilled.... had USA education....
though a citizen of USA he stayed here and brought
up this company....
Me... Still my statement is valid... ‘Swaha....
Swahaha.... Govinda.... Govinda..’.....
He went ahead with his investment...became
a Director of the company....they all borrowed right
and left.....company failed....his brother-in-law is
back in USA on a good job.... not only our candidate
lost money, since he borrowed as a Director, now
all are questioning him...
He..... You told me Guruji... I didn’t listen....
Me.... Now start your pilgrimage to Gods....at every
place recite this mantra...
‘Swaha.... Swahaha.... Govinda..... Govinda’....
He... Will I get back my money Guruji by reciting
this mantra?....
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Me... Atleast you will remember that investments
can’t be made the way you made..... You will also
better remember God at all times... good times and
bad times............
Some 15 years back I was taken to meet a saint
by an wealthy man... After some time he started
shaking... His entire body, his head, hands, feet,
everything was shaking....
Me to the wealthy man..... Does he have
Parkinson?
Man.... Shhhh.... Don’t say like that... He is drawing
energy from cosmos and storing it in the process.....
Me... Oh.... He is some thing like a storage tank for
the cosmos...
Man.... Shhh......No no no..... He is Sakshaat Shiva.....
Me.... Probably Shiva forgot to bring his powers with
him.... So, He downloads power whenever he
needs.....
Man... Shhh..... If he comes to know that you talk
like this, he will burn you down with his third eye.....
After some time, he raised from dais and came
round... when he came near me, he gave a hand
shake and I started shaking it for almost 10 minutes
before his disciples could save him from me....
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The wealthy man did not speak a word with
me... When I was about to get down from car he
asked me...
He... Why did you shake his hands for 10 minutes?
I burst in to laughter...
Me.... That is my method of downloading cosmic
power from Shiva... He can always refill it from
cosmos....
He... I have brought my daughter... She wants to
file a divorce...Kindly advise her against.... I will wait
outside the room... Please talk to her Guruji....
Me... Okay send her in....
The girl came inside the Pooja room...
Me... It seems you want to file a divorce? Any
problem?
She.... Yes Guruji.... He is a sadist... He drinks 24
hours.... He beats me left and right.... He does not
go for any job.... Every day when I come back from
office, he snatches my hand bag and takes away
what little money is left.... He is my father’s sister
son... So my dad feels that the unity in the family
will get spoiled if I take this move.... Please see my
stomach and hands.... He has burnt it with cigarette
buds... Kindly advise me... Whether I should wait
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for him to change... And whether at all he will
change....
Me... Go in for divorce.....
I called the dad inside the room and told
him....‘I have advised her suitably’...
Dad was happy....
As they sat in the car, the daughter told her
dad... ‘Dad let us go to our advocate’...
Dad was stunned.
One day as I was walking in the forest, ‘Brinda’
accompanied me on my walk.... She was very
depressed... Since I had not visited the forest for
more than four months.... Normally she expects me
once in 45 days... some time it so happens that I
don’t stick up to this schedule... Last she saw me
was 4 months back.... undue delay.... I apologized
to her....
Me.. I am extremely sorry Brinda, I could not keep
up my schedule....this time I have inordinately
delayed seeing you....
Brinda... It is okay....Who am I to direct you to stick
to schedule?.... Not just me, you know that we all
love you and love to see you as many times as
possible...
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Me... Yeah I can understand.... But in my kind of
life nothing is certain.....
Brinda....There is nothing certain for us also...
Me... Is that so?
Brinda.... As though you don’t know...
Me.... Yeah... I remember...Now a days my memory
is falling short....
Brinda.... This is what I like most in you.... you joke....
I can’t believe that your memory is short.... You
have your own reasons to behave so and I can’t
question you on that...
Me... What makes you to think that way?
Brinda.... When the mind plays a role, we tend to
suspect everything we come across and we
question.... When heart plays a role we tend to
repose total faith... You know well I don’t belong to
mind and I belong to heart... My heart knows too
well that you do everything for good.... At least I
know you for more than 20 years... Maharishi Rajar
always used to talk about you to me whenever I
used to be around his place... He never spoke to me
about any one else other than you... You know that
I was born in Maharishi’s hut.... You only brought
me out of my mother’s womb and she had a safe
delivery at that time....
Me... Is that so? Once again my memory is
faltering....
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Brinda.. I don’t know why you do this to me....
Always pretending with me and posing as though
you don’t know...
Me....Brinda, Is it that I am pretending or is it that
you are pretending? I know Brinda always tests me
and hence as a true disciple subservient to the
Master, though I did perform the act, I don’t
acknowledge to have done... I am not the doer and
Lord is the doer.... I love you mainly for this.... At
every time you say something to find out whether
my ego levels have gone up.... don’t I know that it is
Sage Agastya’s wife Lopamudra who has been born
as ‘Brinda’ the sweet tigress......
‘Brinda’ stopped...looked at me.... I could see
the motherliness and compassion in her eyes....
Brinda.... This is why I love you more.... Your
humility and humbleness attracts me... Your
gratitude is imbibed in your soul..... Hope to see you
next time.... come back soon....
As she said, she left jumping joyously into the
jungle on to my left..... In the direction she left, I
offered triple prostrations to the great Master
Lopamudra, the divine wife of Sage Agastya.....
I was made to remember an incident which
happened a few years back today due to a phone
call I received today morning......
A person very well known to me did some act
on account of which I had to go through some
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discomfort financially.... He also went to the extent
of telling some people that he didn’t owe any
money to me since he had not borrowed at all.... The
persons who heard this were not aware of the
incident that he had borrowed money... So, It was a
surprise for them since I had not disclosed any one
that I had borrowed some loan to help this
gentleman.... They all came to me and asked,
whether I had given any money to him.... I said that
I have no money to give, so from where I will give
money to him.... they didn’t believe me but could
not contest my words....
Just now, I received a call from that gentleman....
He.. I am very sorry for my behavior.... of late I am
feeling guilty that I have spoken untruth to others....
Me.. I don’t understand your statement at all....
He... Don’t you remember, I borrowed money from
you?
Me... Never....when did I have surplus money to give
it to you....
He... You did not have.... but you borrowed some
where and obliged me... I promised to return in 3
months and I did not return... You did not ask
anything any time about it and just kept quiet.....
Me... I think you have some amnesia problem.... it
might be that you borrowed from some one and you
think its me... absolutely no... you don’t owe any
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money to me and you have not borrowed from me....
He started crying.....
He said.... I am feeling very guilty.... please help
me to come out of this guilt....
Me.... See I will tell you some thing.... It may be like
this... In my previous birth, I might have borrowed
money from you.. I might have also told lies to
others that I had not borrowed from you.... This has
resulted in a liability for me in this birth.... So, the
money which I gave you is your own right and there
is nothing to feel guilty about it... Past is past... It
has already gone.... There is no use living in the past..
Past does not exist in any way other than your
memory.....
It is long since we met..... Why not you come
down some time.... We will go to ‘Vasantha Bhavan’
in Banjara Hills and have some idly and coffee.... It
tastes real good....
Suhas Dev is a sweet guy... His only concern in
this world is ‘Some Rest’, ‘Some Sleep’ for me... for
his sake many times I just log out of facebook or
pretend without typing any comments or posts for
a few hours... We are lazy guys even to fall asleep..
Probably we were ‘Kumbakarnas’ in the past...
Though his concern is well appreciated, nothing is
in our hands and Lord’s Will, Mercy and Grace
alone prevails...
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Myself and my friend were walking on the
road...... I was hungry and so we just went in to a
nearby hotel....
A tall handsome man joined us for some tiffin...
I just formally introduced him to my friend who had
accompanied me to the hotel....
He... Why did you not accompany me?
Me... I cannot.... I should not.....
He.... Why you cannot.... why you should not?
Me... I had already promised ‘Suruchi’ that I will
not accompany you.....
He... Why did you promise her?
Me... You know my bondage with her... I cannot
overstep her and do things the way you want for
she is the Master who taught me ‘Maivaaruni’....
How do you expect me to disobey her commands?
He... Okay...okay.... Now how to deal this?
Me... I know that ‘Virata’ is approachable now....
Strike a deal with him.... You can appease him by
handing over ‘Jigara’.... ‘Jigara’ is longing for
‘Baila’.... ‘Virata’ is very closely connected with
‘Baila’.... ‘Jigara’ will agree for this.... ‘Virata’ will
be too pleased to take over the all powerful ‘Jigara’
since ‘Virata’ is for demonstrating his power....
He.... Okay, thanks for your suggestion... We will
meet some other time....
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He had some tiffin along with us and left....
My friend asked me... “Why did your friend
keep quiet and did not talk anything?”
I just smiled and thought, How my friend will
understand all that happened in the silent
conversation between us, which dates back to
thousands of years of association and is still being
continued in the cosmos? .......
Till couple of years back, I had a habit.... Every
year for a week I used to travel to an unknown place
and do some small work... like working in a tea shop,
small road side Dhaba, assisting some vegetable
vendor etc., I will just tell them that I don’t have
any one and I would like to do work and support
myself.... I used to wash utensils in the tea shop, or
serve tea, tiffin to customers.... I used to move in
that environment talking to colleagues and
customers... They used to share many things with
me... this gave me a lot of knowledge on the realities
of life.... This also gave me a wide exposure to the
kind of problems which people face in day to day
life... I needed this kind of a training to better
understand people from various sections of
society... It also teaches a lot of humility,
humbleness, kindness and above all patience....
Now a days since I don’t find much time at my
disposal I still make it a point to go to unknown
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places and do work at least for two days in a year.....
Lord has been so kind to me to give me a lot of
experience in the process....
Long ago, I had an opportunity to meet a great
saint from the land of Tibet.... there were a couple
of people with me and he had his team with him.....
we both sat facing each other.... We jointly
meditated for an hour.... At the end we both burst
into laughter, hugged each other... Once again we
burst into laughter and left the place....
One of the persons with me asked.... You both
meditated, that I could understand.... But why you
both burst in to laughter first, hugged and then burst
once again into laughter?
Me... How do you know that we both meditated?
He.... You sat facing each other, closed your eyes
and were still for an hour.....
Me.... So according to you, if we sit, close our eyes
and be still for an hour is meditation?
He... That is what people say....
Me... So, you go by what others say and derive an
understanding from that? You call that
understanding? Your understanding seems to be
based on the statement of some one and not from
your own innate experience? So, You conclude
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everything based on others body language?
He... Okay Guruji..... at least tell me why you both
laughed?
Me... We laughed at our past stupidities....
He... Why twice?
Me.. I laughed then because I know you will be
asking such stupid questions and he laughed
because his team members also were to ask such
stupid questions... So, Initially we laughed at our
past stupidities and the final laugh was for the
stupidities which our disciples are going to commit
by questioning their Masters....
Twenty five years back I needed some help....
when I approached him, he said, don’t come near
me... you go your way... I go my way’......
Last month, I saw him in the Airport....
He was standing in the queue for security
check.... I just switched over to another queue..... He
came near me... I smiled and said, ‘Hey, I am not in
your queue dear.... I am in a different queue.... I am
just following what you said...’...
Then in the lounge we had a cup of tea and in
45 minutes he relayed his story of the past 25 years....
Every one don’t remain the same.... Every thing
doesn’t remain the same... Life keeps moving on and
keeps changing....
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I know a person who is stinkingly rich... Every
time I see him he will say.....
Guruji, I want to do some thing to help the poor
kids for better education.....
Last month, I had gone to see him....
He said...‘Guruji’...
I said....‘You need not say anything further.... I
know what it is.... you want to do some thing to help
the poor kids for better education’.....
I further said...‘You don’t have much time
left.... Please start doing that some thing which you
want to do’....
Yesterday I was informed that he passed
away.....
His desire remains unfulfilled....
Since the chance is now missed, his next chance
is likely to be after 442 years....
It was a sunny day.... I just parked my car near
some bushes on the road.... I was about to walk in
to the forest.... my close friend Sri Ramanathan
Chettiar was waiting on the road..his estate is close
by. I spent some time talking to him... I had some
prayogam to do and so I was dependent on Chettiar
for some materials....
Chettiar....‘Yesterday evening, I have instructed my
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second son to deliver all materials in another 4 days
time... he said he will certainly do it....’
Me... Wow....wonderful Chettiar.... You always keep
up your word.... In my life time you are one of the
few noble persons with whom I have been
associated... It is a blessing of the Lord.....
Chettiar.... But you did not keep up your word....
Me... Chettiar, with my Master’s blessing and Lord’s
Grace till date I have not gone back on my word.... I
did tell you that we will meet on the D-day.... I did
not say where or when.... Today is your D-day and I
have seen you.... Chettiar, Today I am going in for a
prayogam... Suddhi is very good in this place... So, I
thought its better to meet you here instead of your
place... By seeing you in this place where aksharas
are good, you will be reaching your ancestors
(Pitrus) without any hassle... So, I knew you will
come here to see me before your departure from this
cosmetic world....
I could visualize the soul of Sri Ramanathan
Chettiar peacefully traveling to its ancestral
world....
He.... Guruji, this is the photograph of my boy... We
have got an alliance match for him.... This is the
photograph of the girl.... Can we proceed?
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Me... Just an information is enough... why should I
see the photos of your boy and girl....
He... Guruji, we want your concurrence for this
marriage...
Me.... No... I don’t want to do this.... Don’t compel
me.....
He.... Guruji, we don’t have any one else to guide
us.....
Me.... The boy likes the girl.... The girl likes the boy....
The families of both sides have agreed.... Where do
I fit in the scheme of these things?
He.... It is not like that Guruji.... You have a better
vision of things that may happen in future....So, I
want you to tell me whether the boy and the girl
will be compatible... Whether they will have
children? After marriage whether my boy’s career
will progress on account of this girl? Whether the
girl will move the other family members amicably?
I think you understand Guruji what I meant.....more
than all that I want to know the truth Guruji.....
Me.... So, you want me to use my vision to find out
all this and inform the truth to you, so that you can
take a decision?
He... Yes Guruji....
Me..... So, my roaming with the Masters and
begetting their blessings to have a vision, is only to
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look at marriage proposals and say Yes or No.... Now
listen to me... As of date there is no problem with
the girl.... If a problem arises in future it may be
because of your boy or your family members.... So,
The compatibility depends entirely on the support
and encouragement of your son and your family
members.....
I don’t see anything wrong with the girl in
begetting kids.... Probably there may be some issue
regarding the motility rate in your son’s case... Now
a days suitable treatments are available and it may
not be an issue...
Regarding progress in career, your boy is just
average... So, His progress depends on how he
delivers in the work field... The girl is very brilliant...
Infact if permitted she can have a good career...
Generally in your family every one picks up a
fight or quarrels with others.... you know very well
that on certain ancestral property issues, many of
you have filed cases against each other.... Your family
is known for litigation.... I really pity this girl.... She
is from a good decent family.... I think her fate is
very nasty, to be involved with your family... This
is the truth...
That was the last day of my meeting him or
any of his family members.....
One more wicket down....
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He...Guruji, I know a spiritually evolved person....
He says he can guarantee liberation (Moksha)...
shall I give it a try?
Me... Why not?.... Probably he is a very conscious
person... He knows what he is talking....
He... Guruji, I am seriously asking you, please guide
me...
Me... Let me try to explain.... with me there is no
guarantee about anything leave alone moksha since
I am neither spiritually evolved nor conscious...
Further he may put you on to some upasana and
sadhana for this moksha... Upon successful
completion he may certify that the doors of moksha
are open to receive you.... In my school there is no
upasana or sadhana.... In fact there is no path or
way.... If you travel behind me, it will lead you
nowhere since there is no path.... I don’t know
where I am heading... I am only interested in the
travel and not in the destination.... Since you
seemed to be interested in the destination, you may
need some one like him who can guarantee that....
So it is better you don’t miss this offer...
He is now busy with that person.... I wish and
pray he gets what he wants........
She...Guruji, I want to do penance... Can you guide
me?
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Me... Oh sure...
First you have to do certain basic things and
come back to me once you have implemented it 100
percent...
1.

You should drop your ego and surrender to the
will of God...

2.

You should drop your anger and
unconditionally love people for what they
are....

3.

You should live selflessly and submit yourself
for the service of this world...

I didn’t see her after that for Six years...
Suddenly one day she came to me.... We were silent
for 4 hours.... After this she hugged me and I told
her... “Dear, God is now conversing with you and
you have arrived at your destination”...
She said... “Yes, Guruji I feel that...”
As she was going back, I prostrated thrice in
that direction for a Yogi is born...
Today an incident happened in Madurai....
Evening around 6.30 pm, I was waiting to meet
some one in the bus station...
A person was looking at me for some time and
then came near me and....
He... I remember to have seen you some where...
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Me... You can see me any where and every where...
don’t think I am God... I just like roaming...
He... Now you seem to be waiting to board some
bus, of course to roam?
Me... May be... I am still undecided...
He... Can I also join to roam with you....
Me... I am job less... You have work to do... Why
roam with me? I don’t have any work to do... I am
little surprised to see you here....
He... What to do? I have not seen you for months...
So, I came here to see you...
I smiled and said... “Don’t worry... After the
yagnam in December, I will be coming to your area
for doing the Prayaschittham... Certainly I will
spend some time with you....
He smiled at me... No.. no.... She smiled at me....
getting confused? It’s one of the 387 Yakshinis
known to me... I call her ‘Yamini’....
He... What is the one thing that is similar in both
our lives and what is the one thing that is different
in both our lives....
Me... We both love each other without any
expectation which is similar between us....
Whereas we both look at life differently....
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He... Ok Guruji... how different are our attitudes
towards life?
Me... I look at life like a traveller whereas you look
at life like a tourist...
He... What difference does it make?
Me... Hell of a difference... As a traveller, I see
everything... As a tourist you see only what you
would like to see...
He.. Very well understood Guruji...
You lead a choice less life whereas my life is
full of choice and preferences...
I smiled at him...
He.... Guruji, I am observing Brahmacharya to
attain Moksha.... But some times I get lustful
thoughts... How to avoid it? All these thoughts come
out of previous Samskaras and obstruct the
attainment of Moksha?
I wonder at the people around me.... First of all
this guy cannot understand what is
Brahmacharya..... I think he sees too many
mythological serials on the television channels and
has arrived at some conclusion Based on it......or may
be he has read too many books and reached such a
conclusion.... He uses big big words, Samskaras,
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Moksha etc., without even having the slightest idea
of what it is.... Probably he has heard some one using
those words and he mechanically repeats it.... very
sad state of affairs....
Any action or inaction performed or not
performed has to be witnessed..... You are not the
mind..... You are not the body.... You are the purity
personified.... There is no impurity in you.... You are
just a spec of the stainless reality... All that happens
with you and without you needs to be witnessed by
the soul.... You are not the doer....
When the mind is at work, your Brahmacharya
will have no value... The job of the mind is not to
allow you to perform.... So, the mind will remind
the body of its biological necessity and you will feel
lustful... Body has its own limitations.... Once the
reservoir is full it has to overflow... Once the semen
accumulates suddenly may be even in sleep when
you are not aware it will find its way out... Instead
you should take a vow under Brahmacharya that
you will not eat... Then we have to see the tamasha...
You cannot withstand your hunger... At best may
be a day or two.... You will start eating...
Brahmacharya is more witnessing your own
actions while continuing to perform or not to
perform as the case may be... You are not the doer....
Lord is the doer... You don’t own anything.... Neither
this body nor this mind belongs to you.... Nothing is
yours....
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Don’t make tall talks... Cross the barriers of Ego,
Aggression, Possessiveness, Jealousy... Visualize the
Lord in every action of yourself and others... Feel
the presence of ‘God’ in anything and everything....
Just be... Don’t try to become...
Be normal, the para normal dawns on you... If
you aim at para normal, you will become
abnormal....
Paranormal dawning on you opens the flood
gates of liberation called ‘Moksha’.....
He always lectured about perfection... Lots of
people were mesmerized with his discourses... I
liked him a lot for his skill to convince people about
perfection... He was critically ill... I went to see him...
He caught hold of my hands... He said.. ‘Sridhar, I
think my time has come... I don’t know whether
what I spoke about perfection is all right... So pray
for my soul’...
I told him... ‘Don’t worry... in case your words
are right, you may not need any help for you will
belong to the perfect side of the cosmos... In case
your words are not true, you will belong to the
‘Totality’ part of the cosmos... My masters happen
to hail from this world and they will take care of
you... Either way you are taken care... Absolutely
nothing to worry... As I looked in to his eyes, he
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looked relieved... I just came to my car in the parking
lot and his brother came rushing to inform me that
the Perfectionist has breathed his last...
He.... Guruji, I am trying to work out my relationship
with my wife.....
Oh.... Where are we heading? This boy is trying to
work out relationship with his wife... With wife it
is just pure love... You may disagree with her some
times... She may disagree with you some times... This
is very normal... Is it necessary to work out, plan it
etc.,? In business you work for a relationship... Is
marriage a business where the husband has to work
out a relationship with wife and wife has to workout
a relationship with her husband? Should love be
planned? In love should agreements be reached? If
you have to agree on conditionalities to be followed
between husband and wife, Is it a contract? Is love
a business? Is love a contract? Is not love beyond
all this? In such a bondage of pure unconditional
love between husband and wife where is the
question of working for a relationship?... Is not love
supreme understanding and sacrifice? Don’t
husband and wife in that union enjoy that kind of a
faith where they are prepared to do anything for
each other?
I don’t know where, now a days, kids are
heading to?.... Our prayers to Lord....
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He..... My kindness is being treated as weakness...
Me.... Still be kind....
He..... My help to others is unnoticed and not
acknowledged....
Me... Still be helpful....
He... I am honest & frank...still people cheat me....
Me.... Still be honest...
He... The good I do today, people forget tomorrow...
Me.... Do good always....
He... Guruji, Why do you still want me to be still
kind, helpful, honest and do good despite the society
being indifferent to it....
Me... It is simple dear, all these good things you do
are between you and God... He always
acknowledges and reciprocates... It is never
between you and society....
The Master was relaxing... Master readily
agreeable to see the person who came to see him....
Visitor....Master, I am a very conscious person.... I
am an enlightened soul... You can ask me anything,
and my reply will prove that I am conscious.... I have
heart that you are the wisest person in this villain...
So, I thought it fit to challenge your intelligence...
So, Go ahead with your question...
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Master... Ok... I accept your challenge... Before I start
asking you any question to test your love of
consciousness, I have a simple question to ask you....
Shall I go ahead with my question?
Visitor.... Yes may go ahead...
Master.... As you came in to this room, on which
side you kept your slippers?
The visitor didn’t remember it... since he was
keeping quiet, the Master replied as ‘It was to your
left’...
The visitor was ashamed and left...
Master now winked at the disciple and said,
‘Should I tell him that I peeped through the hole on
the door?
The disciple and the Master burst in to
laughter...
Disciple... Master, How you could have peeped
through the hole when you are sitting so far from
the door?
Master smiled and said, ‘Is it necessary that I
should go near the door to peep through the hole?
The disciple was dumb found....
I was standing at the bus stop.... A group of
young college girls and boys were in a state of merry
and chatting.... Two boys commented about my
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dhothi.... One girl commented about my baldness...
One girl was commenting about the
‘Sri Choornam’ (tilakam) on my face.... I was just
enjoying all this.... At the same time I was not
comfortable...because.... he was standing there.... I
have been following him right from the morning to
know his target.... I know that he was searching for
something and finally he has spotted it.... It is the
girl who was commenting about my baldness....
He was looking at the girl and I positioned my
self in such a way so that I can look at him without
his seeing me... He moved nearer to the girl and I
moved closer to him....
I gently tapped him on his shoulder at the last
moment, when his further looking at the girl will
affect the girl.....
He looked back at me... Some sort of fear
gripped him....
Me.. I won’t allow you to do this non sense to that
girl or any one else....
He... Who are you to bind me?
Me.. I am vested with the authority given by
‘Jyeshta’.... you do not have any right to question
me here....
He... Do you know who am I?
Me... Yes... You are ‘Marabhi’.... The eldest in the
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clan of ‘Jyrus’... You have come in search of a soul,
to suit the circumstances of ‘Wigra’.....
According to the rules of cosmic play, once you
recognize them, they disappear... So since he was
spotted, he disappeared..
The bus came and all of them rushed towards
the bus and I happily left the place by an auto....
one more day gone.... one more work
completed.....Lord’s Grace...
Long ago, I had gone with a friend of mine to a
Swamiji known to him.... Lots of people had come....
I was also in the queue...
He was asking every one.....
‘What is it you want?’
Some will say blessings, Suddenly some
Kunkumum will appear in his palm... For some he
was giving Udhi.... For some Sandal powder... He
gave a small Anjaneya idol to a young boy... He had
a lot of magical powers.....
When my turn came... I just stood before him...
He asked me.... ‘What do you want?’...
I thought a house to live in as a nice idea to
ask.... So I said... “I need a house”.....
He was staring at me and shook his head... His
disciple came and said...’Ask some thing else’....
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I thought of a car and said ‘Car’.... He was very
wild.... His disciple came and murmured in to my
ears...’ Ask anything that can come in the palm of
Swamiji.... house, car etc., cannot come in the
palm’....
I said... ‘Yes I can understand this..... palm
cannot hold a house or a car’.....
I further said... ‘No problem.... I don’t need
anything’.....
Swamiji was very angry on me... His disciple
said....‘Once you come to Swamiji, you have to ask
something and he will give you that’.....
I said... ‘Ok... I saw one boy asked for Anjaneya
and Swamiji gave him.. I want a similar piece of
Anjaneya’.....
Swamiji looked at disciple and shook his
head....
Disciple bent down and whispered into my
ears....‘Now only Ganapathy idol is available... So
ask Ganapathy’....
I told Swamiji...‘Swamiji, since Anjaneya is out
of stock, I will have Ganapathy itself’....
Swamiji closed his eyes and in his palm a nice
Ganapathy idol got materialized and I took it....
My friend was seeing all that from a distance
and could not understand what was going on....
I told him... ‘Swamiji, is a very knowledgeable
person.... I had some doubts and he cleared it.... I
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like your Swamiji a lot... Unless we have humour in
religion, religion will be very tough to handle...
Swamiji is really humorous... You are so fortunate
to have such a Sadguru with you’....
Vasanthi.... The village girl.....
She can not go and see her Guru..... she only
has a photograph.... Every moment she will be
talking to the Guru over photograph.... Every one
ridiculed her behavior.... They used to say that she
has become mad and has lost the power of sense....
One day from her village a group of elders
were going to meet the Guru... They needed an
escort.... She voluntered... She was very happy... For
the first time she is going to see her Guru... What a
moment it is... All along she has seen him only
through the photograph... Now she is going to see
him flesh and blood.....
They all reached the town where the Guru was
staying... Thousands of people have gathered to
have a darshan of the Guru....
The Guru just then arrived as usual with all
his flamboyance in a mercedes benz car... He just
stood and waved at the crowd... The Guru was
walking from the car into the bungalow.....
She got terribly disappointed... She came all the
way to just see him wave and go... She decided....
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before the entire crowd of silence she screamed.
‘Gurujiiiiiiiiii’... the Guru stopped and looked back....
He couldn’t find any one... He came near the
crowd... He saw ‘Vasanthi’ in the crowd at a
distance... He asked his team of volunteers to bring
her to him....
She could not believe her eyes... She was
standing before her Master... She fell at his feet.....
He turned towards the crowd and said...‘She
is one of the few devotees I am blessed to be
associated... Not a day passes without her talking
to me or me talking to her... She came in to my fold
25 years back when her age was 5 years... The best
part is we are physically visiting each other only
today though we know each other too well for the
past 25 years’......
He told one of the volunteer, to give two large
size portrait of his to her...
He turned towards Vasanthi and said, ‘I have
asked them to give you two large size of my
photograph... The one what you have at your place
is torn in many parts and you have pasted it... So I
have asked them to give you two... One you can have
in the hall also... keep in touch...keep talking’..
In Madurai....
One day I was in an auto with a friend of mine...
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We were going to meet some one known to him... I
asked the auto to stop outside a shop which sells
hot masala milk after sunset and lassi during day
time... We both along with the auto driver had very
good masala milk.....
Here, there is something interesting... The boy
in this shop mixes the hot milk with sugar in two
big cans... As he pours from one can to another, is a
sight to watch... I always stand there and watch this
act... It gives so much of joy... I really wonder this
boy... The way he does... Some days after drinking
the milk, I used to keep watching the boy do it for
others... It was one such day when I was watching
the boy... The friend who came with me asked me
to hurry up since the person whom we have to meet
may leave the town on some work....
When we turned back to board the auto
rickshaw, the auto had gone off... My bag was inside
the auto... There was some cash and jewellery in it..
Friend... Oh... The auto has gone... You had kept your
bag in it....
Me.... Yeah gone...so what?...some cash and jewellery
gone... It is okay... You just call another auto... In
the mean time I would like to see that boy mixing
the milk with sugar one more time...
Any amount of money or wealth cannot
compensate for the wonder and joy you get on
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seeing such things... Never miss all such simple
pleasures at any cost...
He always accused and abused every one
including his children and family... Every body used
to be scared of him... He was seriously ill and in the
hospital.... I had gone to see him since I know him....
He was shouting at his son....
His son was in tears as he came out of his room....
Son.... You have seen Guruji?... How he behaves?....
He is going to die any moment now... He is sure to
land in hell...
Me... No dear... This is not the time to talk like this...
Never in his life, he had any one to correct him...
Probably had some one communicated in a
language which he can understand he would have
reformed himself... My prayers to Lord that he be
shown mercy in his after life... Let all that sin which
accumulated in his account be transferred to my
account... Let Lord take him in his fold and show
mercy to him... Let my good deeds if any be
transferred to his account... As a son, you should
not do what he did as a father, abusing and
cursing..... He probably taught you some thing very
big in life... ‘How not to behave’.... So, Pray for his
well being after this life...
As I was leaving the hospital, the nurse came
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running to inform us that the gentleman is no
more....
A few years back, I met a saint.... I was the
courier boy between another saint and this saint....
I had to convey a message to him....
The saint whom I had gone to meet was a very
tough nut to crack type, with a very serious face... I
knew of the fact earlier... so I had gone with 25
Kolkota Paan... His disciples took me to him... As I
sat with him, I started chewing Paan one by one....
He was in deep meditation... I was sitting near
him.... I was chewing the fifth Paan... My mouth was
full of Paan... He opened his eyes...
He.... What for you have come....
Me.....(with a lot of Paan inside my mouth and saliva
dripping a bit).... Swamy...myyyyyyyy
naaamaaskaarams to yyyyyoooouuuu....
sssswammy paraaaamm meshwaranaandaaa sent
me with a meessaagee’....
The saint was really tensed... Any moment the
Paan from my mouth may fall on him... But still he
wanted to know the message.... I took out my sixth
Paan for chewing... He started signalling to me
whether I would like to wash my mouth come and
talk....
Me....(with more paan saliva dripping from my
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mouth) Swaaamyyy.... I ccaaaannnoot taaalk
wwitthhoooutt a Paan. I hhhaavve ddevvellopped
tthis habbbbiiit....
He... Complete the message fast and leave....
I completed the message and left the place....
My job was over... This visit solved two problems....
One I could convey the message to that Swamy
without any hurdle... He is a very angry and a
reserved person... So unless he gets tensed, my job
will be difficult... The second reason is it is a
Prayogam which I have to do... Master Su-Yen had
instructed me to go and undertake this mission since
the saint was to be infected with some virus of a
dangerous kind and that has to be avoided... But it
was real fun and hilarious... After coming out I
washed my mouth and laughed to my heart’s
content...
Sri Rama Swamy Chettiar was a very nice and
a humble philanthropist who lived in a village near
Devakottai... He had a wonderful art which was
blessed by a great saint to his great grand father....
On the death bed of the great grand father, the saint
appeared and asked the great grand father to give
Updesha of a mantra of his choice.... Sri Rama
Swamy Chettiar was just 5 years old when he
whispered the mantra in his ears.... after the death
of his great grand father, Sri Rama Swamy Chettiar
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attained the gift of the wonderful art which was
blessed by the saint to his great grand father... Now
the legacy has to continue... This can be passed on
only to males...
Now, Sri Rama Swamy Chettiar is on death bed
and he wants to pass on the legacy....
1. Chettiar had only one daughter and she in turn
gave births to two daughters.... both are married
and don’t have kids yet.....
2. Chettiar has a faithful servant who has always
remained with him for 50 years by name
Arunachalam....some times he used to go to his
village and will not turn up for weeks...
3. Chettiar has a niece through whom boys are
available....but the boys seem to be not
interested...
I had casually visited Chettiar and Chettiar
expressed his concern of passing on the legacy about
the Mantra Upadesha for knowing the wonderful
art which his ancestor was blessed with.....
To my knowledge, no one seem eligible... So, Ask
your people to dug a pit 1 foot x 1 foot x 1 foot’....
A pit was dug.... I asked Rama Swamy Chettiar
to give back the Mantra to Bhooma who will decide
as to what has to be done.....the same was done by
Chettiar.....
After a few years, I saw a plant in
transformation of becoming a tree... The house was
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sold... The new buyer removed the tree... Luckily I
was there.... I paid the price and took the tree... I got
the tree cut into small logs and gave it to an
ashram....
Now I am just left with the roots of the tree.....
He was a great Scientist....he had won many
awards and rewards... He attained the peak in his
career... one day he called me and we both drove to
necklace road...
Just looking at Buddha, he said.... ‘See the
calmness in his face and the divine smile’....
I smiled and said.... That’s why he is Buddha....
he is original cannot be duplicated....
He... I have done so much research, won awards
and rewards & there is nothing more to achieve in
my field... But there is a vast emptiness in me... The
rejoice of contentment is not happening and on
many times I feel lull and dull’....
Me... Yes I can totally understand what you are
saying... You have been a successful scientist....
Science taught you discipline... Science gave you
new ideas to fortify your research... You did
wonders to the country... But you never enjoyed the
simple pleasures in life... Hardly you dined any day
with your family and kids... You were always
bothered and stressed about your research... Your
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parents would have cooperated with you all these
years... Your wife, kids, relatives, friends would have
sacrificed many times more in their life to see that
you have been a great scientist... Why not you now
try to return some thing back for all that they did to
you?... You reached the peak in your professional
life but you have not even attempted to climb a
small hill in your personal life.... Contentment is all
round... So now forget that you are a scientist... Now
become the son, the husband, the father, the brother,
the friend and focus on your personal front..
He....Yeah.. I will right forth implement this....
thanks for your suggestion.....
Me... Welcome....God bless you....
After coming back to office I booked tickets for
the entire family and packed them off to iMax the
next day....‘Star Wars......The Force Awakens’......
Mother-in-law..... My daughter in law always stays
in her mother’s house... She never comes home. I
am worried about my son and his family life... Can
you suggest a remedy?
Me.. I have an excellent suggestion... Now that
Uttarayana has started, consult your priest, fix a
good date and send your son to his wife’s place....
Mother-in-law....Gurujiiiiiiiiii..... What about me
and my husband....
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Me... Oh... I thought that you were worried about
your son and his family life... The worry is actually
about you and your husband.... Okay if that is what
the case, is we will pray...
Mother in law.... In how many days your prayer will
be answered and my daughter in law will be
home....
Me... Oh I think you did not understand... I said ‘We
will pray’.... ‘We’ means including your family
members and me. if I alone pray without your whole
hearted participation in prayers, it may take
another two to three janmas for her to return.... Why
are you taking such a huge risk?
She was confused and left....
She told me one day... “Guruji, I have handed
over my boy to you... Please get him married... Even
if me or my husband is not available in Hyderabad,
any girl you suggest is final... You may go ahead
with the marriage’....
Trusting her words, I suggested a girl to the
boy.... In fact I asked the boy to verify from his
parents whether they are okay with the alliance...
After the boy said ‘Yes’, I broached the topic to the
girl... The girl and the boy met... They were satisfied
with each other... The boy took the girl home... they
also appeared satisfied... The girl took the boy
home... They were elated by the proposal....
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Now the mother is singing a different tune....
When you go to a Guru, talk sensibly... Don’t
throw words as you feel like... Be truthful to him
and open hearted... None can understand you for
what you are... Only a Guru can understand... There
is no need to talk some thing on the face and
something at the back, at least with a Master....
Very funny family... If you are so protective of
your child, please do not get him married... Keep
him with you through out your life... That’s the best
solution for such parents and their kids...
I was in sheer urgency... I went to the kalyana
mandapam... wedding function... I was looking at
each face in the hall... In the corner I saw him
standing... I just went and whispered in his ears....
‘Why did you come now?’....
He... I just came to witness the marriage.....
Me.... You were so much against it.... You considered
it as an insult to you and your elders? You took such
an extreme step and now you came to see the
marriage? You expect me to believe this?
He.. I know you are capable of driving me away
from here... Just take some mercy on me and help
me to see the marriage of my son....
Me... Its okay... But I am just standing behind you...
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no more tricks....beware....
The marriage was over... Every body
exchanged pleasantries.....
Some one said.... ‘Meals is ready.... Why not you
go and have’....
I told him.... ‘Certainly I will have before
leaving... I am on an important job of escorting a
VIP out of the hall’....
The father of the boy thanked for having helped
him to witness the marriage and vanished.....
Why Vanish?
Yeah he has to go to his designated place...
When I narrated this incident to some one, ‘We
both laughed heartily when he said...’You have gone
nuts’.....
Last week I was at Madurai.... On the Shiva
Ratri day (7/3/16) Myself, Narasimhan, Nandan,
Tiruvenkatachari, Amuthan, Saravanan, Senthil,
Rajesh and Raja went to Vairavanangoor and
Thiruchuzhi... Vairavanangoor is a very small
village around 50 kms off Madurai and
Thiruchuzhi is another 25 kms from
Vairavanangoor... There is a small, yet powerful
temple for Kaala Bhairava at Vairavanangoor... We
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reached there around 7.15 pm... This temple is
managed by local priests from the village... The deity
Kaala Bhairava is very beautiful and must be
around 7 feet tall.... Narasimhan and Nandan
brought a lot of flowers, fruits, scents of different
kinds, clothes, oil, ghee, lamps and all pooja
materials....
To our surprise, the local priests called me
inside the Sanctum Sanctorum and allowed me to
perform Pooja to Kaala Bhairva... I was literally in
tears... I had the opportunity to perform a Tantra
worship to Lord kaala Bhairava on all your behalf...
Some prasadam was also offered to the Lord and
on the whole it was a thrilling experience...
We sat in the temple for 20 minutes and we
lighted 64 lamps for the Lord... We could feel the
sheer grace of Lord Kaala Bhairava... Some day we
are confident that Lord Kaala Bhairava will allow
us to perform a one day Yagnam at this holy place...
Saravanan who accompanied us is a priest at
Sri Meenakshi Sundareswarar temple in Madurai...
He guided us to his village Thiruchuzhi... There is a
marvellous huge temple for Lord Shiva....
Saravanan introduced us to the Chief Priest
Samykannu... He was kind enough to explain in
detail the Sthala Purana of the temple... From the
Lord Shiva temple, we were taken to the
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Sahayavalli Ambal temple.... On the pillars were
some Apsara Devis... One particular Devi was
dressed with a cloth.... the priest said the locals
believe that she relieves people of breathing
difficulties and hence locally named as ‘Moochu
Pidippu Amman’.... as he was saying, I had a divine
vision of her.. she turned her face and her eyes were
pointing upwards with a beaming smile.... I was
thrilled on seeing this....
After leaving the temple, we were taken to the
birth place of Sri Ramana Maharishi.... Sri Ramana
Maharishi of Tiruvannamalai, was born in
Tiruchuzhi and is reported to have lived his earlier
days here... We spent some time in the room where
he was born....
We reached Madurai well past midnight.... I
took bath and left for doing a prayogam.... I drove
two hours and reached my spot for doing
prayogam... The time was 2.45 am.... I got down
from the car, switched on the torch and went in to
a forest like area.... I just sat on a small rock and
was about to start doing the Prayogam... a very
elderly man with a lantern came there from no
where....
Elderly man..... ‘Why are you so late? I have been
waiting for you.... Today is Maha Shiva Ratri and
you are late’....
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Me... “I am very sorry.... I had gone to
Vairavanangoor and Thiruchuzhi... got delayed... I
am sorry... I made you to wait’....
Elderly man.... “It is okay... Not that I cannot
understand.... I have brought three guava fruits for
you.... Please eat it before you start your work’...
I had two fruits.... I was hesitant to take the
third one since my stomach was very full....
Elderly man.... ‘Take the third one also... It is tastier
than the first two’....
I took the third fruit also... It was really tastier...
He had also brought a bottle of water and he
asked me to drink and I drank....
I could see a broad smile on his face and I knew
that it was none other than the all powerful Lord
Kaala Bhairava of Vairavanangoor....
He just vanished in to thin air....
Om Ksham Kaalabhairavaya Namaha....
Om Namah Shivaaya....
Last week when I was in Madurai, I went to a
hotel.... had sumptuous food... the server came with
a bill for Rs.160/.... I just gave him Rs. 20/- as his
tips.... I told him that I did not have any money to
pay the bill... He informed the hotel owner who was
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sitting in the cash counter.. I just got up and went
to the cash counter....
Hotel owner.... ‘Are you not ashamed to eat
without any money? Do you think this is your
father-in-law’s hotel that you can eat for free? Will
the food which you consumed, digest when you
don’t pay for it? Do you belong to such a family of
cheats?’.....
I just smiled at him and removed a Rs.1000/from my pocket and kept it on the cash counter....
He felt embarrassed and asked me.... ‘When
you have money to pay the bill, why did you tell a
lie that you did not have money?’.....
Me... ‘Sir, as I entered the hotel, I saw you sitting
at the counter.... I just wanted to take some scoldings
and abuses from you today... So, I pretended as
though I had no money to pay the bill... But, I
profusely thank you for the service you have done
Today’.....
As he was blinking, I just left the hotel....
That day morning, I was sitting in
Narasimhan’s sweet shop.... I saw a common friend
of ours coming there to talk to us... When I saw his
face, I knew that he was going to have a major
accident that day and he may succumb... So, Lord
Bhairava gave me an idea... I have seen this hotel
owner, who carries a rare Akshara... So, If I can make
him angry, shout at me and later make him feel for
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the mistake, I will have the blessings of this rare
Akshara which he possess... So, I took the blessings
of the Akshara and went to do an Apamrityu Dosha
Nivarana Prayogam for our common friend so that
he will escape the accident... With Lord Bhairava’s
Grace, the prayogam was completed in time and
the accident was averted....
Om Ksham Vam Ksham
Kaala Bhairavaya Namaha....
One day in Salem, I was walking on the road
with Vetrivel... He was to my left... We were talking
on some general issues concerning his office and
home... As we were talking and walking, some one
called me and he was just to my right... I just stopped
and started conversing with him...
He... ‘Now a days I find it so difficult to reach you’...
Me... ‘It’s just business as usual... You can always
spot me’....
He.... ‘You don’t come these days to my place... Why
not you come some time?’....
Me... ‘Yeah, I can understand this... But I did make
a visit 2 years back to your place.... I went around
searching for you.... I was not blessed to see you.. I
just visited the local temples and returned back’..
He... ‘You should come at the earliest.... I need to
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discuss with you certain issues concerning my
family... I know very well that you can provide a
solution for it’....
Me... ‘If I can provide a solution, it is not me.... I am
not the doer....it can be only due to Lord’s Grace and
my Masters Grace... Nothing is ours in this world...
It is just the grace of the Lord that matters... I will
certainly come to your place shortly’...
He left....
Vettrivel.... ‘Do you have any psychic problem?’....
Me... ‘Yeah.... I do have lots of them’....
Vettrivel.... ‘I don’t believe this’.....
Me.... ‘Okay.... don’t believe’.....
Vettrivel.... ‘This is bothering me... With whom you
were talking? I could not see any one on the road’..
Me... ‘I already told you that I have some psychic
problem... You don’t believe my words... What is it
I can do? Okay let us both move some distance now
and I can tell you what it is’.....
Vettrivel was curious to know what it is.. He
immediately obliged... So both of us walked some
distance... As we moved away from the spot within
seconds the big advertisement board kept on the top
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came down crashing at the place where we were
standing....
Vettrivel looked stunned....
I smiled and said.... ‘This too is psychic... My
job is over... If possible go to Kolli Hills and pray to
the Bhadrakali... She has been kind enough to save
your life one more time’....
I didn’t wait for his reaction.... I swiftly left the
place in an auto....
Om Hreem Prom Hreem Maha Bhadrakalyai
Namaha...
Kolli Hills....Ettu Kai Bhadrakali Amman
Ki Jai....
Lots of work in that house at Coimbatore.... I
patiently worked to my level best... At times the lady
of the house gave me her used sarees... Many times
I had to hear abusive words.... But still I never
rebuked or retorted... After all I am a servant and I
am supposed to do my job diligently to the
satisfaction of the Master... Suddenly a miracle
happened... the lady of the house realized her
mistake of ill treating me and wanted to seek
apology for her behavior... But due to rules of the
game, my time had come and I stopped going for
work as a servant maid...
The lady was feeling a lot for her behavior...
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So, I wanted to pacify her and say that I never
misunderstood her for her behavior... Some how I
liked her a lot... So, I did not want to displease her...
Master Su-Yen gave me an option.... I just followed
his words....
Every day the lady had a habit of visiting her
mother who was residing near her house.... So, I was
tailing her every day.... She used to notice me but
was scared of me... One day she threw a stone at
me and I ran away....
Next day Master Su-Yen gave me an idea.... So,
I just held the saree which she gave me in my mouth
and stood outside the gate... When she opened the
door she saw me... This time she saw the saree...
Some fond memories she got about me, on seeing
the saree... She brought some food and kept it in a
plate... I ate the food... She gently fondled my head
and the skin below my mouth.... I just licked her
hands.... I just picked the saree and ran away.... I
could see happiness in her eyes....
I thanked Master Su-Yen for this wonderful
opportunity he gave me to thank and respond to
the feelings of the reformed lady of the house....
Lord’s Grace....
I was meditating... He also meditated... Then
we both decided to do the astral walk... During the
astral walk, you must be careful not to yield to
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temptations.... Though he was good at meditation,
he had some craving and temptations... We both
reached the Loka of ‘Vitala’... The second in the
seven stages of journey towards the Patala....
‘Vitala’ is a Loka which is guarded by a spirit
called ‘Hara-Bhava’ with its consort Bhavani... The
Loka is filled with all rich treasures of gold, gems....
the Loka is also guarded by very exotic creatures
which resemble beautiful women of the earth... As
you pass through ‘Vitala’ there will be a lot of
temptation to get distracted....
He got distracted in the process and could not
proceed beyond ‘Vitala’... Infact he fell to the
temptations of ‘Vitala’ and was carried away by the
exotic creatures to the darkest side of the world.....
He was in the hospital and his condition was
pretty serious... The doctors who attended on him
said that he was in coma and were not sure as to
when he will return to normalcy...
His wife called me and said his condition is
serious and was in coma... I told her and not to
worry... I just asked her to pray to their family deity...
I knew where he went wrong.... I started
meditating..... I crossed the Loka of ‘Atala’ and
entered the second stage of Patala called ‘Vitala’....
as I entered ‘Vitala’, the cosmic forces of nature
were a real challenge.... I had to counter and
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encounter many of them... Finally I was allowed to
make a contact with Hara-Bhava and Bhavani... The
interaction with them revealed the beauty of many
things which I had not known previously... The
spirits did warn the limitations of ‘Vitala’ and were
kind enough to release the spirit of my friend.....
Three days later his wife called me... She said
he has regained consciousness and he is doing
good... He spoke to me on phone....
He said.... ‘Thanks.... I am back’....
Me...‘Lord’s Grace... Don’t try anything stupid in
future’....
I could hear his laughter at the other end, as I
kept the phone... I am not going to trust this guy
any more....
Rajeev Saxena was on his death bed... He was
fighting his last moments with cancer... He finally
breathed his last....
Myself and Rajeev were good friends... We
always had a special connection.... Rajeev was more
philosophical by nature... It suited me too since we
always had something common to share and
discuss.... He was one year senior at my college...
So, my friendship dates back to those years..... One
day when he was leaving for doing MS in USA., he
became slightly emotional....
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He... ‘In case, I happen to die early, will you
accompany my soul to its destination?’....
Me... ‘Why do you ask me such a question?’....
He.... ‘Some where deep down I feel that your
relationship with me is very divine... I have a feeling
that I am connected with you in the past too... This
life is just a continuation of the past... I have a
feeling that you guided my soul in the past to its
destination so that once again I had a chance to be
associated with you.. I want you to guide my soul
in case I die early so that I don’t miss you in future
too’....
Me...‘In case, I have to do such a work, I will do it
the way you desired now’...
Jayavarmaraja Bhoopathy was a king... He had
a friend philosopher and Master by name Sri
Vasudeva Datta.... Jayavarmaraja Bhoopathy used
to go to the forests for hunting.... Master Sri
Vasudeva Datta always accompanied him... One
day Jayavarmaraja Bhoopathy during hunting
accidentally killed a man by name Krupanidhi.....
Before dying Krupanidhi wanted some water
to drink.... Jayavarma went in search of water....
Master Sri Vasudeva Datta was a Prayogi...
Jayavarmaraja Bhoopathy could not come in time
with water... So, Master Sri Vasudeva Datta created
a pond of water with his yogic powers... He poured
that water in the mouth of Kripanidhi and
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Kripanidhi passed away......
Kripanidhi became a Vethala (Ghost) and
started haunting the king Jayavarma.... Jayavarma
took refuge in his friend and Master Sri Vasudeva
Datta...
Sri Vasudeva Datta called the Vethala and
asked it as to what was its need... The Vethala
wanted to take revenge on Jayavarma, the king who
was responsible for its death.... Sri Vasudeva Datta
negotiated with Vethala and promised it a safe
return to the Loka of the Pitrus so that it can have a
chance to be reborn.....
Sri Vasudeva Datta through various
prayogams could establish contact with the
ancestors of Kripanidhi.... He could negotiate safely
a deal with the Jiva Pitru of Kripanidhi.... Finally
the soul of Kripanidhi, which was in the form of
Vethala was guided by the Master Sri Vasudeva
Datta to its ancestors in the Pitru Loka.....
I went in to Yoga Nidra.... I took the soul of
Rajeev Saxena and left it under the care of his
ancestors in the Pitru Loka.....
Pitrubya Swadhavibhya Swadha Namaha....
Pithamahebya Swadhavibya Swadha Namaha....
Prabithamahebya Swadhavibya Swadha Namaha...
Akshan Pitaraha.....
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Today morning some one known to me came
home to see me... She was in tears.... Her daughter
was married to a guy who was in Australia and
subsequently moved to USA when she was hardly
22 years.... The mother in law was dictating on
Spyke as to what dish she is supposed to cook for
her son.... Slowly it turned in to a night mare and
her in laws were interfering in anything and
everything.... The girl also felt lonely since she didn’t
get a job... The son-in-law asked the girl’s parents
to come to USA and take their daughter away since
she was depressed... The parents went to USA and
brought her back.... She is still depressed but hopes
to join her husband some day.... She is as of today
not ready to divorce... It is 2 years since she has come
back to India and all communication channels with
the husband is blocked....
Parents are in sheer urgency to get their
daughters married at an early age, Do all sorts of
mistakes.... Now a days no girl wants to marry at
22 years... Girls take their own time and the average
age of a girl getting married is 26 or 27 years... The
boy’s age is well beyond 30 years... Parents only
think about completion of their responsibility and
seldom think of the changed circumstances of
today’s world.... Today girls or boys are well
educated, drawing fat salaries but lack maturity
and understanding to lead a happy life... Today
divorces are becoming very common within an year
of marriage and that will be a bigger burden than
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the girl not getting married till 26 or 27.... Girls or
boys have many priorities in life today and it affects
the harmony of togetherness... Added to this the
youngsters are emotionally charged and have no
patience to wait or allow things to settle down... I
don’t know where we are heading?
It was a full moon day.... I was looking at the
dark clear sky with moon up bright on one side of
the shy climbing up slowly and a lot of stars.... I was
deep inside the forest and it was a wonderful sight....
Suddenly I heard a voice whispering some thing in
to my right ear....
I closed my eyes and went in to a deep cosmic
slumber (Yoga Nidra).... I landed in a land of many
cosmic beings.... I just scaled across the place and
started looking at every cosmic being that was
around me.... I just spotted the being which
whispered into my right ear.... This is a wonderful
soul which got trapped in this cosmic space and it
needed a relief.... When I looked at it, it knew the
time has come for it to escape the trap.... This cosmic
world is a very intelligent one and can read the souls
very easily.... So escaping is possible only if it
allows....
So, I thought of meeting the chief of the zone
which is an Akshara called ‘Dhumra’.... Dhumra is
a very tough negotiator.... Though the demands are
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genuine and its motto is welfare for all in that
cosmic world, to satisfy it is quite difficult... I had
negotiations... Finally along with the one soul which
needed a relief from this cosmic world another
7 souls had to be pleased with.... For pleasing the
7 souls, I had to go back to their families of Pitrus to
negotiate with the Jeeva Pitrus to accept them back
into their clan.... What happens to the Prarabdhas
which have been accumulated? Yes the Prarabdhas,
the Prayogi has to take it on his head and do
Prayaschitthams to dissipate it....
Finally the deal was done 14 months back....
Today I have been informed by 8 families that
8 kids have been born (1 + 7)....3 males and 5
females. I just thought of sharing it with you all..... I
am now celebrating....
I told him ‘Your life is important’.....
Me... Now tell me what is important.....
He... My life is important....
He... Guruji, what is important for you?
Me... My life is important....
He... What Guruji.... I expected a better answer from
you...
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Me.... Yeah.. I can understand this.... But your
statement and my statement is entirely different...
He … How come Guruji? You made the same
statement which I made...
Me... Yeah the statement is same but it means
different.... When you said ‘my life is important’ you
only meant your life, Is it not?
He... Honestly ‘Yes’ Guruji....
Me... This is where the difference is.... When I made
the statement ‘My life is important’, it meant my
life is only you and that is important to me... I do
not have a life other than you... For a Master when
he says ‘My life’, he means ‘His followers/
disciples/devotees life’... For a follower/disciple/
devotee he means just his life’.....
He had a big plan.... he wanted to purchase a
house and then marry....
He... What shall I do Guruji...shall I purchase a house
and then marry?
Me.. Take a honest decision....
He.. I am confused....
Me... Then don’t take a decision about house or
marriage....
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He... Please Guruji, unless you guide me who else
will?
Me... Ok...get married first... Then in consultation
with your partner (wife) go in for a purchase of
house... After all she is going to spend rest of her
life with you in that house... It is imperative that
she is taken into confidence and then a house is
purchased...
He.. Ok Guruji... I will do so....
Some how he could not live up to this
commitment.... His family members pressured him
to purchase a house... So he purchased... After a year
he got married....
Now after 8 months of marriage, his wife
complains that the house is not good... She has left
for her parents place and says that unless he sells
and buys a new house after consulting her, she is
not going to be back with him.....
We always have some connection some where
in the past.... Never ever it is possible to remain with
me without some connection from the past.... Some
times it so happens that people do leave me But to
reconnect once again in future... It depends on your
karmic cycle... As long as you think and execute
things with the thought and action that you are the
doer, the effects of karmic cycle remains.... In Tamil
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there is a proverb....
‘Engum Sutri Ranganai Seru’....
The world is round.... any where you go
clockwise or anti clockwise you have to finally
reach the feet of the Lord Ranganatha....
So, No one escapes... Where ever you go, you
have to come back.... I am just at the same place.... I
am like Secunderabad railway station... those days
I had two platforms.... Today there are 10
platforms... One day you stay in Padma Rao Nagar...
Another day you shift to ECIL cross road or
Charminar area... So it looks far some times since
you are far away... I am at the same place... Even
people who have left me, I have not left them... I
keep watching them.... Will a mother ever disown
her kids?........N E V E R......
Sri Ramasamy Gounder was very well known
to me... he used to discuss with me before taking
any decision.... He died at the age of 70 years... He
left a will... In the will he had directed his family
members to hand over some amount and jewels
after his death to me... Rest he had willed it equally
in the name of all his successors....
The family members were very reluctant to
handover the said amount and the jewels to me... I
too did not press them much for it was a huge
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embarrassment to me.... But, I know the reason
behind Ramasamy Gounder’s intention of handing
over some amount and the jewels....
One day I happened to visit Aaragalur... There
is a beautiful temple for Sri Kamanadha Eswara...
There are Ashta (8) Bhairavas in this temple... This
temple is around 15 kms from Thalaivasal on the
Ulundurpet to Salem national high way... From the
highway there is a diversion to the village...
I was just sitting in the temple and praying to
the Lord Bhairava... Sri Ramasamy Gounder’s
village is around 50 kms from this temple...
As I was praying to Bhairava, a saint has gone
to Sri Ramasamy Gounder’s village... The saint was
offered some food by the wife of Sri Ramasamy
Gounder... The saint refused to eat but was just
sitting in a dilapidated mandapam opposite to their
house... The villagers came to meet the Saint... The
Saint was lamenting with all the villagers that Sri
Ramasamy Gounder had left a will and the people
of the house have not honoured his will the way he
has written... The wife, sons and daughters came
and met the Saint.. The Saint asked them to bring
the will and they brought it... The saint read the will
aloud before the villagers... Now the Saint said, ‘I
know where this gentleman (ie., me) is now
available... Get the money and jewels... We will go
and give it to him’...
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The Saint and the family along with the money
traveled by the car and came to the temple.... They
all entered the temple.... His wife sons and daughters
saw me sitting in the temple and came running to
me.... They narrated the story.... We looked around
for the saint.... He was not to be found.... They
handed over the money and jewels to me.....
Since I knew the reason as to why Sri
Ramasamy Gounder had mentioned my name in
the will I went with the money and jewels to the
temple Hundi... I gave the jewels to his wife and
daughters to put it in the Hundi.... I gave the amount
to the sons and asked them to drop it in the Hundi....
Sri Ramasamy Gounder always wanted his
wife and children to participate in charitable and
religious activities.... But, they never did so and he
had a big desire that some day he should make them
donate some money to God... So, he wanted that
money to be given to me through them so that I can
utilise it in the Yagnams.... But I always desired that
this money should go to his Kula Devata Lord Sri
Kamanadha Eshwara and the Ashta Bhairavas... I
also had a desire if it can be made through his wife
and kids it will very nice... So, I was praying to Lord
Bhairava that it should happen....
Lord Bhairava himself came as a Saint directed
them, brought them and made them to drop it in
the Hundi, in fulfillment of my desire.... I was more
happy that the villagers and the family could have
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a Darshan of Him in flesh and blood....
Om Ksham Maha Bhairavaya Namaha....
The other day Saint Amrutha had come from
Himalayas... He was going to Madurai and on the
way came to Secunderabad to see me... We both had
a long chat... The chat was so interesting, He forgot
to board the train to Chennai... Next day he was to
catch a train to Madurai from Chennai.... So, I
dropped him at Airport.... At the Airport, once
again we started conversing by sitting in the food
court.... He missed two flights...
We met almost after 10 years... While leaving
he had tears in his eyes....
I asked.... ‘Why tears?’.....
He replied smilingly.... ‘Because it is there’.....
I felt touched... He just hugged me and with
much reluctance left by the last flight to Chennai...
A very great Saint from Himalayas....
Oh....what fun we had those days....
The girl is a very calm and composed girl.... She
liked dance... So the parents encouraged her by
putting her in a famous dance school in Chennai....
She became a good dancer... She attained marriage
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able age.... She loved another boy who too was a
dancer in the same school... The parents asked my
opinion.... I said I would like to talk to her and the
boy....... I asked them many questions, just to know
the depth of their love with each other.. I behaved
as though, I was not in favor of their marriage.... I
asked the parents to go ahead with the marriage
since I was convinced of their deep love for each
other.... I told the parents to inform them that I was
not in favor of them getting married, but the parents
were interested to get them married... So, The kids
did not invite me for their marriage...
After an year, the mother of the girl one day
said to them... “I am sorry dear..... Upon instructions
from Guruji, I told a lie to both of you.... Actually it
was only Guruji who prompted us to get you both
married.... In fact we were reluctant to get you both
married.... You both did not invite him for the
marriage since you both were angry with him...
Some how I could not conceal this truth for long’...
Both were astonished at my behavior....
The girl called me on my mobile and started crying....
I asked.... ‘What is the matter with you? Why
are you crying?’
She said... “Guruji, you know the reason as to
why I am crying... Why did you hide the truth from
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me? My parents were the one who were reluctant
to perform my marriage with him... But all along I
was thinking that you opposed to our marriage...
We were so angry on you that we didn’t even invite
you for the marriage... Why did you ask my parents
to tell a lie?
I laughed and said.... Just for some fun.... I will
come and meet you both some time in the future’.....
As a Master I don’t say many things.... I never
like to seperate loving couples... Neither I encourage
any body to do all that nonsense... In this case there
was some thing which would affect the couple right
on the day of marriage.... So, If it can be avoided on
the day of marriage they will live peacefully
together for at least 54 years as couples till the girl
dies first at the age of 79 years, in case this ill effect
at the time of marriage is removed... They will also
have 3 children.... So during the Muhurtham time,
If I am in the forest and a prayogam can be done,
the ill effect of the union can be removed.... If I
reveal this to them that I have to sit in the forest
and do some prayogam during Muhurtham,
throughout the life they will be living in fear... So, I
don’t say the real cause... I am happy that they are
united....
Shanmugasundaram was a honest gentleman
whom I had known for almost 25 years... Before his
death he wrote a will.... He wanted all the kids (3
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sons and 2 daughters) to share the property
equally... I was one of the witnesses to this
document
His eldest son tore off the original will and
wrote a duplicate will in which it was stated that
the eldest son will get 3 shares in the property since
he was the eldest and others will get one share
each... none in the family suspected him accepted
it as the divine grace of their father...
Through one of the friends of
Shanmugasundaram, I came to know of this
matter... So I went to his eldest son’s house in
Madurai....
He was very happy to see me and gave some
snacks to eat... Casually I was just talking to him
and his wife.... Occasionally I used to look at the
wall behind where his wife was sitting....
His son...‘Guruji, I am observing... Right from
the time you came inside the house, you are looking
at the wall behind my wife... What is the matter?’...
I kept my face very serious and told him....’I
don’t know why your father who died 3 months
back is still standing behind your wife.... He is saying
some thing and I am not able to understand’....
I left the house....
After
a
month
the
friend
of
Shanmugasundaram told me that his son suddenly
tore off the will and shared the property equally
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among all his brothers and sisters. Now once again
I went to the son’s house....
With a trembling voice the son asked
me..’Guruji, Is my father still standing behind my
wife?’....
I said...’I don’t see him anywhere in this house..
I think you did some Yagna (Sacrifice) to see that
he is placed back in Pitru Loka’....
I left the house as he and his wife were
blinking.... I came to the street corner and had bouts
of laughter....
Today Jaishimi was almost cornered by
Bhandurath... It was a close encounter... With
Emusha’s help, I could transform Karmala, so that
I could reach Jaishimi... Bhandurath felt agitated
on seeing me with Jaishimi.... So, he postponed
swallowing it.... This enimity between Jaishimi and
Bhandurath may be 25000 cosmic years old... Every
time Jaishimi is attacked by Bhandurath, I make it
a point to be with Jaishimi with the grace of
Emusha.... The drama continues....
Both Jaishimi and Bhandurath have reasons to
be so and I don’t find any fault with them.... It is
very normal for them to behave that way... I only
keep praying to the cosmos that this enmity has to
end.... I know only Emusha can help.... I keep
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praying to Emusha to help avoid such close
encounters...
He was the third child to his parents.... He was
not that good at studies.... Parents used to compare
him with other children in the family and he was
made to feel inferior...
One day...
He...Guruji, some how I am not good at studies...
nothing goes into my head... My parents keep on
comparing me with my siblings and I feel inferior...
What should I do to come out of this?
Me... Let them keep doing that nonsense of
comparing you with others... You just ignore... Try
to put your head a little bit in studies... I don’t think
you are incapable of performing... You will decently
do well... I know that you are going to do some thing
which none in your family or close circles will be
doing.... You will make every one proud some day
and your parents will turn around to shower their
love on you... Some thing is certainly on cards and
Lord will bring the best out of you at that juncture...
So, be patient, cool and level headed to receive the
Grace of Lord...
His studies were better and he finally landed
in a good bank job...
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After 10 years, his Mother’s kidneys failed and
she was on dialysis.... the tissues of the kids were
compared and only the tissue of this boy matched
and he became the kidney donor for his mother...
The operation was successful and the parents
felt bad for all that they had done to the boy...
I said.... ‘As parents when you have many
children, you have responsibility equally towards
all children... One may study well and the other may
not... But as parents you are not suppose to compare
and say who is inferior or superior... Now see the
Lord’s drama... All long you compared and said he
is inferior to others... When your kidneys failed all
tissues were compared... Only this boy’s tissue
matched... Lord has shown how superior he is and
he could come forward and donate a kidney.. So,
Lord has taught you a subtle lesson through this
drama in your life... Hope you don’t do that in
future’....
In fact now all the kids are abroad and this boy
works in a local bank at Hyderabad and is taking
care of the parents....
The husband and wife brought the photo of the
girl.... an alliance for their boy...
Parents....Guruji, please tell us whether this girl is
suitable for our family....
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I saw the photograph....
Me... In what sense suitable?
Parents blinked for some time and then the lady
started talking....
She... Is she a submissive girl? Will she live with us
or after a few months would like to live with my
son alone? Since she is earning, will she give the
income to the family? Can she bear children?
I just laughed and asked the woman....
‘Were you submissive to your in laws? To my
knowledge in my past 30 years of association with
you, I have never seen your in laws with you’....
She... ‘No. They are in village and they refuse to
come’....
Me... ‘When they are in village and you expect them
to come and settle with you, instead you both can
go and settle with them.... Did you do that?’....
She.... ‘It is practically not feasible since my husband
works here’.....
Me... ‘He can very well resign his job and go to village
and be there with his parents and serve them... Why
cling on to this job?’....
She.... ‘That is impossible’....
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Me... ‘Exactly.... the same answer is applicable to
you also... When this girl finds it impossible to live
with you she will leave... It can happen in a day or
a month or after 10 years or it may not happen at
all... Every girl or every boy is good at the time of
marriage... After that so many incidents happen
which makes them to rethink... So, no guarantee I
can give... She earns money... Why should she spend
on you? It is her money... She can do anything she
wants.. She is not a paying guest.... She is not
married to take care of your loans or your
comfort...Why expect in the first place? She wants
to give you it is her personal opinion... If she does
not give its her decision....
I don’t reply stupid questions like can she bear
children? Are you not ashamed to ask such
questions.... Can I ask you back whether your boy is
potent to impregnate her? I doubt whether you are
a woman... Had I known this family, I would advise
them not to have any relationship with your family...
Very sad... I am ashamed to call you both as a family
known to me for the past 30 years... Just waste of
my time and energy... You both have not learnt
anything by being in this Gurukulam... Instead of
you both the dogs and cats at home, the tigers and
big cats in the forest have learnt better lessons by
being with us’...
They left...
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United states of America is a beautiful
country.... a land of immigrants.... rich in diversified
culture.... People of all cultures merge in USA.... The
country is well organized and disciplined... Once
your kid goes to USA, he or she learns to live in a
collective society with an individualistic attitude......
They get exposed to various cultures and in the
process become broad minded... They are no longer
the frogs in the well.. They learn to live independent
and become more individualistic by nature.... They
learn to guard their private life in a befitting way....
They learn work ethics better and are professional
in the field of employment... The society is such that
they believe in choice and dedicatedly work to
achieve it...
As Indians we more believe in fate and
destiny.... We are choiceless and we learn to accept
things as it comes in life... Our culture too is multi
dimensional and has the legend of being the oldest
in the world... Though we have many languages
there is a strong bondage among the various
cultures which closely connect us.... We are more
used to joint family system... Every individual is
more connected to the family and there is not much
of person to person individuality given
importance.... Here the family knows every thing
that happens with the individuals of the family....
So, once your kid leaves the shores of India for
studies or work, you should understand that he or
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she will take some time to adjust to the society in
USA.... Once the kid understands the set up there,
he or she adapts himself for his or her survival and
growth... The kid slowly transforms himself or
herself to be more individualistic and not very much
be dependent like the school of thought from where
they belonged.. Parents can’t keep singing the song
that their kid is no longer attached to them.... Yes,
the kid may not be attached, but the kid will love
them better and deeper.... Parents should learn to
accept this change and encourage their kid to live a
strong independent life in tune with the
circumstances prevailing in USA or any other
country as the case may be... Even in India, parents
have to allow their kids their space so that they can
grow better to be responsible citizens.... Now a days
kids are becoming more individualistic here too..
Parents should gracefully embrace this change and
accept the reality which help the kid to grow
better....
I know a gentleman who lived in a temple town
down south.... He had 4 daughters and one son....
Suddenly one day he vanished.... Whenever I used
to go to that town, I used to go and meet them, get
some provisions for their home and give little
money.... I undertook the education part of the kids...
The woman of the house works as a clerk in a local
college.... This was going on.....
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Once I happened to go to Haridwar.... I just
stepped in to Ganges and sprinkled a little bit water
on my head.... As I was returning back to my hotel
room where I was staying, I saw a familiar face with
a lots of disciples walking on the street.... I followed
this gentleman and I reached his ashram...
Inside the ashram a lot of people had gathered...
I just sat with them.... A discourse on Vishwa
Shanthi (world peace).... After the discourse, I took
the maha prasad and was about to leave...
A disciple....‘Sir, Swamiji is interested in giving
private audition to you.... please come’.
I went behind him and they took me to him...
Swamiji asked his disciples to leave the room and I
was alone with Swamiji...
Swamiji.... How are you doing?
Me.... Fine Swamiji.... with Lord’s grace I am fine....
Swamiji.... Do you recognise me?
Me.... Swamiji, I cannot recognize you..... you look
like a great ascetic of the Himalayan origin....
Swamiji.... Really you don’t know?
(I was literally scared to say that I knew him,
since his disciples were looking like bouncers
employed in pubs etc., so in case I say yes I know
him, the bouncers may come into play... so I felt it
safe to say, I don’t know him)...
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Me....No Swamiji, I have never seen you anywhere....
Swamiji laughed and asked me....
‘How is my wife? How are my kids? What are
they studying now?’
Me... Swamiji, which kids? I don’t know anything....
Swamiji said.... Enough of your drama
Sridhar.... I know you know and you can recognize
me though it is more than 20 years since I left my
home....
Now, I knew I cannot escape.... If I don’t say
anything, it is possible that his disciples/bouncers
may be called in....
Me.... Oh Swamiji.... now I remember..... I have got
your first two daughters married off.... the third and
fourth are still studying.... The boy is well employed
in a firm and is at Chennai now....
Swamiji.... Good news.... But don’t go and tell my
wife or kids that I am a Saint in Haridwar....
Promise me that you won’t reveal to her or to them
or to anyone else....
Me.... Swamiji, Today you are a Poorna Sanyasi....
you have left Poorvashrama long back with the sole
aim to promote world peace.... I know we should
never question the past life of a Rishi... So, I just look
at you as a present day Sanyasi and not past days
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Gruhastha.... That is the reason why I behaved as
though I don’t know you.... Since you repeatedly
were behind me for an answer about your identity,
I had to accept and reveal things about your
family.... I promise you that I will not reveal
anything about you to any one....
I just prostrated him and left the ashram.....
Lucky with Lord’s Grace, I escaped the
bouncers that day.
Sivagurunathan is a school teacher and a very
pious man.... Every day on the way to school, there
is an old Shiva temple and he will offer his
prostrations, before going to school...
One day it was heavily raining and he got late
going to school... So he skipped Shiva....
That day I happened to go to his school... I met
him during the lunch session.... He was very dull.....
I asked him.....‘Is anything troubling you, Shiva?’....
Shiva... ‘Yes Guruji.... Today morning I missed my
Shiva.... I had to rush to the school since it was
raining and I got late’...
I said... ‘Don’t worry.... there must be a reason
for anything and everything ....God alone knows the
reason... He will always stand by you and be with
you’.....
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Just then the priest of the temple came with
the temple prasadam....
Priest.... ‘You did not come today morning.... So after
I closed the temple, I came here to hand over the
prasadam and go’.....
Shiva was very excited... I was also very
happy....
That day after the school was over at 5 pm,
Shiva left for home.... He stopped at the temple...
He went inside the temple....
He saw the maid sweeping the temple and
asked her.... ‘Where is the priest?’
She said.... ‘The Priest’s father in law is serious
and he left yesterday with his wife to see him’....
Shiva was astonished and called my mobile....
Rajagopalan was driving me and we were going
to Sai Amrita Narayana temple at Manakin Sabot,
Virginia, USA.... the time was around 8 in the
morning.....
Shiva.....’Guruji, Today after noon when you had
come to school to see me, the temple priest came
and gave the prasadam... Is it not? It seems the day
before itself he left to his wife’s native place since
his father in law was not well.... Then how did the
priest come during the lunch hour... This is a miracle
and you are a witness to it’.....
I just smiled and said... ‘Even for me its a
miracle..only Lord is his own witness.. I left for USA,
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2 days back and I am at Richmond.... It’s now 8’o
clock in the morning.... I don’t know who was there
with you.. It should have been the Lord himself’.....
Om Ksham Maha Bhairavaya Namaha...
Om Namaha Sivaaya....
A few years back, I was sitting on the road side
near a shop .... He, his wife, his son, his daughter
and his Bhairava (dog) got down from the car and
were walking.... They did not see me sitting there....
His Bhairava (dog) saw me and came fell on me and
started licking on my face and hands.... I just kissed
him.... He came and pulled the leather belt and took
him away....
The same day he called me..... ‘Guruji, Today
my Bhairava (dog) behaved peculiarly... We went
to do some shopping.... We had taken him also with
us... Suddenly he started running and went near a
shop.... He was licking something in the space.. I
could not see anything... When I pulled him back,
he growled at me... Never he has behaved like this....
I thought I should keep you informed’.....
I told him, ‘Tomorrow all of you visit some Lord
Bhairava / Lord Veerabhadra / Lord Shiva temple
in the evening, pray and come”...
I silently laughed at him as I kept down the
phone...
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Lord Bhairava’s Grace...
A story....
There lived a famous Dakshachara Prayogi, by
name Srinivasa Charya, Vaishnavite by birth.... He
was known for his open mind and was respected
by people from all castes and communities.... He
was an ardent upasaka of Lord Sri Lakshmi
Nrusimha Swamy and frequently visited
Ahobilam... He used to walk from his village to
Tirumala, worship Lord Balaji and onward walk to
Ahobilam... He used to meditate on Lord Nrusimha
in the Ahobilam forests...
During his time, there lived a great
Vaamachaari by name Neelakanta in the town of
Kanchipuram.... He always created problems to
people and was very much feared....
There was a rich Zamindar by name
Vishwanath who was a close friend of Neelakanta,
and used his connections to threaten many in his
native village... Neelakanta was most of the time
living with Vishwanath in his village though he
hailed from Kanchipuram...
There was another rich man by name Vishnu
Dasa in the same village, who was always helpful
to the needy and the poor.... So, Vishnu Dasa was
disliked by Vishwanath..
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Vishwanath hatched a plan with the help of
Neelakanta to bring disrepute to Vishnu Dasa’s
name... One night, Neelakanta disguised himself as
Vishnu Dasa and burnt the corn fields of the
villagers.. The villagers noticed this and thought
Vishnu Dasa of having done the heinous act...
Vishnu dasa was expelled from the village by the
village elders after a trial... They confiscated all his
property...
Vishnu Dasa left the village and went on a
pilgrimage to Ahobilam... One day at Ahobilam, he
met Srinivasa Chary and told his story.... Srinivasa
Chary asked Vishnu Dasa to stay at Ahobilam and
serve Lord Ugra Nrusimha.....
One day Lord Ugra Nrusimha appeared before
Srinivasa Chary and instructed him to take Vishnu
Dasa to his village and get justice for him....
So, Srinivasa Chary left with Vishnu Dasa to
his village... The villagers stopped them from
entering the village.... A word was sent to
Vishwanath and he came to the spot with
Neelakanta...
Srinivasa Chary explained to the village elders
of what happened on the fateful night when the
corn fields of the villagers were set on fire... The
elders asked Srinivasa Chary for evidence and
proof.... Srinivasa Chary prayed to Ahobila
Nrusimha Swamy.... To the surprise of all the
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villagers, the corn fields of Vishwanath got burnt
by fire.... Neelakanta blamed Srinivasa Chary for
sorcery... Once again Srinivasa Chary prayed to
Ahobileshwara.... Suddenly Vishwanath and
Neelakanta started speaking the truth on their
own... They accepted that they only burnt the corn
fields of the villagers on that fateful night...
The village elders apologized to Vishnu Dasa
and requested him to return back to their village...
They handed over the confiscated property to
Vishnu Dasa... The villagers confiscated the
property of Vishwanath and drove him away from
the village along with Neelakanta....
Srinivasa Chary is an ancestor of my family
who lived 350 years back in my native village of
Villiambakkam, which is about 10 kms from
Chengalput.... He was called Swayam Acharya
Tirumalai Nallan Chakravarthy, Sri Venkata
Varada Srinivasachary.... Vishnu Dasa’s village
was near by place called Pazhaya Seevaram, which
is another 8 kms from Villiambakkam... It is situated
on the present day Chengalput to Kanchipuram
highway.... The Kula Devata of Vishnu Dasa is Sri
Lakshmi Nrusimha Swamy of Pazhaya Seevaram,
on a small hillock...
Maharishi Rajar was very close those days to
my ancestor Srinivasa Chary....
Sri Ahobila Nrusimha Swamy Ki Jai.....
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I have a friend and I call him Jayantha.... He
used to wander with me in the forest.... We used to
play with each other... Some times we used to be
engaged in serious discussions... We used to discuss
variety of topics from Artha, to Nyaya to Dharma
etc.,
One day Jayantha said..... ‘I want to be good.....
I don’t want to kill animals in the forest for my
feed.... Some how having moved with you all these
years and talking to you, I have come to this
decision’.....
I said.... ‘Jayantha, when you are hungry, you
have to hunt for food.... No one is going to supply
food to you.... In fact if you don’t hunt, you will die
out of hunger.... Your duty as a forest dweller is to
hunt food, eat it and survive... You are not an ascetic
to practice Ahimsa’.....
Jayantha said.... ‘No.. I have decided not to hunt
from today.... I have heard a lot of stories from you....
You always entertained me with your stories on
Dharma and Nyaya.... In case I die, by practicing
Ahimsa, I know very well that my next birth will
be on a totally different platform.... I have a
request... In case I die, you have to cremate me in
this forest... my soul will be pleased’....
I said.... ‘Ok Jayantha... As desired by you, I will
cremate you.... Please come with me’....
I took Jayantha to a place where there was a
rivulet flowing..... This part of the forest has plenty
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of shade because of big trees and shrubs... I requested
him to stay there and keep sipping water till his
death..... I left the forest....
I came back to the forest after a gap of 12 days....
Jayantha was motionless but was still alive.... I sat
down and kept his head on my thighs.... I poured
few drops of Ganga water in to his mouth which I
carried... Jayantha peacefully passed away on my
lap.....
I cremated Jayantha, the wonderful panther
who was my good friend in the forest.....
Today morning, I received a call from one
family whom I know well that a son is born to their
daughter ... I knew that my good old friend Jayantha
has arrived in this new avatar.....
He and his brother met me on the road... He
was talking to me.... Suddenly his brother started
shouting at me... After that they left....
He met me after a few days....
He.... ‘Why did my brother shout at you?’....
I smiled and said.... ‘I had borrowed some
money from him and I had not returned it’.....
He.... ‘No.... I don’t believe this.... He has no money
to loan it.... Come on tell me the truth’.....
I smiled and said.... ‘One day I met his wife on
the road and I was holding her hands and talking’.....
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He.... ‘When did this happen?’....
Me.... ‘May be a month back’.....
He... ‘This too is untrue.... she has gone to her
mother’s place for delivery four months back’....
I just gathered courage to say, ‘I can’t disclose
it to you’.....
From that day he was continuously calling me
and meeting me and it was becoming a headache....
Finally I had to reveal an unpleasant truth.....
I said.... ‘I wanted to avoid this.... I am not
interested in speaking the truth.... Even now I give
you a chance...please don’t compel me to reveal’.....
He... ‘No. I need to know’.....
Me... ‘Ok.... It is not your brother..... It is another soul
that frequents his body many times... Sometimes
your brother’s soul is suppressed for days
together.... This in tantra parlance is called
Sthambanam..... Since I have been fighting for the
past few months to honorably push it into Ether, it
is getting wild.... It has got a taste of his body... It is
refusing to leave.... So, I have been exorcising it.’....
He.... ‘Oh my God... I need not have known this
unpleasant truth at all’.....
Me... ‘That’s what I advised you.... But, you did not
heed to my words.... Don’t worry... I am in the final
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stages of the prayogam... I am quite sure that I can
give it a honorable exit into Ether and save your
brother’s soul from harassment... Don’t disclose this
to any one.... Be strong and keep praying to Ahobila
Ugra Nrusimha who is your family Deity’....
Ugram Veeram Mahavishnum Jwalantham
Sarvathomukham |
Nrusimham Beeshanam Bhadram Mrityur Mrityum
Namamyaham ||
Sadasiva Gounder and Nataraja Gounder were
brothers and had vast stretch of good cultivable
lands in the western part of Tamil Nadu.... Sadasiva
Gounder’s wife was Kannammal and Nataraja
Gounder’s wife was Akilandeswari... They both
though being brother’s wives more behaved like
sisters and loved each other a lot..... Akilandeswari
had a friend by name Chandra who was very jealous
of Akilandeswari and Kannammal....
Chandra invited Akilandeswari home for
lunch... There Akilandeswari was introduced to a
woman by name Thanjammal..... Chandra told
Akilandeswari that Thanjammal meditated on Lord
Shiva and Lord Shiva speaks through her.....
Thanjammal..... ‘Chandra has told everything about
you and your family... You can ask me any question
and with Shiva’s Grace, it will be answered’.....
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Akilandeswari....‘I just want my husband and his
brother, me and his brother’s wife to be united and
happy as ever’.....
Thanjammal meditated some time and
materialised some vibhuthi and gave it to
Akilandeswari and said.... ‘Mix this in the food
offered to his brother’s wife. Your husband and his
brother’s wife you all will be permanently united
and happy for ever.. But don’t tell them about this...
If the secret is known, it will not work’.....
One day, believing the statement of
Thanjammal, Akilandeswari mixed the Vibhuti in
the food she cooked for them... All the three of them
met with unnatural death within a span of 3
months.....
Akilandeswari could not tolerate this tragedy
and felt guilty and hanged herself to death.....
It is almost 400 years since this incident
happened.... In this 400 years many unnatural
deaths and revengeful killings and untimely
unnatural deaths have taken place in the families
of Sadasiva Gounder, Nataraja Gounder, Chandra
and Thanjammal....
Today interestingly the progenies of Sadaiva
Gounder, Nataraja Gounder, Chandra and
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Thanjammal are my disciples.....
Now I am busy pulling back all souls which
were revengefully killed in these families.... With
Lord’s Grace, I expect to put them back into Pitru
Loka, so that all the curses of the Pitrus can be
remedied....
Pitrubhya Swadhavibya Swadha Namaha
Pithamahebya Swadhavibya Swadha Namaha
Prapithamahebya Swadhavibya Swadha Namaha...
Akshan Pitharaha... Akshan Matuhu Pitharaha....
I had gone to seek some monetary help for my
prayogams in the forest to a gentleman known to
me.... I took an appointment from his secretary and
was at his office in the morning... I waited for two
hours outside his cabin.... Employees were going in
and coming out with files and were quite busy.....
As I was getting late, I wanted to leave but
inform the gentleman inside the cabin that I will
meet him some other day since he was busy....
So, I went to his Secretary, who was sitting
outside the cabin....
Me.... ‘Sir, I want to leave since I have some
important work.... may I just go in to the cabin for a
minute and inform your Managing Director that I
will come some other time since he is busy’....
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Secretary put his right index finger across his
mouth and said......‘Ssshhhhh’....
I could understand that he wanted me to
remain silent.....
So I went back and sat on the sofa....
Lunch time.... all employees left for lunch....
The Secretary had his lunch on his table.... After
he completed it, I went to him...
Before I could say anything, he said...
‘Ssshhhhhh’...
So, once again I went back and sat on the sofa....
Evening it was 6.30 pm.....
The Managing Director came out of the
cabin..... he saw me and took me inside his cabin....
MD....‘In fact, I wanted to come and meet you.... I’m
surprised to see you at my office today.... God has
sent you to me’...
I didn’t tell him that I took appointment from
his Secretary....
I just smiled and said...’I just came some where
nearby and thought of meeting you’...
M.D... ‘When did you come?’....
Me... ‘Just 2 minutes back.... By the by, you wanted
to come and see me.... anything useful I can do for
you?’.
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M.D... ‘I am starting a new trading company and I
want you to suggest a name’....
Me... ‘Can you come home tomorrow morning at
9 am and I can certainly suggest a name’....
M.D...‘It is very urgent.... Can you give me a name
right away’...
Me.... ‘Ok.... Keep the name as ‘Ssshhhhhh’ trading
company’....
M.D... ‘What sort of a name it is? Very funny name
for a serious business?’....
I laughed and said.... ‘Every one means serious
business at their work place.... Today according to
Prashna Bhavam, the name should be ‘Ssshhhh’, so
I suggested’....
M.D.... ‘Ok...then tomorrow morning, I will come
to your place and you suggest a better name’....
I smiled and said ‘Ok...Nice to have met you
today.. Please come tomorrow’.....
I just left the office...
A few years back.....
I had borrowed some money from some one.....
I asked him to come to Tank Bund....
He came and stood by my side....
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He..... ‘Hope you have brought the money’.....
Me..... ‘No......But, see the Gautam Buddha... How
serene his looks are... How beautiful he is... See that
gracious smile... I love him’.....
He was wild and seething with anger.....
He...... ‘You keep on dodging like this... You are a
cheat... I don’t trust you’.... Blah....blah....blah...
Then I took out a Cheque from my pocket and
gave it to him....
He... ‘You said you didn’t bring the money’....
Me... ‘Yes... I only brought the Cheque for the said
amount, I did not bring cash...This is what it means...
Further please deposit the Cheque immediately...
If you don’t deposit today, I may withdraw it in two
days time and the Cheque will be returned for want
of funds... after that I am not responsible’.....
He just snatched the Cheque and rushed to his
bank to deposit.... the Cheque got cleared and he
got the amount....
He called me on my mobile, ‘I am sorry.... I
exceeded my limits on that day and scolded you
very nastily’.....
I said.... ‘I was feeling that you missed a big
chance..... Had you seen Buddha that day, it would
have been very graceful.... I felt like he smiled more
that day... You missed his gracious smile’.....
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When our mind is clouded, we miss some
beautiful moments in life....
He....‘Guruji, my boss always throws the blame on
me and escapes.. I don’t know how to handle this’...
Me.....‘In which industry are you working?’....
He......‘In the Information Technology industry’...
I laughed and said.... ‘Simple..... You need to
grow to understand this.... Lower level employees
can always be controlled and altered.... Then they
are shifted and entered... As you pass on through
the hierarchy you should know how to back track
your own words and if need be get it deleted.... At
the highest level you should know to insert and if a
problem comes escape from the scene throwing the
blame on juniors’.....
He.... ‘I don’t understand Guruji’....
Me... ‘Simple...learn from the computer key board..
Ctrl + Alt at the lowest level, shift at the next level,
enter at the very next stage....backspace and delete
at still next stage... And at the top first level insert
and the first key says Escape.....
During my college days, I had a fellow student
who was always depressed... He used to play good
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chess... Those days I was considered to be a good
chess player and had won some competitions...
Whenever he was depressed, I used to invite
him to play a game of chess.....
I will start the game very seriously and
gradually lose the game.... Not a single game, I used
to win... After every win, he used to feel delighted...
When he was happy, I would counsel him and he
slowly came out of depression... He graduated and
went for higher studies.... He settled in Australia....
After a few years during his visit to India, we
met and he wanted to play a game of chess... I
readily agreed...we both played 5 games in 7 days
time.... He lost all the five games.....
He... ‘I think, now you have improved your
techniques and skills’....
I laughed and said... ‘Now that you are out of
depression, no longer I need to lose’....
He could not understand....
A few years back, one day a person known to
me came to me ....
He... ‘Guruji, which is our family deity?.... I had been
to many astrologers and they have been saying
different versions.... I am totally confused.... Please
guide me’....
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Me.... ‘Go to Tirumala and worship Lord Balajee
every year at least once’....
He.... ‘I have to stand in queue, for hours together
to have a glimpse of him.... I can’t do that since I
am very busy with my business... Suggest
something easier’....
I laughed and said... ‘Better consult another
astrologer.... I have no other option in your case’....
He left....
He was on a business trip somewhere south in
his car... His car stopped midway in a forest like
area, at around 10 pm... There was no one on the
road... So he locked the car and walked some
distance... He found a road side temple... There was
no light and no one around.... He was tired and
slept... In the morning a priest came and woke him
up....
Priest.... ‘Who are you? Why are you sleeping
here?’...
He said... ‘My car has broken down just a furlong
away at night... Since I was just searching for a place
to stay through the night, I found this temple’...
The priest handed him over a towel and said....
‘On the back side there is a rest room and bath
room... Take bath and come back.... I will do the
Abhishegam for the Lord, cook food, offer him and
then call you’...
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He completed all that and waited for an hour...
The screen opened... It was Lord Balajee....
He was in tears... He came back to the car and
tried starting the car and it started... He was
amazed....
He came back and told me the story that
happened...
I laughed and told him, ‘In your next trip too,
go to that temple’....
In the next trip during his visit south, when he
went to that place, there was no temple...
He called me on my mobile and told me that
the temple is missing...
I laughed roaringly....
He... ‘Why are you laughing Guruji?’....
Me.... ‘Don’t expect the Lord to keep waiting for you
at that place every time... He is not your servant...
He has better things to do... At least now make it a
practice to go to Tirumala every year’....
He was zapped....
Now every year he religiously visits Tirumala
on January 1st and offers his prayers....
Om Namo Venkatesaya......
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From time immemorial, our forefathers would
have worshiped a particular deity as ‘Kula
Devata’... Though Lord is only one, they would have
given importance to one deity and would have
worshiped him... Normally those days families used
to visit the ‘Kula Devata’ at least once a year and
offer respects..... They would have adored him in
different ways through different practices... Some
times this practice gets stopped mid way in some
families due some reasons best known only to those
families.... Down the lane, the youngsters do not get
to know which is the family deity.... If you are the
follower of a Sadhguru, he will guide you properly...
In case you don’t have one, you can go to Tirumala
or Ahobilam or any of the Dwadasha Lingas or any
of the 51 Shakthi Peetas regularly every year... You
can participate in any Seva for the Lord and convey
it to the younger ones to enable them to follow...
Your mother, your father, your forefathers, your
Kula Devata is the most important thing.... If you
don’t take care of them and even if you do
Kumbhabishegam or Yagnams or Prayers it will be
of no use...
She lost her husband recently... She asked me
whether I can communicate with the soul and let
her know the status of it... She had loved her
husband a lot... Though I can understand her
feelings, I said that as of now it is impossible....
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Tracing a soul in the Pitru Loka is not an easy
task.... Souls take their own time to reach the Pitru
Loka.... Different scriptures give different versions...
Let me try explaining this from Prayoga Veda point
of view.....
For every family there exists a soul called ‘Jiva
Pitru / Jiva Pitrus’ who decides about the fate of
the soul depending on it’s previous birth’s actions,
inactions and reactions.... It decides the maturity
of the soul... From the experiences of the previous
birth whether the soul has learnt anything or not?
Has it matured better? Has it made progress in the
levels of individual consciousness? And many more
details... All these details are scrutinised and the
soul is told about the positivities and negativities
in its act as a human being in the previous birth...
Comparison charts are drawn with it’s own many
births in the past.....
According to the balance of good karma and
bad karma, the soul is given a priority to be reborn....
Some times souls which have recently entered the
Pitru Loka get a preference to be reborn quickly
where as the souls which have long back reached
the Pitru Loka are kept waiting....
The arithmetic and equations are a complex set
of algorithms than the present day computer
science.. The sole deciding authority is the Jiva
Pitru... The only person who can influence them to
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change their decision is the Gothra Rishis.... Gothra
Rishis go by merits of individual cases...
So, even if you have to find out the stage at
which a soul, it can be done only with the explicit
permission of the ‘Jiva Pitru / Jiva Pitrus’... The
merit of the soul is important... Jiva Pitrus are highly
evolved souls who could have merged with God but
chose to guide and guard their family ancestors...
They sacrifice everything to remain in the family
to guide the Pitrus...
To contact the ‘Jiva Pitru / Jiva Pitrus’ of a
family, is not like making a call on the mobile.... It is
not that easy... Considerable time and energy has
to be spent... It involves lots of Prayoga practices....
Of course when the soul has while living in its
body in this world attributed everything to God, if
it has shun doer ship and has considered every act
performed as an act of God, then it becomes eligible
to merge with Lord or become a Jiva Pitru or be
reborn at will....
Thought of just sharing the limited information
which I am permitted to share...
‘Udeeratham
Avara
Uthparasaha
Unmadhyama Pitaraha Somyasa Asoomya Eeyuhu,
Avuruga Ruthagyna Thenovanthu Pitaro
Haveshu’....
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One day some one came to me and
said....‘Guruji, I have a big plot.... I want to build
flats and sell it.... I want to give one flat to you for
your use’...
I said..... ‘No... I don’t need it... Give it to some
one else’....
Why I refused taking the plot?
It may be one of these reasons...
1. The Prashnam at the point of time of their
asking the question has to be negated... Hence
a ‘No’ instead of a ‘Yes’ .....
2. The property was acquired through unfair
means....
3. The Pitrus of the property want only their
progenies to enjoy and not give it free to any
one....
4. The Aksharas in the vicinity are not favorable
for a Prayogi to accept it as gift...
5. He said that the property is for my use... For
my use, I have enough and I don’t need
support.... I need support for our mission of
doing Dakshachaara Prayogas for the welfare
of the world... Loka Kalyanam....
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6. He wanted to show off.... He just gives to satisfy
his ego and trumpet to the world that he has
donated a property to me.... When you approach
a Master with humility and humbleness is
important and that is absent....
I don’t take everything given... Even Rupee 1,
I will take and may reject Crores... The option is
mine... No reasons are given for rejection...
Be guided accordingly....
I was in the Airport waiting for my flight and
reading a newspaper.....
A woman came and sat by my side.....
She... ‘I have seen you some where....
you reside in Hyderabad?’....
Me..... ‘No...Zimbabwe’....
I started reading the paper.....
She.... ‘Where in Zimbabwe? My sister lives
there’.....
Me...... ‘Victoria Falls’....
I started reading the paper.....
She.... ‘Your rings are beautiful... Where did you
make?’.....
Me..... ‘Congo’.....
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She... ‘Oh.....they make such beautiful rings in
Congo?’.....
I laughed and said..... ‘Don’t make me
Lakshmana’.....
She.... ‘Who is it?’
Me.... ‘The brother of Lord Rama... Lakshmana cut
the nose of Surpanaka... You are too nosy and nose
also looks large... I may cut it’...
She got wild and left the place.....
The boy was in love with a girl... The parents
of the boy were reluctant to get him married to that
girl since he belonged to a different caste.....
The parents came to me one day....
Father of the boy....‘Guruji, I want a solution to
this problem.... It is getting on to my nerves...
Suggest me a place to visit and pray’.....
Me... ‘Okay... You want a solution... Is it not?’
He.... ‘Yes... a quick solution’....
Me... ‘Okay... let me pray to God... He may fix
it fast.... Both of you go to Mannarshala in Kerala...
It is around 60 kms south of Allapuzha... Pray to
the Lord Naganatha and Yaksha Sarpini... Do it
fast’....
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They left for Mannarshala and prayed to Lord
and came back.....
My mobile rang... It is the father of the boy...
He....‘Guruji, What did you do?’....
Me.... ‘I woke up.... Had coffee without brushing
teeth and had food without taking bath today... I
am now at office’....
He... ‘I am not asking about that... I am asking about
our son... We came back today morning from
Mannarshala... My son has come home with the girl
and says he has got married day before yesterday...
He has even registered the marriage yesterday’....
Me... ‘I don’t know... You wanted a quick solution..
I asked you to visit Mannarshala and pray so that
Lord will fix it.... Lord has fixed it....What can I do
for this?’.....
He was fighting with every one and earned a
lot of animosity.....
I had to finally warn him..... ‘Please at least
don’t fight with three more people’.....
He .... ‘Why? 3 more people’....
Me..... ‘At least 4 people are needed to lift your body
to the burial ground.... I am available always for
you..... 3 more may be needed... I alone cannot lift
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you for I am getting old’....
He was taken a back....
He was a CEO of a company... He enjoyed all
the comforts and the company too pampered him
a lot.... One day the company had to be closed down
due to accumulated losses.... He did not find a
suitable job... He had to sell some thousands of
shares to continue the comforts which he was
enjoying.... He was not prepared to compromise on
his standards of living, neither his kin and kith were
prepared.... Since he did not get a job, he started his
own company borrowing funds... He was not
frugal... He continued to be lavish, splashing a lot
on costly gadgets, cars and houses... Finally that
business too ended in loses.... Today he has lost every
thing... His wife has divorced him.... His kids are
living separately.... None of his good old friends call
on him... Those who enjoyed all comforts with him
when he was comfortable, ditched him when things
went wrong .. I am the only person today to be with
him...
I went to their house.....
He asked his son to prostrate me....
He.....‘Prostrate Guruji’....
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The boy did it....
He says ‘Abhivadaye’....
The boy did Abhivadaye.....
He.... ‘Prostrate once again, 4 times’.....
The boy prostrated....
He.... ‘Sing a song’....
The boy sang a beautiful composition of
Muthusamy Deekshitar.....
He.... ‘You have IIT coaching class at 6 pm.... leave’...
The boy left....
He asked me....‘Guruji, see how I have brought
up my kid..... Upbringing is very important... What
are your thoughts on this?’...
I smiled and said.... ‘To me your son looked like
a Robocop’....
One day when I was driving my car and going
towards Gadchibowli, I saw a person known to me,
overtaking my vehicle... He was on a bike and the
helmet was in the rear duly locked.... He was not
wearing the helmet at that time.....
The other day I met him and so asked him....
‘You were dangerously driving the bike that too
without helmet last month’....
He.... ‘Guruji... may be... What was the time then?’....
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Me.... ‘May be around 2.30 pm in the afternoon’....
He.....‘Guruji.... Nothing to worry..... Between 2 pm
and 4 pm police do not patrol the road.... They go
for lunch’.....
Any rule is not going to change the attitude of
some people, unless they voluntarily adopt
discipline..... Further not only these guys endanger
their life but may endanger others life too.... So wear
helmet in the interest of yourself and others... Don’t
neglect it.....
Some times we keep searching for one person
with the other.... We keep searching for the missing
person with the others... Now when you start doing
this, mind will start playing tricks with you....
She had an excellent Master... After his
Samadhi, she is now searching for him with others,
since she is missing him....
Never any one can be on par with the other...
Every one is unique... So comparison itself is
stupid.... If you find some one similar, it means your
mind had started playing games with you... A rose
is a rose, a jasmine is a jasmine, a lotus is a lotus....
Even when you compare the designs of one rose with
the other, you will find every rose unique...
Ultimately you will realize, it is futile to compare....
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Every one in this world is original and unique....
In the system of nature, you can’t find duplicates...
Many people whom I come across, say they
earn money through unfair means... Then they claim
that they are doing it for the bread and butter of
the family... Adding to this they are scared that the
sins may affect them....
Yeah.. I can understand your concern... When
you feel you are the doer every act attracts karma....
It is not a question whether it is good or bad, right
or wrong, karma comes in to play....
Further you claim that it is for bread and
butter.... If it is only for bread and butter, I don’t
think you need to be unfair in your business
practices.... It may be that you are feeding their greed
also... In such a case certainly it will affect if not
today, some day....
So, please be fair in your business practices....
Try to understand the difference between need and
want.... Be cautious and alert not to feed the want...
Mere repeated utterances of words like ‘Lord’s
Grace’ or ‘Eshwara Anugraham’ may not be enough
unless you learn to implement it in every aspect of
life on a moment to moment basis....
Saint.... Soul is always powerful....
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I laughed at him....
Saint....Why are you laughing?
Me..... Oh. revered Master... Your statement made
me to think a bit and hence I laughed... If Soul is
very powerful, and body or matter is insignificant,
Why the Soul is not able to eject itself from the body
at its will?... It looks like the Souls is trapped in the
body and is at the mercy of the body.... Till the body
weakens the Soul has to wait for its ejection.... Not
all are blessed like Bhishma to eject the Soul at his
will... In his case too the body got weakened due to
war wounds and no doubt he waited for the Soul to
get ejected in Uttarayana....
The Soul belongs to the Devatas and the body
belongs to the Pitrus.... The Soul rents the body to
complete the karma aspects of the past.... While the
Soul came to finish of the past karmas (Sanchita
Karmas), due to effect of mind the present karma
(Prarabdha Karma) starts accumulating.... The
Prarabdha Karma of the present life unfinished
adds to Sanchita Karma of the past.... The Soul is
forced to repeatedly enter the body with an aim to
finish of the karma but due to Manas, Buddhi and
Ahamkar it looks like a vicious circle and the Soul
is always trapped in the body for thousands of
generations... The Pitrus give the body and help the
Soul to come out of these karmas by doing selfless
work.... The body has a time limit upto which these
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karmas can be dissipated by self less work.... Once
this birth (Janma) is over the Pitrus once again are
kind enough to give a new body to the Soul to
continue the cycle of operations.... In one way the
body (matter) given by the Pitrus (fore fathers) too
is powerful since it helps in giving hope to mankind
to dissipate the karma through selfless work... So I
don’t agree with your statement. Oh, revered
Master....
The saint looked stunned... I bowed in respect
to him and left his ashram.....
Saint.... only make promises you can keep.....
I could not control my laughter... So I laughed...
It was a bit loud.... I did feel embarrassed when
every one looked at me....
Saint.... What is so funny I said now, that made you
to laugh...
Me... Oh learned and revered Master.... I would like
to share my thoughts on this if I am permitted to do
so in this august gathering of the learned....
Saint.... You may go ahead....
Me.... A ‘Promise’ is more connected to the future....
This ‘Promise’ is made by the concerned person
today... This moment is certainly certain.... This
person who makes the ‘Promise’ keeps today’s
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circumstances in mind and commits... Future is
uncertain.... Today’s circumstances and future
circumstances will certainly vary, since life is
dynamic and keeps changing on a continuous
basis... There is no guarantee about the future...
Under these circumstances how one can give a
‘Promise’ keeping the certain present in mind and
matching it with an uncertain future.... Further the
statement reads... ‘Only make Promises which you
can keep’..... How can one know in view of ever
changing future what promise he can keep or not
keep.... So, in our opinion the statement is
impractical and cannot be implemented.... Hence I
laughed....
The saint was kind enough to call me to the
podium and hugged me..... I prostrated him 3 times
and left the place......
At Rishikesh.... One day long ago...
Sanyasi Saint.... I can do the impossible.....
I could not control my laughter....
Sanyasi Saint... Why are you laughing?
Me.... If the impossible can be done, no longer it can
be called ‘Impossible’ because it is ‘Possible’..... so I
laughed...
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He was upset and angry with me...
After many years later, very recently, I saw the
saint with a lady and a kid in her hand at Sri
Ranganatha Swamy Temple, Sri Rangam.... In fact
I could not recognize him since he was fully
shaven....
The saintly man.... Do you recognize me
Guruji?
As I looked at him, I realized.....
He.. I know that you are the cause for this.... You
made ‘Impossible’ then ‘Possible’ later.....
I laughed and said once again... If the
impossible can be done, no longer it can be called
‘Impossible’ because it is ‘Possible’.....
This time he was not upset with me... He too
laughed....
He became a Grahastha by marrying his own
Sishya... They have a nice kid now...
A few years back I was at a monastery... The
head Monk was looking at me.... I was looking at
the Monk.... The other Monks of the monastery were
watching us.... The Monk’s eyes became red.... My
eyes too became red.... There was anger and fury in
the Monk’s face.... Equally the same with me... All
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the other Monks too became furious and their eyes
too turn red.... This was going on for two hours...
Then the Monk started smiling and I too started
smiling.... We both hugged each other and went
inside the monastery...
As I was leaving, I asked the head Monk.... now
that we are smiling, why your boys are not able to
smile...
Head Monk.... They saw my face and your face
initially and reacted to it by feeling angry and red
faced.... They really thought we both are angry....
We both were playing a drama.... They took it
seriously and are filled with anger... When we both
smiled and hugged, they could not believe it... It
looks like they are more used to clinging on to anger
than love.... If the disciples start deciphering the
Master’s moods and start reacting, they will stand
fooled because Master is a source of compassion....
They should have just observed us and not reacted....
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Blissful Radiance
Matru Devo Bhava...
Pitru Devo Bhava....
-Taitreya Upanishad....
Vedas did not say Matha Devo Bhava or Pitha
Devo Bhava.... They used the word Matru and
Pitru.... Mother and Father become the
representatives of the clan to which we belong.....
The respect is offered to them goes to the
forefathers.... The forefathers act through them....
So their words actions and deeds are that of your
forefathers... They are internally directed and
guided by their forefathers.... Hence such an
emphasis to their thoughts, actions and deeds.....
If your Dad or Mom gives you some property
or money, don’t deny it..... Take it.... It will earn Pitru
Kataksham... It is their blessings to you....
I know a few cases where the parents came
forward to help the son or daughter..... The kids said
that they don’t need the money / property..... They
said that you have given us education and life....
That’s more than enough....
The argument you put forward is wrong.... You
can never repay back the services of parents.... You
should not think that it will burden them.... In case
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they come forward to give you, you should take it
and pass it on to future generations or put it to
proper use....
Never deny any gift given by parents... If you
deny, Pitrus / Forefathers may not be happy with
your decision...
Monk..... Monastery.... Compassion
Just all the Monks had completed their
meditation session.... The Abbot was about to go to
his room for rest.....
Monk.....Master, some one is at the door for an
audition with you....
Abbot....Please guide him to my chamber.....
On entering the chamber, the Abbot found an
young man around 20 years of age waiting for
him.....
Abbot.... Who are you? What do you want?
Visitor... I want to become a Monk.... I don’t have
any formal education... My dad taught me to play
chess and I am good at it....
Abbot... No problem... We can admit you and initiate
Monk hood.... But at present the monastery is full...
Still there is a chance....
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Abbot to his Monks.... This visitor wants to join
monastery... He does not know anything other than
chess... So, I want our Monk ‘Basho’ to play chess
with this boy... In case Basho loses he will have to
leave monastery... In his place the visitor will join
as Monk.... In case the visitor looses he wont get a
chance to be with us...
A chess board was brought and before the
Abbot and the Monks the game started.... The visitor
was playing well and Basho was no match....
The visitor suddenly looked at the face of
Basho.... He was so serene and calm.... He could see
a lot of peace in his eyes... The visitor thought if this
Monk is in the monastery, its good for the world....
He is at peace and will spread the message of peace...
This looked more important than his becoming a
Monk...
So, the visitor started loosing the pieces one by
one purposely as he didn’t want the Monk to lose...
The Abbot saw this and suddenly he came near the
board, picked it up and threw it....
Abbot..... You had the skill and capability to win
the game... But the compassion in you made you to
start losing the game because you feared the Monk
losing will be sent out.... This is what I needed to
know... Welcome to the monastery... Boys, please
shave his head, give him a bath, dress him with new
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robes and bring him to the meditation hall... Let us
initiate Monk hood to this compassionate
gentleman...
Every day the disciple was asking Master to
show God to him and the Master used to smile and
keep quiet....
One day....
Disciple... Master every day I am requesting you to
show God and you are just smiling....
Master... Yes... Today I have decided to show God...
Come with me... Let us go to the temple tank and
bathe first..
The Master and the disciple were taking bath
in the temple tank...
Then in a flash it happened.... Suddenly the
Master as the disciple was bending and taking the
final dip, pressed his head inside the water and did
not allow the disciple to pull out... The disciple
struggled for 2 minutes and the Master released his
grip....
The disciple gasping for breath pulled his head
out of water and looked very terrified at the Master...
Disciple....Master.. I don’t know why you did this
to me.. I asked you to show me God.... You almost
killed me...Why?
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Master had bouts of laughter....
Master.... When you were inside the water for that
2 minutes, what you thought and what you needed
most?
Disciple... Air....Master...Nothing else...Nothing else
crossed my mind.... I wanted just air to survive....
Master.... Like that a day will come where you will
just need God and nothing else... That day nothing
else will cross your mind... You will gasp ‘God’ ‘God’
‘God’.... Today you have a different list of priorities...
You want your business to shine... You want your
kids well settled....You want to win court cases...
You want to satisfy your wife and family... You want
so many things... In the middle your greed wants
‘God’ also.... The day you gasp ‘God’ ‘God’ God’,
God himself will reveal himself to you... You may
not need me that day to reveal God.... Let your other
priorities be finished and don’t be too greedy...
Every Guru has his own way to bring a person
into his fold....
There was a master by name Manakkal
Nambi... There was an intellectual boy who became
a king... The Master knew very well that this boy
who is the king is destined to be a great spiritual
master....
The guards in the palace refused to allow the
master inside the palace.... The master befriended
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the cooks in the kitchen and got to know that a
particular green leafy vegetable called
‘Thoodhuvalai’ is liked a lot by the king....
So, the master everyday started supplying
those greens and the cooks used to cook and offer it
to the king.... The king joyously was eating the
cooked greens along with the food....
The master suddenly stopped the supply.... The
king asked the cooks for greens.... The cooks said a
very old man was supplying the greens but he has
not turned up for the past 4 days... The king said
that in case the old man turns up again, he would
like to meet him...
After a week or so, Manakkal Nambi went back
with the greens and the king met the Master....
The Master Manakkal Nambi established
contact with the king ‘Yamunai Thuraivan’, who
later was called as ‘Yamunacharya’ or
‘Alavandar’.... Alavandaar was one of the
Manaseeka Guru of Saint Ramanuja.... Saint
Ramanuja could not reach in time to see his Guru
Alavandar.... By the time Ramanuja reached Sri
Rangam, Alavandar left for heavenly abode.... But
when Ramanuja came and saw the corpse of
Alavandar, it is said that Master Alavandar’s dead
body directed three things to be done by Ramanuja
by opening the closed three fingers of his right fist....
Master’s ways are unique.....
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Every direction has got a significance....
East is Indra / Sukra....
South is Yama / Pitrus....
West is Varuna / Rishi
North is Soma / Kubera.....
Boga Deepam
When you light a lamp the wick facing East,
Indra is delighted, Sukra is delighted...paves way
for wealth, prosperity, opulence, abundance, good
sleep....preferably cow Ghee is used....
Pitru Deepam
When you light a lamp wick facing South....
Yama is delighted...Pitrus are delighted... longevity,
progeny welfare, avoidance of accidents, pre
matured death, good health, harmony in the family
peace, etc.,.. preferably Gingelly (til) oil.....
Rishi Deepam
When you light a lamp wick facing West....
Varuna and Rishis are pleased..... bountiful grains
and agriculture, good rains, good wisdom,
knowledge, better memory, good health, peace.....
preferably Gingelly (til) oil....
Kubera Deepam....
When you light a lamp wick facing North...
Soma / Kubera are pleased.... Prosperity, success in
business, promotion and success in office, gold and
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gems, abundant material prosperity..... Preferably
cow Ghee is used......
Lord always has a vehicle which is an Animal
or a Bird or a Reptile... His Avataras start from Fish
to Tortoise to Boar to Lion to Dwarf / Giant to an
Angry Human to a Balanced Human to Sensitive
Human and Divine and finally the Divine (Kalki
on Horse)...... In his home (the temple), he has a
Sthala Vriksham (an age old tree) and there is a
sacred pond (Theertham)... The animal, the tree and
the water are recognized and given a place in the
Lord’s abode.......... There are many lamps lit inside
the temple... Some times Homams / Yagnas are also
performed (Agni....Fire).... He is bathed in the sacred
Theertham (Water......Varuna).... During the
Brahmotsavam, Lord rides on different Vahanas
(Animals)... He is decorated with excellent flowers....
the Sun, the Moon The Stars, The Planets, The
Galaxies, The Devatas, The Asuras and of course
the Humans come to have his Darshan.....
Bhagavan says...
‘Yomam Pashyathi Sarvatra, Sarvamcha Mayi
Pashyati,
Tasya Aham Na Pranashyami, Sa Cha Me Na
Pranashyati’...
‘One who sees me in all, sees all in me..... neither I
miss such a person nor he misses me’.....
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Lord is everywhere and he is in Earth too...
Lord is there as a Temple...
Lord is there as a Stone / Metal Vigraha (Idol)...
Lord is there as Sun, Moon, stars and the cosmos....
Lord is there as tree, plants , shrubs, the flowers.......
Lord is there as animals , birds etc.,
Lord is there as Fire....
Lord is there as Water....
Lord exists as various cosmic entities (Devas &
Asuras)....
Lord exists as Human....
So, as expressed by Lord Krishna in Bhagavad
Gita, see the Lord in anything and everything....
Drop the judgmental attitude and develop
unconditional love towards everything with his
mercy and Grace.....
Sarvam Vishnu Mayam Jagathaha...
Sarvam Khalvidam Brahma....
If you are Possessive fear is the cause....
If you are Egoistic fear is the cause....
If you are Selfish fear is the cause....
If you are Jealous fear is the cause....
If you are Greedy fear is the cause....
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Fear is the root cause of many ills which turns
you into an evil.... Root out fear
Chant.....
Maathaa Nrusimha.... Pithaa Nrusimha...
Braathaa Nrusimha.... Sakha Nrusimha...
Vidyaa Nrusimha.... Dravinam Nrusimha....
Swamy Nrusimha.... Sakalam Nrusimha.....
Itho Nrusimaha.... Paratho Nrusimho...
Yatho Yatho Yami Thatho Nrusimhaa...
Bahir Nrusimho.... Hrudaye Nrusimho...
Nrusimham Adheem Saranam Prapadhye...
Ugram Veeram Mahavishnum Jwalantham
Sarvathomukham |
Nrusimham Beeshanam Bhadram Mrutyur Mrutyum
Namamyaham ||
Om Nrusimhaya Vidmahe,
Vajranakaaya Deemahi |
Thanno Simha Prachodayaat....
Vriksha Bhairava & Vriksha Bhavani....
This is one of the rarest form.... In Chaaya
Atharva Veda there are 264 major forms of
Bhairavas.... Among this 264 forms, around 16
forms are rare and out of which 8 forms are
considered rarest of the rare....
The 8 forms with consorts are....
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1. Akaasa Bhairava Tara
2. Maarthaanda Bhairava Raja Mathangi
3. Mrutyunjaya Bhairava Kapaalini
4. Vriksha Bhairava Bhavani
5. Unmattha Bhairava Jwalini
6. Asithaanga Bhairava Hamsini
7. Ujeevana Bhairava Ujeevini
8. Vijaya Bhairava Jaya
With Lord’s Grace let me attempt to highlight
certain points about Vriksha Bhairava and
Bhavani.....
They are the fourth of the rarest of the rare
form....
They are mostly found only in the natural
environment like the forests and the jungles....
It is believed that they are age old and keep
living below the earth for thousands of years...
When the time is ripe they come out of the earth as
plants/trees to announce to the world that they
have finally arrived to be seen, adored and
worshiped....
Since they live deep below the earth, may be
millions and millions of miles, they have absolute
control the Seven Patala Lokas...Atala, Vitala,
Sutala, Talatala, Mahatala, Rasatala & Patala.....
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The forefathers of humans are under their
control and the Pitru Lokas will fall under these
Patalas depending on the collective Kaarmic effect
of the individual families and Souls....
On worship and propitiation of Vriksha
Bhairava with his consort Bhavani, will heal the
negative impact on human beings due to non
performance of rights and righteous duties for
departed souls in the family by the kartas.... If with
faith, any one approaches Vriksha Bhairava /
Bhavani and prays dedicatedly problems in the
families concerning forefathers will be solved /
mitigated....
In case if some one has missed performing their
duties (Pitru Kaaryam) to their forefathers can pray
to Vriksha Bhairava / Bhavani, and such prayers
will result in the blessings of the Lord and the
forefathers.....
Since the Lord in this form is the absolute
owner of the Seven Patala Lokas, he remedies
people suffering from black magic and witchcraft
(ill effects of Vaamachaara Prayogas of the East and
the Voodoo, Sorcery and Negative Occult practices
of the West)
In this mundane world, right from getting a job
or for a successful marriage or for begetting a
progeny or for living a healthy peaceful life, the
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blessings of the ancestors / forefathers is a must...
By praying to Vriksha Bhairava / Bhavani, all these
things are fulfilled...Of course faith, reverence and
dedication is the key.....
With the blessings of the Lord, we found that
Lord Vriksha Bhairava / Bhavani have manifested
as two beautiful trees in the Sri Sai Amrita
Narayana Temple complex at Manakin Sabot,
Virginia.
With Lord’s Grace, we hope to perform the
purification and welcoming ceremony of the Lord
at appropriate time.
All are welcome to participate....
Om Ksham Vriksha Bhairavaaya Namaha....
When you visit Kasi / Benares / Varnasi /
Gaya next time, instead of leaving Bitter Gourd,
Snake Gourd, Guava, etc., leave your Ego, Pride,
Possessiveness, Jealousy, Anger, Resentment, Greed
etc., you are choosing an easy way out... This is not
fair... What you like you have to leave... All long
you liked Ego, Pride, Jealousy etc., leave all this in
Benares... When you come back you will have less
luggage or no luggage... You will feel
delighted...joyous.... You will be enlightened.....
The marriage performed by the girl’s side for
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the girl to the boy was unfortunately coined as
‘Kanya Dhaan’.....
Here lies the culprit called Dowry.... This leads
to the female being placed in a pedestal lower than
the male... Had it been called ‘Kanya Dharma’, it
would have been different.... ‘Dharma’ is
wholesome and selfless.... ‘Dhana’ is selfish..... When
‘Dhana’ is done, it is more done praying for relief
of the person doing ‘Dhana’... So, ‘Kanya Dhaan’
will mean as doing Dhana of the girl as the parents
feel her as a burden.... The boy’s side thinks since
they assume the burden, they have to be
compensated through dowry.... So the marriage so
performed as ‘Kanya Dhaan’ becomes more a
business proposition....
So, first ‘Kanya Dhaan’ should become ‘Kanya
Dharma’, where the girl is treated more on the equal
footing with the boy and it is not a burden but a
boon for the boy and his family... The girl in future
is going to be a mother, becomes the primary source
of bringing back the forefathers of the family, the
act for which the boy and his parents must rejoice
the occasion and welcome the girl befittingly....
There are thousands of children who are
orphaned from birth.... They don’t have any one to
take care.... If one is not blessed with a biological
child, at least then can we not adopt one of those
children who are in need of care? Why should we
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be stubborn in this.... There are some couples who
have not been blessed to have their own biological
kid, but they are stubborn to adopt.... In fact even if
you have your own kids you should adopt such
children and give them care.....
As on date, I have 64 kids in my adoption list
.... the first daughter whom I adopted when she was
just 3 months old, years back, is abroad and got
married last month....
He.... What is the difference between ‘Dharma’ and
‘Dhana’...
Dharma is more a broader term..... All acts of
sanctity done for the welfare of this world is
Dharma... For example... Some one needs care,
giving care is Dharma... Some one needs love, giving
love is Dharma.. Some one needs knowledge, giving
knowledge is Dharma... Some one needs some
spiritual advice, giving it is Dharma... Of course,
giving money or comforts to the needy is also
Dharma.... So, Dharma’s scope is wide and huge....
All activities done selflessly depending on the needs
to this world is Dharma.....
Where as, Dhana is more a narrow term.....
More towards giving just money or material
comforts... Some times Dhana is done with a selfish
attitude.... Just throwing a small fish to catch a big
one.... People do Dhana as a Prayaschittham /
Pariharam for their own relief... Some astrologer
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says do Dhana to a Brahmin to ward off obstacles...
So, you do it... It is more selfish...
The beauty of many leaders in the field of
religion today is to make you feel guilty and then
bring the element of God.... Now God will pardon
you for the mistakes you have committed and you
are now free to start committing fresh ones.... Once
in a year you can visit holy shrines or go to a Master
to clean up the mess of that particular calendar
year... All this for a small or large sum collected as
hundi collection or fees as the case may be.....
Lord is the doer.... Lord is the creator.... He is
the conscious preserver and keeper.... Nothing can
take place in this world without the approval of
God... He is omnipotent and omniscient... If one
thinks so and prays to God as a thanksgiving for
this wonderful life given, it is his grace... If one
doesn’t thinks so and remains an atheist or agnostic,
that too is his grace.... Without his grace nothing
works... Nothing happens... Nothing moves... He
doesn’t need any one to propagate his message... If
propagated he does on his own and his ways are a
miracle for those who have been blessed to wonder
despite intellect and reasoning....
No one does any mistake deliberately... It is just
incidental and the will of God everything good, bad,
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right, wrong, takes place... We learn from mistakes
and the experience elevates us to different levels of
thinking and consciousness.....
Then making feel guilty and seeking pardon in
the name of God is more a business venture than
anything religious.... That too is the will of God....
God is not only an aspect of religion but is also a
roaring and thriving business venture....
Goddess
‘Anumati’.....

Nila

Saraswathy

is

called

‘Anumati’ means she is the giver of intellect,
intelligence, wealth, prosperity and spiritual
enlightenment... It literally means she permits the
Devatas associated with intellect, intelligence,
wealth, prosperity and enlightenment to bestow
you with whatever you need.... It seems the
individual Devtas ask ‘Anumati’ for permission to
bestow you with what ever you ask....
Om Aim Hasaum Aim Sree Nila Saraswathyai
Namaha....
Om Aim Hasaum Aim Sree Anumatiyai Namaha...
The head is the Brahmin...
The Chest and the top portion of the body
below torso is the Kshatriya....
The lower portion housing the stomach liver
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pancreas kidneys is the Vysya....
The lowest portion from abdomen down to feet
is Sudra...
When you prostrate God or Guru or an elder,
it is the head portion (the Brahmin) who bows down
and puts his head at the feet (the Sudra) of God or
Guru or the elder.....
Surrender the egoistic head of Brahmin at the
feet of the Sudra of the God or Guru or elder... When
you get remember that you have surrendered your
ego and that you are ego less...
Do you prostrate this way?
Every day Lord Krishna would go in to the
garden and say to all plants, “I love you all” the
plants will respond to the Lord by saying, “We too
love you”....
One day Krishna rushed quickly in to the
garden very alarmed... He went to the bamboo
plant... the bamboo plant asked him, “Krishna is
there anything I can do for you?”. Krishna said,
“Yes, but it’s very difficult for me to ask and more
difficult for you to oblige”....
The bamboo plant said, “Please ask me... I
would love to do anything for you... You are my
Lord and we are in deep love for each other... Please
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give me an opportunity to be of some use to you..”...
So, Krishna said, “I need your life... I want to
cut you”....
The bamboo plant said, “ Kindly go ahead”...
Lord Krishna asked, “Once I cut you, your life
will be gone... How is it that you are agreeing to such
a desire of mine?”....
The bamboo plant said, “You are my love and
above all my God... If you are asking for something
it must be for a higher cause.. This life was given by
you and if not today some day it has to cease to
exist... Instead of dying without serving a purpose,
it is better to die for a purpose at the hand of my
lover who is none other than God... So, please feel
free to cut me and use me for the holy purpose
desired by you”...
So, the Lord cut the bamboo plant made it
hollow, drilled it with holes and started playing flute
with it...
The Gopas, Gopikas, Radhe, Rukmini,
Satyabhama used to feel jealous of the flute.... They
used to feel and said to the flute ...“Look, Krishna is
our Lord, but yet we get only some time with him,
whereas he wakes up with you, sleeps with you and
all the time you are with him”...
So, they asked the flute, “Please tell us the secret
reason behind Lord treasuring you so much”....
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The flute said, “The secret is when I was a
bamboo plant, I gave myself to the will of the Lord...
He did whatever was right for me... He made my
stuffed body hollow and drilled holes making me
empty inside... Lord does whatever he wants with
me and however he wants with me.. I have just
become his instrument”.....
When God can do whatever he wants and
however he wants with you, it is total surrender and
you will always be in his hands just like the flute...
No questions should be asked and unquestionable
faith in him can transform your life as a bamboo to
life of a flute.... Then you will always be with Lord....
So, just be.... not in past... not in future...but deeply
rooted in the present named “God”.....
Lord Krishna and Arjuna were walking in the
forest... They came across a poor brahmin.... Arjuna
took pity on him and gave a bag of gold coins.... A
thief in the forest was seeing this and when the
brahmin was walking back to his village robbed the
gold at knife point.....
The brahmin came back to Arjuna and told his
pathetic story.... Arjuna took pity on him and gave
a big diamond.... The brahmin took the diamond and
kept it in an old earthen pot in his house.... His wife
went to the lake to fetch water and unfortunately
the pot broke... She remembered of the old earthen
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pot at home... So, she came home took the pot and
immersed it in the lake... As the water filled the pot,
the diamond got lost in the lake...
The brahmin came to know of this and felt
sad.... He went back to Arjuna and Lord Krishna
and informed of what had happened.... Arjuna
thought this man is unlucky and did not give him
anything... Lord Krishna just gave him 3 pennies....
As the brahmin was returning home he saw a
fish suffering for life... So he thought, anyhow with
three pennies he wont get anything to eat also, so
let me try to save the life of fish... So he gave the
three pennies to the fisherman and took the fish and
wanted to leave it in a pond.... The brahmin noticed
something was obstructing the fish throat and he
put his hand and removed it.... It was the diamond
which Arjuna had given him.... The brahmin in
sheer ecstasy shouted ‘Look, what I have found... I
have found it’.... Just then the thief was passing by...
He recognized the brahmin... He got scared that the
brahmin may expose him... So he begged apology
with the brahmin and gave back the bag of gold
coins....
The brahmin was very happy and went back
to Arjuna and Lord Krishna... He narrated the story
and thanked them....
Arjuna asked Krishna....‘What ever I gave him,
he lost it.... You gave him just 3 pennies and he
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recovered whatever was lost... What is it you are
trying to teach me Lord?’....
Lord Krishna smiled and said.... ‘When he took
the gold and diamond, he was attached to it, since
he had a selfish interest... When he lost it he
lamented about it since the self was hurt... When
he took the 3 pennies he thought of relieving the
pain of the fish and put its interest more than self...
When you put others interest more than your self
interest, it is the way God works... In fact you are
doing God’s work and hence God himself takes care
of you... So he got back what he lost’......
The Master.....The captain of the ship.....
There was a large ship carrying a number of
people on a cruise across the ocean.... People were
enjoying.... dancing....exchanging pleasantries....
introducing each other.... lot of fun and frolic....
Some were dancing on the deck... Some were
playing tennis on the deck... Some were swimming
in the swimming pool on the deck... Some were
dining and tasting exotic dishes... The captain was
at the control room watching all this and smiling...
He was at the wheels steering the ship across the
ocean....
At this time it happened... a perfect storm.....
The sea became turbulent..... The tidal waves started
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growing.... There was a lot of lightning thunder and
rain... Dark clouds all around.... The big ship started
dancing amorously in the troubled waters... All
panicked and rushed to the control room to meet
the captain.....
The captain was not at wheels.... He was
casually lying on a easy chair (in western countries
‘the lazy boy’ as it is called)... Long since he had
smoked a cigar.... So he took a cigar, lighted it and
was enjoying the smoke....
The travelers were stunned at the easy going
attitude of the captain and asked.... ‘Oh captain...
Do some thing... It is the storm.. We are all fearing
for our safety’....
The captain smiled and said.... ‘When things
were alright and you people were merry making
you found me standing at the wheels controlling
the ship... Actually it was just a drama.... It looked
as though I am in control... When things were alright
and smooth, it looked as though I was in control
but the fact is only the Lord was taking care and
there was nothing for me to do.... When the ship is
now facing a perfect storm also, I am not in control
of the ship, it is the Lord who takes care.... Nothing
is under my control whether things are smooth or
rough.... Under all conditions it is the Lord who is
taking care of the ship and figuratively I am
designated as captain.. I have undertaken many
journeys across the ocean and I learnt this with his
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Grace that nothing is under our control and the
controller is the Lord who controls everything... If
any one of you would like to smoke cigars, I have
plenty of them and you can have and enjoy the
smoke.... Just keep praying.... Every thing will
subside in no time.... The journey on ship is like
journey in life... Neither I am too happy when things
are okay nor I am too sad when things go awry.... It
is the grace of the Lord I strike a balance between
the two.... I learnt that the eternal joy to be in the
middle so have faith and move on... The clarity will
soon dawn’.....
As the captain said this the sea became normal
and the storm had crossed....
The captain of the ship... The wonderful
Master..
Once you are in love, fear will diminish totally...
If you still fear you have check whether the love is
a presumption...Masters around the world are loved
by the disciples and devotees.... The Masters also
love them from the heart... In this process of love a
tremendous respect arises in the heart of the
disciples and devotees... The Master too feels in the
same way... Then Masters play around and joke
around with them... The disciples too pull the leg of
the Master... This is because of love... Those days
Maharishi Rajar used to say this... Today I find
Master Su-Yen and myself being engaged like that...
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This is because of the love.. love...love and love is
the only ingredient that binds a Master with his
disciples and devotees... Of course, the Master will
stop you once you take things for granted and that
too because of his love towards you all... Lord’s
Grace..
Achaaryaa PriyanDhana Mahhrudya.....
Vedas speak truth and are very beautiful.... The
above said portion of the hymn appears in the
Taitreya Upanishad, first Prasna titled
‘Sikshavalli’....
Teachings as to how Guru-Sishya parampara
should exist and follow....
The Guru works for the welfare of the world....
The sishya should assist him in all ways... He should
support the Guru in his activities... He should assist
him whole heartedly with all love... To the Guru the
world is important and to the sishya the Guru is
important... He should go all out and support the
Guru in his mission voluntarily, without asking for,
with all humility... This is the hall mark of his divine
relationship with the Guru.....
A Guru is more an Institution.... He is not just
a person or individual.... He comes down from his
level of consciousness to make the other
comfortable... That doesn’t mean that he can be
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taken for granted.... When any one acts high
handedly or takes him for granted, the personal
touch which he maintained all long will cease.... Of
course, his prayers for him will always exist...
Dakshachara Prayoga Vidya teaches only love
and compassion... It inculcates kindness and
gentleness.... It also creates determination,
conviction and courage to the practitioner... It never
teaches revenge or avenge... A Dakshachara Prayogi
will be an epitome of love and consequentially
sacrifices his life for the cause of humanity and the
world at large... The Dakshachara Prayogi’s aim is
peace even if it is at the cost of his life... He looks
normal but is truly para normal.... To understand
him is possible provided you know the language of
the Heart...
As a Prayogi, we have a lot of rules and
regulations to adhere and follow..... Here are some
of them....
You can go to any one’s home at your will.... I
cannot do that.... There is nothing like a self will..
Every direction of my travel is determined by the
nature... In case I have to go to Pune, the route from
Hyderabad to Pune may be via Bengaluru... The
time of departure and time of arrival is predetermined.... The mode...whether train, air, bus, car
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or by walk will be informed at the last minute..
You can eat anything any where...... This I can’t
do... What to be eaten....How much to be eaten....
will be informed at the last minute... In case I should
not eat, I should not.... Even water cannot be taken
unless permitted....
You can meet anyone anytime..... This I can’t
do.... Whom I can meet, when I can meet is predetermined.. In case I come across a person whom I
should not have seen at that point of time, I have to
do Prayaschitthams....
You can sleep anytime.... This is a case of luxury
for me..... Whether I can sleep for 5 minutes or 5
hours or no sleep is well defined....
You can wear any dress, any colour..... Dress
code is prescribed and only that colour dress is to
be worn... Change of dress is also prescribed as to
when it can be done....
Like the above there are 1064 prescriptions and
proscriptions for every day to follow....
Hope you can understand....
Some proportions....
Among 125 Crores of people in India, around
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100 Crores may believe in God,
out of this 100 Crores, 75 Crores may believe
in religion.....
out of this 75 Crores around 50 Crores may
believe in traditional religious aspects of religion....
out of this 50 Crores, 5 Crores may believe in
tantra worship....
out of this 5 Crores, may be a lakh may have
some knowledge of tantra.....
out of this one lakh, some 5000 may have
working knowledge of tantra
out of this 5000, there may exist 999
Vaamaachaaris
and may be just one Dakshachaari...
As a Prayogi, we love both the angels and the
demons..... The experience which we get out of our
association with them helps us in our journey
towards God..... Both are worthy partners and have
their own way in one’s spiritual development in
life.....
The life of a Prayogi is a beautiful and blissful....
He must be a visionary and should be beyond
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assumptions/presumptions.... He must be always
alert and conscious.... He should be non
judgmental.... He should be unconditional in love....
He has to be efficient and capable of handling all
situations... He has to be courageous and should not
be bothered about himself.... He has to work 24 x 7,
365 days, through out his life.... He must be as
amiable as water and should be as strong that water
cannot be cut by knife...He must be full of love and
yet detached from bondage of attachment.... He has
to be in constant communication with the cosmos
and accept life gracefully as it comes.... He will be
an epitome of sacrifice....
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Sri Prayoga Chakra Mahalakshmi
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Sri Guruji
Sri V.V. Sridhar Guruji is the Head of Sri
Jwala Trust, Chennai. He is an accomplished
spiritualist. He is conversant with rare and
holistic scriptures. He is an exponent of the
“ Chaya Atharva Veda ”, which is not
available as of today in written form. He is
an authority on it. The Chaya Atharva Veda
helps in curing acute diseases. He is a master
of many Vidyas of Vedic Lore like Sri
Krishna Mohana Tantram and Kapala
Tantram.
Sri Guruji has performed 114 Maha Yagnams
as of date and innumerable Yantra Poojas
for the benefit of mankind. He promotes
Unity and Harmony among all religions and
people. Love and Compassion are his
sublime message. Spirituality without
service to society is void. Under his
guidance the Trust plays a great role in the
upliftment of the society.
Approach, appreciate and adhere to the lofty
ideals preached and practiced by your
overwhelming participation in the
celebrations and its sacred activities.
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